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Foreword 

 
Dear Participants, 
 
It has been awhile since I accepted the charge of organizing this conference, during CALPHAD 
XXXVI (2007, Penn State, USA). Back then I said to myself that 11 years is a long time, but 
suddenly, I found myself receiving, on behalf of all of the organizers, the famous “CALPHAD 
Cowbell” from Jean-Marc back in June 2017. Since then, we have worked nonstop to make 
sure that this conference, only the second to be organized in Latin America, is as scientifically 
meaningful and culturally enriching as all the other CALPHAD meetings that have preceded 
us. 

 
Now, it is our great pleasure to welcome you, officially, to CALPHAD XLVII, being held in 
Juriquilla, Querétaro, in one of the most culturally, industrially and economically dynamic 
regions of the country. Being so close to so many interesting towns and locations made it 
possible to create a very appealing social program. The optional tour to the Pyramids of 
Teotihuacán will certainly round up the conference and showcase some of the most 
impressive archeological sites in México and maybe the Americas.  

 
We all came here, however, because of the science and, thanks to the Technical 
Programming Committee, chaired by Prof. Claudio Schön from USP, we have made some 
additions and modifications of the program that we hope will enrich the scientific content a bit 
more. For example, we have included a very popular set of pre-conference workshops. We 
have also tried to include a set of round tables (on Thursday) to have more free-wheeling 
discussions about important topics of interest to the CALPHAD community. 
 
Recognizing the fact that, to quote Hume-Rothery, “phase diagrams are the beginning of 
wisdom, not the end of it” we have tried to make sure that the scientific program contained 
talks that ranged from fundamental computational and experimental phase stability all the way 
to materials design and industrial application of CALPHAD-based techniques. This is reflected 
in our choice of Keynote Speakers: Prof. Juan Sánchez, Prof. Kiyohito Ishida, Prof. J. C. Zhao, 
Prof. Alex Navrotsky, Prof. Pedro Rivera-Díaz-del-Castillo and Dr. Andre Schneider whose 
collective expertise ranges from fundamental theory of alloys to the application of CALPHAD 
methods to solve industrial problems. 

 
The stage is set, we think, for a very interesting (scientifically and culturally) CALPHAD 
conference and we hope that at the closing of the conference you think the same. We are 
grateful for your attendance and, as we say in México, “nuestra casa es su casa! bienvenidos!” 

 
Raymundo Arróyave, Chair of CALPHAD XLVII, on behalf of the organizing committee:  
Adriana García, Claudio Schön, Dillon Vaughn, Juan Manuel Alvarado and Andrés Garay. 
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Organizing Committee 
�

Chair:      Raymundo Arróyave (Texas A&M University) 
 

Logistics and Event Planning Chair:  Adriana García (CIDESI) 
 

Logistics Coordinator:   Dillon Vaughn (Texas A&M University) 
 

Technical Programming Chair:  Claudio Schön (University of Sao Paulo) 
 

Co-Organizers:   Juan Manuel Alvarado Orozco (CIDESI) 
    Andrés Manuel Garay Tapia (CIMAV) 
    Luis Gerardo Trápaga Martínez (CIATEQ) 

�
�
�
A personal note of thanks: As Chair of the conference, I have many people to thank for making 
this possible. However, I am especially grateful for the help of Adriana, who coordinated single-
handedly all local logistics and vendor matters; to Dillon who has been in charge of all things 
related to the conference registration system and communications with attendees and who 
has prevented me from going crazy; to Claudio who masterfully put together the scientific 
program; to Juan who coordinated the short courses and to Klara Vancso, from Andora 
Consulting (http://www.andoraconsulting.com/en/) who not only designed the website but 
also worked tirelessly to resolve all issues we threw at her.  
 
I am also especially grateful to my department head, Prof. Ibrahim Karaman for his generous 
support towards my organizing this conference and to Dr. Jesús González, Director of CIDESI 
for all their support and for allowing Adriana to help us with the conference. 
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Technical Programming Committee 
Chair:  Claudio Schön (USP) 
 

Members: Michael Gao (NETL)    Richard Otis (JPL) 
Aurelien Perron (LLNL)   Yu Zhong (WPI) 
Wei Xiong (U. Pitt)    Shengyen Li (NIST) 
James Saal (Questek)   Thien Duong (TAMU) 
Dongwon Shin (ORNL)   Anjana Talapatra (TAMU)  

  
 

International Scientific Advisory Committee 
Chair:  Zi-Kui Liu (USA) 
 

Members: John Ågren (Sweden)   Tetsuo Mohri (Japan) 
John Morral (USA)   Mark Asta (USA) 
André Costa e Silva (Brazil)  Yong Du (China) 
Arthur D. Pelton (Cananda)  Fernando Rizzo (Brazil) 
Hans Seifert (Germany)   Suzana G. Fries (Germany) 
Rainer Schmid-Fretzer (Germany) Marcel Sluiter (Holland) 
Bengt Hallstedt (Germany)  Anton van der Ven (USA) 
Phillip Nash (USA)    Patrice Turchi (USA) 
Herbert Ipser (Austria)   In-Ho Jung (Canada) 
Axel van de Walle (USA)   George Kaptay (Hungary) 
Ursula Kattner (USA)   Byeong-Joo Lee (Korea) 
Carrie Campbell (USA)   Alan Luo (USA) 
Dane Morgan (USA) 
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Sponsors

We would like to thank our Sponsors, who made it possible, through their generous support, to provide a partial 

scholarship to every (mostly junior) researcher who applied for it. We were thus able to reduce the registration

cost for approximately 30 participants. This went a long way to improving the accessibility of the conference.

Our sponsors are listed 

FactSage

GBC Scientific Equipment México

GTT Technologies

HORIBA Scientific

JEOL
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MatCalc Engineering

PANDAT

ThermFact

Thermo-Calc Software

The Spencer Group

MICRESS
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Keynote Speakers 
 
 

Professor Pedro Rivera 
Title of Presentation:  
Hydrogen diffusion and trapping: Perspectives for Microstructure Design Against Hydrogen 
Embrittlement 
Biographical Note:  
Professor Pedro Rivera holds the LPW / Royal Academy of Engineering Research Chair at 
Lancaster University. After obtaining his PhD from the University of Cambridge in 2002, he 
became (tenured) Assistant Professor in Delft University of Technology, which he left in 2009 
to take a post as Deputy Director of the University Technology Centre for Steel at the 
Department of Materials Science and Metallurgy, University of Cambridge. He moved to 
Lancaster University in 2017.  
 
Professor Alexandra Navrotsky 
Title of Presentation:  
Thermodynamic Complexities in Fluorite Derivative Materials 
Biographical Note:  
Dr. Alexandra Navrotsky’s research focuses on relating atomic-level structure and bonding 
characteristics to macroscopic thermodynamic behavior in minerals, ceramics and other 
complex materials. Advancing high- and low-temperature reaction calorimetry as a research tool, 
she has contributed to many areas, from mineral thermodynamics to ceramic processing to 
zeolites. She has published more than 880 scientific papers.  
 
Professor Juan M. Sanchez 
Title of Presentation:  
Truncated Cluster Expansions: The Cu-Au System Revisited 
Biographical Note: 
Dr. Juan M. Sanchez served as Vice President for Research at The University of Texas at Austin 
and is the holder of the Temple Foundation Endowed Professorship #4 in the Department of 
Mechanical Engineering. Currently, he holds the appointment of interim Senior Vice President 
for Research and Innovation at The University of Texas Rio Grande Valley.  Dr. Sanchez obtained 
his B.S. in Physics at the University of Cordoba, Argentina and M.S. and Ph.D. in Material Science 
at the University of California, Los Angeles. 
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Professor Ji-Cheng (JC) Zhao  
Title of Presentation:  
High-Throughput Measurments for Reliable and Effective Establishment of CALPHAD 
Databases 
Biographical Note 
Dr. Ji-Cheng (JC) Zhao is a Professor and Associate Chair of Research at the Department of 
Materials Science and Engineering (MSE) at The Ohio State University (OSU) where he joined 
in January 2008 after 12 years as a materials scientist and project/team leader at GE Global 
Research in Schenectady, NY. His research focuses are on high-throughput materials science 
methodologies, determination of phase diagrams and diffusion coefficients and other 
materials properties, computational thermodynamics, and ICME design of advanced alloys and 
coatings He also was recognized for his expertise and leadership regarding the critical nature 
of coatings and high temperature materials, and for his enormous energy and perseverance 
in solving real business 
 
Dr. André Schneider 
Title of Presentation:  
Application of the CALPHAD Method for Seamless Steel Tubes 
Biographical Note 
Dr. André Schneider is the Director of the Vallourec Research Center in Germany (VRCG), 
Vallourec Deutschland GmbH. In this position, he leads a group of about 30 employees in 
research that focuses on boiler tubes and line pipe, with particular interest in heat treatment, 
microstructure, corrosion, weldability, and mechanical properties as a function of 
temperature. His research interests include: steel design, development of steel tubes and 
pipes, materials characterization, materials modelling, CALPHAD 
 
Professor Kiyohito Ishida 
Title of Presentation:  
Alloy Development Based on CALPHAD Approach  
Biographical Note 
Professor Emeritus Kiyohito Ishida received in D.Eng from Tohoku University in 1974, and 
upon graduation took a position with Daido Steel Co. Ltd. In 1982, he joined the faculty of 
Tohoku University as an Associate Professor. He became a Professor in 1992. He also 
served as the Vice Chairman for the Alloy Phase Diagram International Commission (APDIC) 
from 1995-2000 and as the Chairman of the Japanese Committed for Alloy Phase Diagrams 
from 2001-2007. His research focuses on structural/functional materials (microstructure 
science). 
 

�
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Scholarships 
 
Recipients of the Larry Kaufman Scholarships 
Aube, Maxine    Polytechnique Montreal, Canada 

Bettani, Alvise    Université Catholique de Louvain, Belgium 

Bignon, Madeleine   University of Nantes, France 

De Barros, Denis Felipe  University of Sao Paulo, Brazil 

Dorini, Thiago    University of Sao Paulo, Brazil 

Mardani, Masuma   National University of Science and Technology, Russia 

Munoz, Elias    Texas A&M University, USA 

Spathara, Dimitria   University of Birmingham, UK 

Gu, Yuanyu    Instituto de Ciencia de Materialies de Aragón, Spain 

Zhong, Jing    Central South University, China 

 

 
Recipients of the Y. Austin Chang-PANDAT Scholarships 
Bian, Baiuxe    Central South University, China 

Coutinho, Yuri    KU Leuven, Belgium 
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Conference Site 
 
Conference Venue 
The forty-seventh CALPHAD International Conference will be held in Juriquilla, 
México from May 27 to June 2, 2018. Juriquilla is a small, colonial village that 
has recently been incorporated into the city of Santiago de Querétaro, 
Querétaro, México. It began as a hacienda in the 18th century, with the village of 
Juriquilla being founded around it. Now, the hacienda has been transformed into 
a five-star hotel (current conference venue) and the neighborhood around it has 
been developed as a residential and tourist area. The conference venue is the 
Hotel Misión Juriquilla, Boulevard Villas del Mesón No. 56, Juriquilla, 76230 
Santiago de Querétaro, Qro., Mexico. 

The City of Querétaro 
Querétaro is one of the best cities in Mexico, highly valued for its cultural 
richness, quality of living standards, historical significance and so forth. 
Querétaro is also home to the Historic Monuments Zone of Querétaro, a 
UNESCO World Heritage Site, and is considered as a colonial treasure with 
great history and tradition. You can walk around through its beautiful, clean, and 
safe streets. 

�
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Social Program 
 

Conference Tour: Peña de Bernal 
San Sebastián Bernal, better known as Bernal (from Basque Vernal, "place of 
stones or boulders"), is a colonial village in the Mexican state of Querétaro. It 
was founded in 1642 by the Spanish soldier Alonso Cabrera. It is known for its 
enormous monolith, “the Peña de Bernal”, the third highest solid-rock monolith in 
the planet. Recently, the town of Bernal acquired the title of Pueblo Mágico 
("Magical Town"). This denomination is used by the Mexican cultural authorities 
as a distinction to localities throughout Mexico that have either some intangible 
or concrete social/cultural value, such as historical significance, symbolic 
attributes, culinary tradition, cultural heritage, etc. Such a designation also 
contributes to a location’s value as a tourist destination.  
�
The Villa of San Sebastián Bernal is such a “Magical Town” that you can visit and 
explore on foot, visiting its numerous historical monuments, churches and 
handicrafts shops, which are specialized on wool products as well as typical 
Mexican sweets. 
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Accompanying Person Program 
 

Monday (May 28): Wine Tour and Tequisquiapan 
Cadereyta has been recognized as a Magical Village of Querétaro. It has quiet 
and beautiful public squares ideal for walking with the family or friends. This 
beautiful village has many traditional restaurants with truly authentic and 
marvelous traditional Mexican cuisine from that region of the country. 
Additionally, you can enjoy a glass of some of the best red, white or sparkling 
wine through an excellent tour around the local wine country. 
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

�
�
Tuesday (May 29): Querétaro Downtown 
Querétaro is one of the best cities in Mexico, highly valued for its cultural 
richness, quality of living standards, historical significance and so forth. 
Querétaro is officially a World Cultural Heritage of Humanity, and is considered 
as a colonial treasure with great history and tradition. You can walk around 
through its beautiful clean and safe streets.  
 
The State of Querétaro contains great biodiversity and different ecosystems that 
coexist in the same place. Querétaro has repeatedly been recognized as the 
metro area with the best quality of life and as the safest city in Mexico. In 2008, 
National Geographic Traveler listed Querétaro as one of the top 15 historic 
destinations of the world.�
�
�
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Thursday (May 31): San Miguel de Allende 
San Miguel de Allende is considered one of the most beautiful cities in Mexico. In 

2008 was recognized by UNESCO as a World Heritage Site. Its attractive and 

cosmopolitan appearance makes it one of the favorite destinations for art lovers. 

Among all that there is to visit in San Miguel, its historically significant buildings 

and museums are worth visiting. San Miguel de Allende is a city that deserves to 

be traveled on foot, so we recommend you to bring comfortable shoes.�

�
�
�

�

Saturday (June 2): Optional Tour to Teotihuacán 
Teotihuacan (in Nahuatl: “place where men become gods” or “city of the gods”) is 

the name given to one of the largest pre-Hispanic cities in Mesoamerica 

inhabited by the Mexicans. The remains of the city are located to the northeast 

of the valley of Mexico, in the municipalities of Teotihuacán and San Martin of the 

Pyramids (state of Mexico), approximately 78 kilometers from the center of the 

City of Mexico. The area of archaeological monuments was declared Patrimony 

of the Humanity by UNESCO in 1987.   

�
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Pre-Conference Workshops 
 

OpenCalphad (OC) 
A 3-hour seminar will be  given  describing  some  features  of  the  OpenCalphad 
(OC) thermodynamic software including:•Calculation of multicomponent equilibria 
and various diagrams. •Writing a simulation program using TQ/OCASI. •How 
advanced users can implement new properties and models. Anyone interested is 
recommended to download OC from http://www.opencalphad.org or the  most  
recent  version  from  the OpenCALPHAD repository  at  github.com.   OC is only 
provided as source code and some previous experience compiling programs is 
needed.  There is extensive documentation and examples provided with the code. 

�
PANDAT 
CompuTherm would like to offer a training class on Pandat software. This is a 
half-day pre-conference workshop. In this course, you will learn the two major 
modules of Pandat software: PanPhaseDiagram and PanPrecipitation. A brief 
introduction on the PanOptimizer module will also be presented. No previous 
knowledge of Pandat software or computational thermodynamics is necessary.  
 
In this course, you will learn how to calculate and plot stable and meta-stable 
phase diagrams and property diagrams of multicomponent alloys. For the 
PanPhaseDiagram module, you will learn how to obtain the information you need 
through point calculation, line calculation, section calculation, and solidification 
simulation. You will also learn the advance features, such as contour diagrams, 
3D phase projection diagrams, 3D colormap diagrams, and high-throughput 
calculation (HTC). For the PanPrecipitation module, you will learn to set-up the 
calculation through GUI and batch calculation. You will learn to calculate the 
hardness of aluminum alloys and precipitation of ɶ഻ of nickel-base superalloys. 
The course will be taught in English. 
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Thermo-Calc 
In this half-day (3.5 hours) pre-conference short course, Thermo-Calc Software 
will provide a hands-on opportunity to explore much of the core functionality of 
Thermo-Calc as well as some of the advanced add-on features. The course will 
include: ݱIntroduction to Thermo-Calc with examples for single point, step, map 
(for phase diagrams) and Scheil calculations as well as new models implemented 
for developing 3rd generation databases. ݱIntroduction to the diffusion add-on 
module (DICTRA) with examples for diffusion in a single phase, moving phase 
boundary and carburization of a Ni-Cr alloy. ݱIntroduction to the precipitation 
add-on module (TC-PRISMA) with examples for precipitation of both spherical 
and non-spherical particles as well as TTT/CCT. ݱIntroduction to the property 
model calculator including uncertainty analysis and the various types of 
advanced plotting functions that are available. ݱIntroduction to making a 
thermodynamic optimization using the Parrot module. All examples will use the 
user-friendly graphical mode of Thermo-Calc, except for the Parrot module. 

 
  

PyCALPHAD-ESPEI 
An interactive tutorial will be given on using PyCALPHAD and ESPEI. PyCALPHAD 
and ESPEI are free and open-source software written in Python. PyCALPHAD is a 
computational thermodynamics library implementing the CALPHAD method and 
features the ability to develop custom Gibbs energy and property models. ESPEI 
uses PyCALPHAD as a calculation engine for automating CALPHAD database 
development. 
 
Workshop attendees will use PyCALPHAD to calculate multicomponent 
equilibria, plot phase and property diagrams, and implement a custom model for 
the Gibbs energy. Participants will be guided through the automated CALPHAD 
modeling of a binary system using ESPEI. The modeling tutorial will include a 
discussion on the input data format and how to use and contribute to the 
existing ESPEI data repository. Finally, ESPEI will be used to generate parameters 
for the system and optimize them using Markov Chain Monte Carlo.  
 
�
�
�
�
�
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Abridged Program 
 

Sunday, May 27th  
13:00 – 18:00 Registration  
18:40 – 22:00 Welcome reception 

 
Monday, May 28th  

7:00 – 10:50  Registration 
7:50 – 8:00  Opening – Raymundo Arróyave

Jesús González
Gerardo Trápaga

 
 

Section 1: General theory and methods 1 – general trends and 
universality 

Chairs: Wei Xiong, Andre Schneider 
DL1: 8:00 – 8:40  Distinguished Lecturer –  Juan M. 

Sanchez: Truncated Cluster Expansions: 
The Cu-Au System Revisited 

O1: 8:40 – 9:00  Qi-Jun Hong: Re-entrant melting of sodium, 
magnesium and aluminum and possible 
universal trend 

O2: 9:00 – 9:20  Wei Liu: Influence of atomic mixing and 
atomic order on molar volume of the binary 
sigma phase 

O3: 9:20 – 9:40  Pablo G. Gonzalez Ormeño: Periodic 
regularities in BCC-based transition metal 
aluminide compound cohesive properties 

O4: 9:40 – 10:00  Li-Fang Zhu: Efficient approach to compute 
melting properties fully from ab initio: 
Application to Cu 

O5: 10:00 – 10:20  John Ågren: Modelling of Thermal 
Vacancies 

 
10:20 - 10:50 Coffee Break 
 
Section 2: CALPHAD assessments and models 1 – ceramics and 
ceramic-related systems 

Chairs: Ji-Cheng Zhao, Hans-Jürgen Seifert 
O6: 10:50 – 11:10  Ivan Saenko: Experimental investigation and 

thermodynamic re assessment of the Fe–
Zr system 
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O7: 11:10 – 11:30  Rainer Schmid-Fetzer: From liquid alloys to 
liquid oxides: The Mg-Ca-O system 

O8: 11:30 – 11:50  Sergei Decterov: Thermodynamic Modeling 
of Borate and Borosilicate Systems 

O9: 11:50 – 12:10  Enrica Epifano: Peculiar charge distribution 
in U1-yAmyO2±x and implications for the 
CALPHAD modeling 

O10: 12:10 – 12:30  Olga Fabrichnaya: Experimental 
investigation and thermodynamic modeling 
of the ZrO2–TiO2–MgO system 

 
12:30 – 14:00 Lunch 
 
Section 3: Experimental thermodynamics 1 – methods and procedures 

Chairs: Susan Meschel, Taichi Abe 
KS1: 14:00 – 14:40  Keynote Speaker – Ji-Cheng Zhao: High-

Throughput Measurements for Reliable 
and Effective Establishment of CALPHAD 
Databases 

O11: 14:40 – 15:00  Dimitria Spathara: Thermodynamic studies 
of single crystal, Ni-based superalloys with 
the method of Knudsen effusion mass 
spectrometry (KEMS) 

O12: 15:00 – 15:20  Can Agca: Thermochemical Investigation of 
(Fe, Al, Cr)3-xO4 Spinels 

O13: 15:20 – 15:40  Peter Rogl: On the Sc-Corner of the 
Systems Sc-{Mn,Fe,Co,Ni}-Ga 

 
15:40 – 16:10 Coffee Break 
 
Section 4: Experimental kinetics 

Chairs: Teresa Davey, Kristina Lilova 
O14: 16:10 – 16:30  Shiyi Wen: CSUDDCC2: An updated 

diffusion database for cemented carbides: 
establishment and applications 

O15: 16:30 – 16:50  Stephanie Lippmann: Concentration 
invariant transformations in ternary Cu 
alloys 

O16: 16:50 – 17:10  Yuwen Cui: High Throughput Diffusion 
Research on Ti Alloys 
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O17: 17:10 – 17:30  Jasmin Duarte: Thermal stability and 

diffusion kinetics of nanocrystalline Cu-Cr 

thin film alloys 

O18: 17:30 – 17:50  Sedi Bigdeli: Thermodynamic/kinetic 

simulations and experimental investigations 

of high temperature corrosion in steels 

O19: 17:50 – 18:10  Jan VƎešƛál: Study of Sb vaporization by 

Knudsen effusion mass spectrometry 

 

18:20 – 20:00 Dinner 

 

20:00 – 22:00 Poster section 1 
 
 
Tuesday, May 29th 

Section 5: CALPHAD Assessments and models 2 – complex 

thermodynamic models 

Chairs: Ursula Kattner, Yong Du 

KS2: 8:00 – 8:40  Keynote speaker – Alexandra Navrotsky: 

Thermodynamic Complexities in Fluorite 

Derivative Materials 

O20: 8:40 – 9:00  Maximilian Rank: Thermodynamic 

investigations in the Al-Cr-Fe system 

O21: 9:00 – 9:20  Dmitry Sergeev: Experimental and 

Computational Challenges in the 

Description of Salt Systems (Na, K, Ca // 

NO3, Cl, CO3) 

O22: 9:20 – 9:40  Noah Paulson: A Novel Bayesian 

Framework for the Development of 

Thermodynamic Property Models with 

Quantified Uncertainty 

O23: 9:40 – 10:00  Mariia Ilatovskaia: The MgO-TiO2 and Al2O3-

MgO-TiO2 systems: experimental study and 

thermodynamic assessment 

O24: 10:00 – 10:20  Jean-Marc Joubert: Description of terminal 

solid solutions using the sublattice model 

 

10:20 – 10:50 Coffee Break 
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Section 6: General theory and methods 2 – alternative methods for phase 
diagram research 

Chairs: Alexandra Navrotsky, Juan M. Sanchez 
O25: 10:50 – 11:10  Ursula Kattner: CALPHAD – Are we there 

yet? 
O26: 11:10 – 11:30  Tejas Umale: Equilibrium Phase Stability in 

Ni-Ti-Hf alloy system 
O27: 11:30 – 11:50 George Kaptay: Basic principles of nano-

Calphad 
O28: 11:50 – 12:10  Setareh Zomorodpoosh: Statistical 

approach for automated weighting of the 
experimental data and outlier detection 

O29: 12:10 – 12:30  Jing Zhong: HitDIC: A free-accessible code 
for high-throughput determination of 
interdiffusion coefficients in single solution 
phase 

 
12:30 – 14:00 Lunch 
 
Section 7: General Theory and Methods 3 – Ab initio and Combined Ab 
initio/experimental Methods 
         Chairs: AleƑ Kroupa, Seiji Miura  

O30: 14:00 – 14:20  Seiji Miura: Laves phase in Nb-Mo-Ni-Al-Si 
system 

O31: 14:20 – 14:40 Masanori Enoki: Simulation of i-s clustering 
in BCC-iron based on the first principles 
calculations 

O32: 14:40 – 15:00  Arkapol Saengdeejing: Thermodynamic and 
Dynamic Stability of ThMn12-type 
Permanent Magnets 

O32: 15:00 – 15:20  Jörg Neugebauer: Unexpectedly rich phase 
diagrams for group-III nitrides 

O34: 15:20 – 15:40  Sara Kadkhodaei: First-principles 
calculations of thermal properties of the 
mechanically unstable phases of the PtTi 

15:40 – 16:120 Coffee Break 
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Section 8: Experimental thermodynamics 2 – phase diagram research 
         Chairs: Rainer Schmid-Fetzer, Ping Wu 

O34: 16:10 – 16:30  Enrica Epifano: Experimental study and 

thermodynamic modeling of Joint-Oxyde-

Gaine (JOG) systems in Fast Neutron 

Reactors 

O36: 16:30 – 16:50 Masuma Mardani: An experimental study 

on thermodynamic properties and phase 

diagram of Ce-Ni-Fe System 

O37: 16:50 – 17:10  AleƑ Kroupa: Thermal properties of 

core/shell AgNi nanoparticles 

O38: 17:10 – 17:30  Denis Barros: Experimental investigation of 

the isothermal section in the Al-V-Zr 

ternary system at 1200°C 

O39: 17:30 – 17:50 Sinn-Wen Chen: Cu/Bi2Te3 interfacial 

reactions and Bi-Cu-Te phase diagram 

O40: 17:50 – 18:10  Susan Meschel: A brief history of 

calorimetry applied to the thermo-

chemistry of metals 

18:20 – 20:00 Dinner 
 
20:00 – 22:00 Poster section 2 
 

Wednesday, May 30th  
Section 9: ICME and/or Materials Design 1 

Chairs: John Ågren, Andre Costa e Silva 
KS3: 8:00 – 8:40 Keynote speaker – Pedro Rivera: Hydrogen 

diffusion and trapping: perspectives for 
microstructure design against hydrogen 
embrittlement 

O41: 8:40 – 9:00  Hyuck Mo Lee: High Throughput Screening 
of L12- type Alloys for Proton-Exchange 
Membrane Fuel Cell Application 

O42: 9:00 – 9:20  Irina Roslyakova: Third generation 
CALPHAD databases: new unary database 
and its application for re-assessment of 
binary systems 
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O43: 9:20 – 9:40  Chuang Zhang: Accelerating discovery in 

advanced materials via the CALPHAD-

based high throughput computational 

methods (HTCMs) 

O44: 9:40 – 10:00  James Saal: ICME Design of High 

Performance Ni-based and High-Entropy 

Turbine Alloys  

O45: 10:00 – 10:20  Edern Menou: Alloy design using CALPHAD 

and data-mining: application to nickel-based 

single-crystal superalloys 

 

10:20 – 10:40 Coffee Break 

 

Section 10: General theory and methods 4 – particular methods applied 

to computational thermodynamics 

Chairs: James Saal, Bo Sundman 

O46: 10:40 – 11:00  Hiroshi Ohtani: Thermodynamic approach 

to grain boundary segregation 

O47: 11:00 – 11:20  Ming Wei: Application of distribution 

functions in accurate determination of 

interdiffusion coefficients 

O48: 11:20 – 11:40  Peter Presoly: Investigation of the Fe-C-Si-

Mn system with special focus on the Fe – 3 

wt.-% Si – high Mn section 

O49: 11:40 – 12:00  Mira Todorova: Surface phase diagrams of 

oxides: Solvation effects and selectivity 

 

12:00 – 18:00 Excursion 

 

18:40 – 23:00 Conference Banquet 
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Thursday, May 31st 
Section 11: Applications of computational thermodynamics 1 

Chairs: Olga Fabrichnaya, Qing Chen 

DL2: 8:00 – 8:40  Distinguished lecturer – Kiyohito Ishida: 

Alloy Development Based on CALPHAD 

Approach 

O50: 8:40 – 9:00 Erwin Povoden-Karadeniz: Critical 

parameters for thermokinetic simulations 

of precipitation in technological alloys and 

their tuning via integrated Calphad 

optimisation 

O51: 9:00 – 9:20  Tanner Kirk: A path planning algorithm for 

functionally-graded materials design 

O52: 9:20 – 9:40  Alvise Miotti Bettanini: Austenization stasis 

in Fe-12Cr-0.1C martensitic stainless steel 

O53: 9:40 – 10:00  Hans-Jürgen Seifert: Electrochemical 

thermodynamics of lithium batteries and 

their materials 

O54: 10:00 – 10:20  Qing Chen: Computer Simulation of 

Precipitate Microstructure 

 

10:20 – 10:50 Coffee Break 

 

 

Section 12:  Applications of Computational Thermodynamics 2 

Chairs: Erwin Povoden-Karadeniz, Nathalie Dupin 

O55: 10:50 – 11:10  Ping Wu: Strain dependent surface 

hydrophobicity of NiTi films 

O56: 11:10 – 11:30  Maxime Aubé: Thermodynamic Evaluation 

and Optimization of the H2O – HNO3 and 

H2O – HCl Systems 

O57: 11:30 – 11:50  Masoomeh Gahsemi: Thermodynamic 

Modeling of Au-seeded Zn3P2 Nanowires 

O58: 11:50 – 12:10  Jingya Wang: Calculation of phase 

equilibria in Ti-Al-Fe-Cr system for 

developing low-cost titanium alloys 

O59: 12:10 – 12:30  Weisheng Cao: Integrated Computational 

Materials Engineering (ICME) for 

Precipitation Modeling of Commercial Alloy 
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12:30 – 14:00 Lunch 
 
Section 13: General theory and methods 5 – particular calculation tools 
Chairs: George Kaptay, Pedro Rivera 

O60: 14:00 – 14:20  Orianne Senninger: Eutectic structure 
modeling using thermodynamic couplings 

O61: 14:20 – 14:40  Tilo Zienert: A kinetic model to estimate the 
rate of Al2O3-layer formation on carbon-
bonded oxides in contact with steel melt 

O62: 14:40 – 15:00  Svetlana Sinyova: Study of the phase 
equilibria of the Fe-Ni-Co-Cu system 

O63: 15:00 – 15:20  Thiago Trevisan Dorini: Stability of the Cr3Si 
compound using ab-initio calculations 

O64: 15:20 – 15:40  Claudio G. Schön: Probing the entropy 
hypothesis in highly concentrated alloys 

 
15:40 – 16:10 Coffee Break 
 
Section 14: CALPHAD assessments and models 3 – combined methods 
Chairs: Hyuck Mo Lee, Jean-Marc Joubert 

O65: 16:10 – 16:30  George Kim: Data-driven discovery of stable 
Heusler structures 

O66: 16:30 – 16:50  V. B. Rajkumar: Ag-Se phase diagram 
calculation associating ab-initio molecular 
dynamics simulation 

O67: 16:50 – 17:10  Christien Robelin: Modeling the 
Thermodynamic Properties of "Ionic Liquid" 
Mixtures 

O68: 17:10 – 17:30  Kristina Lilova: Thermocon - an 
international triumvirate of experimental 
thermodynamics, theory/computation, and 
structural investigations 

O69: 17:30 – 17:50  Brandon Bocklund: ESPEI for Efficient 
Database Development, Modification and 
Uncertainty Quantification: Application to 
the Cu-Mg System 

O70: 17:50 – 18:10  Jan VƎešƛál: Thermodynamic modelings of 
the Mn-Nb and Mn-Ta systems 
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18:20 – 20:00 Dinner 
 
Workgroups “The future of CALPHAD”  

20:00-22:00 Group 1: Computational thermodynamics 
in education and education in 
computational thermodynamics, 
coordinator: Claudio G. Schön 
Group 2: Experimental thermodynamics: 
new methodologies versus the 
preservation of the existing knowledge, 
coordinator: Kristina Lilova 
Group 3: Innovative methodologies in 
materials design, coordinator: Raymundo 
Arróyave 

 
Friday, June 1st 

Section 15: Industrial applications 
Chairs: Peter Rogl, Hirochi Ohtani 

KS4: 8:00 – 8:40  Keynote speaker – Andre Schneider: 
Application of the CALPHAD method for 
the development of steels for seamless 
tubes and pipes 

O71: 8:40 – 9:00  Andre Costa e Silva: Evaluating slag-metal 
equilibrium in secondary steelmaking 

O72: 9:00 – 9:20  Richard Otis: Combining FEM and 
CALPHAD to predict residual stress in 
additive manufacturing 

O73: 9:20 – 9:40  Alexandre B. Farina: New Weldability Phase 
Diagram 

O74: 9:40 – 10:00  Yong Du: Through-process modeling of 
MTCVD Ti(C,N) coating and its 
experimental verification 

O75: 10:00 – 10:20 Wei Xiong: CALPHAD-based ICME for Alloy 
Additive Manufacturing 

 
10:20 – 10:50 Coffee Break 
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Section 16: CALPHAD Assessments and models 4 – combined methods 
Chairs: Jörg Neugebauer, Kiyohito Ishida 

O76: 10:50 – 11:10  Ondrej Zobac: Experimental and theoretical 
description of the Al–Cu binary phase 
diagram  

O77: 11:10 – 11:30  Yong Du: A new phase-field model: Theory 
and application 

O78: 11:30 – 11:50  Yuri Coutinho: Coupling Phase-Field and 
CALHAD Models for Quaternary Systems 

O79: 11:50 – 12:10  Tabai Fu: A novel algorithm to calculate 
binary phase diagrams 

O80: 12:10 – 12:30  Zi-Kui Liu: Ocean of data: How CALPHAD 
can continue to support 

 
Closing 

 
12:30 – 12:40   Closing – Raymundo Arróyave 
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Poster Placement Map 
 
Thanks to FactSage for Sponsoring  
the Best Student Poster Awards.  
Posters by students marked with *. 
 
 

A: Experimental thermodynamics 
P0: Min Jiang*: An investigation on phase equilibria of Pt-Fe-Au 
system 
P1: Rodrigo Magnabosco: Nb alloyed lean duplex stainless steel 
design using thermodynamic modelling 
P2: Yinping Zeng: Experimental investigation and thermodynamic 
modeling of the Co-Ni-Ti system 
P3: Chenying Shi*: Phase relationship of the Ag-Zr-Cr system at 
1000 and 750 oC 
P4: Sergey Ushakov: Experimental Thermodynamics of Oxides above 
2000 °C 
P5: Aida Abbalizadeh*: Experimental investigation and 
thermodynamic modelling of LiF-NdF3-DyF3 system 
P6: Changrong Li: Study of the solidus immiscibility of the Nb – V 
binary system 

 
B: Experimental kinetics 

P7: Shiyi Wen: A new diffusion and atomic mobility database for 
multi-component Cu alloys 
P8: Jingya Wang*: Anisotropic diffusion behavior in hcp Mg-Al 
alloysP9:  
P9: Na Ta*: High-temperature oxidation of pure Al: Kinetic modeling 
supported by experimental characterization 
P10: Wei Shao: Diffusion path of a B-modified silicide coating of Nb-
Si based superalloy 

 
C: CALPHAD Assessments 

P11: Min Jiang*: Thermodynamic calculation of the Au-Pt-Ni ternary 
system 
P12: Luiz T. F. Eleno*: Ni-In assessment using ab-initio end-member 
energies 
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P13 Yuanyu Gu*: Diffusion and Atomic Mobility of BCC Ti-Al-Nb 
alloys: Experimental Determination and Computational Assessment 
P14: Chenying Shi*: A new thermodynamic database for 
multicomponent Cu alloys 
P15: Yingping Zeng*: Thermodynamic descriptions of the U-Ti-Zr 
and C-Zr-Nb systems 
P16: Baixue Bian*: Atomic Mobilities and Diffusivities in U-X (X=Nb, 
Zr, Ti) bcc alloys 
P17: Juan E. Galván Chaire: CALPHAD approach for plasma 
nitriding in M2 tool grade steel 
P18: Taichi Abe: Description of vacancy complexes in an fcc solid 
solution within the framework of CALPHAD method 
P19: Xue-Ting Wu*: Coupling Thermodynamic and Thermophysical 
Properties of Fcc Al by the Helmholtz energy approach 
P20: Michal Stopyra: Thermodynamic modeling and experimental 
evaluation of La2O3-Gd2O3-ZrO2 quasi-ternary system 
P21: Elias Muñoz*: High throughput CALPHAD assessments and 
phase-field algorithms for use in materials discovery 
P22: Jaen Ocadiz Flores*: Thermodynamic Assessment of the KF-
ThF4 and NaF-KF-ThF4 systems 
P23: Yuri Coutinho*: Thermodynamic Tensor Models and 
Multicomponent CALPHAD Data 
P24: Bo Sundman: The OpenCalphad free Thermodynamic Software 
P25: Viera Homolova: Thermodynamic calculations and 
experimental investigation of phase equilibria in the quaternary B-Fe 
P26: Jing Wang: Calculation of phase equilibria in Ti-Al-Fe-Cr system 
for developing low-cost titanium alloys 
P27: Yinping Zeng*: Experimental investigation and thermodynamic 
modeling of the Co – Ni – Ti system 
P28: Huixin Liu*: A new diffusion and atomic mobility database for 
multicomponent Cu alloys 

 
D: Ab initio and/or alloy theory 

P29: Theresa Davey: Exploring first principles-based phase 
diagrams using a modified CALPHAD approach 
P30: John Lawson: NiTi Phase Stability and Martensitic Phase 
Transitions from Ab Initio Simulations 
P31: Emilia Olivos: Study of ferromagnetic materials under pressure 
from a theoretical approach 
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P32: Hai-Jin Lu*: First-principles investigation on diffusion 
mechanism of alloying elements in dilute Zr alloys 
P33: Yu-chen Liu: Electric current-induced intrinsic lattice strain: an 
in situ experiment and theoretical calculations 

 
E.: ICME and/or Materials Design 

P34: Janet Meier*: Study of nanoparticle capture during 
solidification using CALPHAD modeling and directional solidification 
experiments 
P35: Weiseng Zheng*: Computational material design for 
lightweight steels with ICME approach: thermodynamics, diffusion 
mobility and precipitation strengthening simulation 
P36: Laura N. Garcia: Determination of PLE/NPLE transition 
boundaries for ferrite growth in FeCSi system: application to 
decomposition of austenite in spheroidal graphite cast irons 
P37: Richard Couperthwaite*: Estimation of Dual Phase Steel 
Properties from Composition 
 

F: General theory and methods 
P38: Rui Zhang: Prediction of Martensite Start Temperature and 
Assessment of Molar Volume for kappa in Fe-Al-Mn-C system 
P39: Irina Roslyakova: Third generation CALPHAD database from 0 
K up to 6000 K for 17 pure elements and their compounds 
P40: Nathalie Dupin: Implementation of an Effective Bond Energy 
Formalism for multicomponent Calphad descriptions 
P41:  A. Deszo: The configurational entropy of nano-solutions 
P42: J. Korozs: Derigvation of the Buttler equation from the 
requirement of the minimum Gibbs energy of a solution phase, 
taking into account its surface area 
P43:  G Kaptay: Calculation of phase diagrams for nano-systems 
taking into account the extended phase rule of Gibbs 
P44: O. Chizhko: Oxygen affinity of metallic constituents 
P45: Xue-Ting Wu: Coupling thermodynamic and thermophysical 
properties of FCC Al by the Helmholtz energy approach 

 
G: Application to industrial processes 

P46: Jan Kepic: The occurrence of niobium borides in dissimilar 
weld joints of T92 steels 
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P47: Andre Costa e Silva: Modeling Precipitation and Dissolution of 
Microalloying Carbonitrides in Steels Using Computational 
Thermodynamics- techniques, Possibilities and Present Challenges 
P48: Madeleine Bignon*: Thermodynamic design of titanium alloys 
for improved plasticity 

 
 
H: Addenda 

P49: Renhai Shi: CALPHAD-based viscosity model in Al-based 
quinary system: Al-Ni-Zn-Fe-Co 
P50: Adela Zemanova: Experimental and theoretical study of the Ag-
Pb-Sn system 
P51: Jesús Gutiérrez: Study of Sr effect on the final microstructure 
of Zn-Al casting alloys and correlating them with theoretical 
calculations by Thermo-Calc software 
P52: Mateo Arango: Thermodynamic study of the W-O system 
P53: Changrong Li: The phase equilibrium dependency of Mg upon T 
and P 
P54: Zhenmin Du: Experimental study of the Co-Ni-T phase diagram 
P55: Cuiping Guo: Experimental phase equilibria of the Fe-Mo-Nb 
ternary system at 1373 and 1473 K 
 

 
Night Program- Monday, May 28th  

20:00 – 22:00   Poster section 1 
Posters P1 – P10 and P34 – P48 
 

Night Program- Monday, May 29th  
20:00 – 22:00   Poster Section 2 

Posters P11 – P33 
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High-Throughput Measurements for Reliable and Effective 
Establishment of CALPHAD Databases 

Ji-Cheng (JC) Zhao 
1 

1 Department of Materials Science and Engineering, The Ohio State University, Columbus, OH 
43210, USA  

e-mail address of corresponding author: zhao.199@osu.edu 
Key words:  phase diagram, diffusion (mobility), thermal conductivity, diffusion multiple 

 
This talk will review some recent advances in high-

throughput experimental techniques for rapid collections 
of phase diagrams and phase-based property data for 
reliable establishment of CALPHAD databases. Diffusion 
multiples integrate several diffusion couples and diffusion 
triples into efficient samples that create wide ranges of 
compositions for solid solutions and intermetallic 
compounds after a long-term diffusion anneal.  Local 
equilibrium at the phase interfaces allows evaluation of 
tie-lines for establishment of isothermal sections of phase 
diagrams which are essential input to CALPHAD 
assessment of thermodynamic parameters. A set of 
micron-resolution measurement tools has been developed 
over the past decade and half to allow localized property 
mapping on composition gradients created in diffusion 
multiples and other types of gradient-composition 
samples. Such high-throughput measurements allow 
effective collection of composition-dependent and phase-
dependent properties, including thermal conductivity, 
coefficient of thermal expansion, specific heat capacity, 
and elastic constants [1]. Such systematic phase-based 
properties can be effectively employed to establish semi-
empirical CALPHAD models and an example will be 
shown for thermal and electrical conductivity [2]. 

A newly developed forward-simulation analysis allows 
us to accurately obtain impurity diffusion coefficients 
from regular diffusion couple profiles without using 
isotope tracer experiments. This is especially significant 
since only a few tracer experiments are performed 
worldwide each year in recent years, and thus it is 
impractical to rely on tracer experiments to obtain the 
thousands of missing impurity diffusion coefficients that 
are essential for the establishment of reliable diffusion 
(mobility) databases [3]. 

An elegant liquid-solid diffusion couple (LSDC) 
geometry was recently developed which allow first 
experimental measurement of impurity diffusion 
coefficients of Ca in Mg. Using LSDCs and diffusion 
multiples, diffusion coefficients of several critical 
alloying elements in Mg have been obtained to establish a 
reliable mobility database for Mg alloys [4].  

Dual-anneal diffusion multiples (DADMs) enable 
effective creation of vast diversity of microstructures 
across wide ranges of compositions as a function of 
annealing time and temperature, thus providing 
systematic information on the phase transformation 
kinetics. Large datasets of composition – precipitation 

condition – microstructure can now be collected from 
DADMs for validation of precipitation and microstructure 
evolution models. Systematic comparison of the 
simulation results from precipitation models with 
experimental observations across large composition 
ranges will lead to more understanding of the nucleation 
and growth behavior to improve the fidelity and 
robustness of models. 

Examples will be given to illustrate the effectiveness of 
such high-throughput methods in establishing 
CALPHAD databases for accelerated design of alloys. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Composition-dependent thermal conductivity of Ni-
Al obtained from mapping on diffusion multiples. 

References 
[1] Du, X. and Zhao, J.-C. "Facile measurement of single-
crystal elastic constants from polycrystalline 
samples", npj Comput. Mater., 3 (2017): 17. 
[2] Wei, C., et al. "A general model for the thermal and 
electrical conductivity of binary metallic systems", Acta 
Mater., 126 (2017): 272. 
[3] Zhang, Q., et al. "Accurate and efficient measurement 
of impurity (dilute) diffusion coefficients without isotope 
tracer experiments", Scr. Mater., 128 (2017): 32. 
[4] Zhong, W. and Zhao, J.-C. "First experimental 
measurement of calcium diffusion in magnesium using 
novel liquid-solid diffusion couples and forward-
simulation analysis", Scr. Mater., 127 (2017): 92. 

Biographical Note  
 Dr. J.-C. Zhao, FASM, is a Professor at Ohio State 

where he joined in 2008 after 12 years at GE Global 
Research (1995-2007). Zhao has 48 issued US patents.  
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Thermodynamic Complexities in Fluorite Derivative 
Materials 
A. Navrotsky 

University of California, Peter A Rock Thermochemistry Lab, Davis, CA, 95616, USA 

anavrotsky@ucdavis.edu 
Key words:  fluorites, order-disorder, high-temperature phase transitions, metastability 

 
The fluorite structure is the parent, or aristotype 

structure, for a large family of ordered and partially 
ordered derivatives, especially in oxide systems. Cation 
order-disorder and vacancy creation and ordering on the 
anion sublattice are unique and bring structural and 
thermodynamic complexity that must be considered in 
thermodynamic modeling. Structural and spectroscopic 
studies, including methods sensitive to the oxygen 
sublattice (e.g. neutron scattering and NMR), provide 
detailed information on complex order-disorder 
phenomena. There are a number of first principles 
computational studies in this area.  

High-temperature oxide melt solution calorimetry 
offers unique insights, especially when combined with 
DSC and in situ high-temperature structural studies. This 
presentation reviews the thermodynamic and structural 
evolution of three classes of fluorite-derived systems: the 
energetic relations among amorphous, defect fluorite, and 
pyrochlore structures at A2B2O7 stoichiometry, the 
behavior of lanthanide-doped zirconia, hafnia, ceria and 
actinide oxides, and high-temperature phase transitions in 
binary rare earth oxides. In all cases, ordering at different 
length and time scales plays a dominant role.  

These systems pose two major challenges to the 
CALPHAD community: distinguishing equilibrium from 
metastable behavior, and describing the enthalpy and 
entropy of mixing in a fundamentally realistic way. 
Applications of fluorite-related materials include nuclear 
fuels, nuclear waste containment, solid electrolytes, 
thermal barrier coatings, sensors, and optical and 
electronic materials, so accurate descriptions of their 
thermodynamics as a function of composition, 
temperature, and grain size is essential to a variety of 
technologies. 

 
 

Figure 1. Combination of DSC and solution calorimetry 
shows a multi-step ordering process, with persistence of 
weberite domains to very high T, confirmed by neutron 
work. 

References  
[1] Finkeldei, S. et al. “Composition Dependent Order-
Disorder Transition in NdxZr1-xO2-0.5x Pyrochlores: A 
Combined Structural, Calorimetric and ab initio 
Modeling Study,” Acta Mater., 125, (2017): pp. 166-176 
[2] Kapush, D. et al. “A Combined Experimental and 
Theoretical Study of Enthalpy of Phase Transition and 
Fusion of Yttria Above 2000 °C Using ‘Drop-n-Catch’ 
Calorimetry and First-Principles Calculations,” Acta 
Mater., 124, (2017): pp. 204-209 
[3] Pavlik, A. et al. “Structure and Thermal Expansion of 
Lu2O3 and Yb2O3 to the Melting Temperatures,” J. Nucl. 
Mater., In Press (2017) 
[4] Chung, C-K. et al. “Thermodynamic and Structural 
Evolution of Dy2Ti2O7 Pyrochlore after Swift Heavy Ion 
Irradiation,” Acta Mater., In Press (2017) 
 
Biographical Note  

Dr. Alexandra Navrotsky’s research focuses on relating 
atomic-level structure and bonding characteristics to 
macroscopic thermodynamic behavior in minerals, 
ceramics and other complex materials. Advancing high- 
and low-temperature reaction calorimetry as a research 
tool, she has contributed to many areas, from mineral 
thermodynamics to ceramic processing to zeolites. She 
has published more than 880 scientific papers.  
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Truncated Cluster Expansions: The Cu-Au System Revisited 
J. M. Sanchez 

The University of Texas at Austin, Mechanical Engineering, Austin, Texas, 78712, U.S.A.  
Key words:  configurational energy, cluster expansion, ab-initio calculations 

 
In this talk we will give a brief overview of the Cluster 
Expansion Method (CEM) [1,2] and show that truncating 
the cluster expansion gives rise to renormalized effective 
cluster interactions that are explicit functions of the 
configurational variables. The dependence of the 
renormalized cluster interactions on the configurational 
variables is in addition to their dependence on the alloy’s 
volume and on other structural parameters. The physical 
picture that emerges is quite different from that assumed 
by generalized Ising-like representations of the energy, 
or from the assumption that the contribution to the energy 
due to the sum of the effective cluster interactions can be 
neglected beyond a relatively small cluster. The new 
physical picture is one in which the sum of the 
interactions, which are projections of the energy onto 
basis functions in configurational space, contribute over 
long distances but the expected “near-sightedness” of the 
energy is preserved by the renormalized interactions, 
which are configuration dependent and decay rapidly 
with both cluster size and distances.  Application of the 
theory to the Cu-Au system will be presented.  

 

Figure 1. Energies of formation for selected compounds in 
the Cu-Au system. 
 
 [1] Sanchez, J.M., et al. "Generalized cluster description 
of multicomponent systems”, Physica A, 128 (1984): 
334. 
 [2] Sanchez, J.M, “Cluster Expansion and the 
Configurational Energy of Alloys”, Phys. Rev. B, Vol. 
88, (2010): 224202 
 
Biographical Note  
Dr. Juan M. Sanchez served as Vice President for 
Research at The University of Texas at Austin and is the 

holder of the Temple Foundation Endowed Professorship 
#4 in the Department of Mechanical Engineering. 
Currently, he holds the appointment of interim Senior 
Vice President for Research and Innovation at The 
University of Texas Rio Grande Valley.  Dr. Sanchez 
obtained his B.S. in Physics at the University of Cordoba, 
Argentina and M.S. and Ph.D. in Material Science at the 
University of California, Los Angeles. 
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Hydrogen diffusion and trapping: perspectives for 
microstructure design against hydrogen embrittlement 

P. E. J. Rivera-Diaz-del-Castillo1, 
1Lancaster University, Department of Engineering, Lancaster, LA1 4YW, UK  

e-mail address of corresponding author: p.rivera1@lancaster.ac.uk 
Key words:  hydrogen diffusion, trapping, microstructure, precipitation 

 
The theory for hydrogen diffusion and trapping is 

reviewed with a focus on steel. Hydrogen embrittlement 
has been recognised as a problem prevalent in steels 
displaying strengths in excess of 1 GPa. Such effect stems 
from their microstructural complexity; high-strength 
steels display carefully engineered arrays of interfaces, 
phases and crystal defects aimed at controlling 
deformation. Hydrogen, in turn, diffuses significantly 
faster along grain boundaries and interfaces; as a result of 
this it may accumulate, and upon reaching a critical value 
it may locally reduce the binding energy, produce voids 
or increase dislocation mobility; all of these effects may 
lead to embrittlement. A common strategy to mitigate the 
deleterious effects of hydrogen is the addition of traps [1]; 
these are species such that, upon being in the proximity of 
hydrogen, immobilise it preventing further damage.  

This review outlines the work performed by the speaker 
and collaborators in the HEmS- Hydrogen in Metals 
project (www.hems.ox.ac.uk), a UK effort into 
developing understanding into hydrogen embrittlement, 
and on devising strategies to control or eliminate it. The 
approaches to model hydrogen mobility are first outlined, 
including the treatment of hydrogen traps [2]. Strategies 
to design microstructures resistant to hydrogen 
embrittlement are presented, including their heat 
treatment. Several challenges are posed by the 
CALPHAD community, including the way to treat 
hydrogen in microstructures, its mobility and interaction 
with other elements, with strain fields and with interfaces. 
The solubility of hydrogen in various phases, especially 
those that are considered to be traps, and the question as 
to whether or not dissolution within them is responsible 
for trapping or immobilisation at the trap interface [3].  

The work finally reviews some strategies for the design 
of steel microstructures resistant to hydrogen 
embrittlement where CALPHAD-based thermokinetic 
tools are adopted [4]. The importance of quantifying the 
environmental effects into effective alloy design is 
underlined, and challenges for future work in the field are 
listed.  

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Relationship between trapping energy (EA), thermal 
desorption analysis temperature (TTDA) and type of traps: 
precipitates and retained austenite (RA), and the character of 
their interfaces. 
 
References  
[1] Szost, B.A., et al. "Hydrogen-Trapping Mechanisms 
in Nanostructured Steels ", Metallurgical and Materials 
Transactions A, Vol.44A (2013): 4542-4550. 
[2] Stopher, M.A., et al. "Modelling hydrogen migration 
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Application of the CALPHAD method for the development of 
steels for seamless tubes and pipes 
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Abstract 

An overview of past and current applications of the CALPHAD method on various 
questions concerning development an application of tube and pipe steels for conventional 
power plants and also line pipes is given.  

The focus concerning boiler steels is on the development of high-temperature ferritic-
martenitic steels, on welding, and on life-time predictions. The different concepts on the 
improvement of properties such as creep strength, corrosion resistance and weldability are 
reported. In view of developing or improving steels for the application in conventional power 
plants various elements have been tested with respect to a controlled precipitation of 
chromium carbides, carbonitrides and the intermetallic Laves phase. The thermodynamic 
calculations were mostly used for identifying alloy compositions being necessary for the 
evolution of the desired microstructures and precipitations. The kinetic simulations are often 
focussed on diffusion-controlled transformations during heat-treatment, welding and 
application in the power plant. A key-issue is the life-time prediction for 100.000 hours and 
more including all aspects such a nucleation, growth and coarsening of precipitates. 

The part on the micro-alloyed seamless line pipes focuses on thermodynamic 
calculations to determine the precipitation temperatures of carbo-nitrides. The equilibrium 
calculations clearly indicate the nature of the carbo-nitrides to be expected. For sure, such 
findings need to be compared to experimental investigations. The microstructural evolution 
during processing of the line pipe steels is also considered in this presentation. 

An outlook will be given on the challenges in these to fields of materials, on the one 
hand the micro-alloyed and on the other hand the higher alloyed chromium steels, with 
respect to further changing and increasing requirements to their properties. 
 
 
 
Keywords: Seamless tubes and pipes, Cr-steels, micro-alloyed steels, conventional power 
plants, pipe lines, CALPHAD 
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Recent progress in the development of 

advanced materials based on the study of 
CALPHAD approach to the phase diagrams and 
microstructural control is presented. 
Thermodynamic databases on the Fe-S based 
system, Fe-Mn-Al based alloys, Cu-based 
alloys and Co-based superalloys have been 
constructed. By utilizing these databases and 
information on phase diagrams, the following 
advanced materials have been developed. 
 

1.! Pb-free machinable low alloy steels using 

chromium sulphide. 

2.! Pb-free machinable stainless steels using 

titanium carbosulphide[1]. 

3.! High strength Fe-Mn based alloys with low 

density [2]. 

4.! Ingrown nail correcting device and seismic 

application using Cu-Al-Mn based shape 

memory alloy [3]. 

5.! Cu-Ni-Al based alloys with high strength 

and high electronic conductivity 

strengthened by ’ (Ni3Al) phase. 

6.! FSW (Friction Stir Welding) tool using Co-

based superalloy strengthened by ’ (Co3 

(Al, W)) phase [4]. 
 
The alloy design and practical application of 

some of these materials focussing on the use of 
phase diagrams will be presented. 

 
 

 

 
 
Figure 1. Scheme of CALPHAD 
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Second and third generation single crystal (SX) Ni-
based superalloys are considered to be sensitive to micro-
segregation, incipient melting and possibly sublimation 
during industrial processing [1]. In order to understand the 
kinetic oriented properties of these alloys, the 
thermodynamic properties in equilibrium are of key 
importance. Vapour composition consisting of four 
species has been detected in the temperature range 1180-
1300°C for the single crystal nickel-based superalloys 
CMSX-4, CMSX-10K and CMSX-10N with the method 
of Knudsen Effusion Mass Spectrometry (KEMS) [2, 3]. 
The activities of Ni, Co, Cr, and Al have been determined 
in the - ', two-phase region. KEMS measurements for the 
corresponding pure elements are in good agreement with 
literature. 

Back-scattered Electron Imaging (BEI) and Energy 
Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) measurements were 
performed. Kinetic effects on the observed surfaces may 
be explained in the obtained micrographs due to vapour 
condensation during cooling. 

 The fact that vapours of only Ni, Co, Cr and Al where 
observed at measurable levels, means that for these 
particular alloys at high temperatures and high vacuum, 
the behavior of the remainder species could be safely 
considered stable in the solid phase. 
 
 

 
Figure 1. Arrhenius plot of the measured intensities of Ni, 
Co, Cr and Al with the KEMS method of CMSX-4. 

 
Figure 2. Back-scattered image of surface modifications post 
KEMS for CMSX-10N.  
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A recent compilation of phase relations and crystal 

structures of binary and ternary scandium systems still 
revealed a lack of precise data on scandium alloys with 
transition metals and gallium; this is particularly true for 
thermodynamic and physical property data [1]. 

Phase relations in the scandium-rich corner of the 
ternary systems Sc-{Mn,Fe,Co,Ni}-Ga have been 
established for the partial isothermal sections at 850 °C 
based on X-ray powder diffraction, metallography, SEM 
and EPMA techniques on about 30 alloys, which were 
Ar-arc melted followed by a homogenisation treatment in 
sealed quartz ampullae. Phase equilibria of the pertinent 
binary systems have been re-evaluated: there is no 
compound Sc4T (T = Mn,Co,Ni), but cubic Sc58Fe12 
("Sc29Fe6" [1]) is confirmed as a symmetry variant of the 
orthorhombic Hf54Os17-type. For the Sc-Ga system we 
confirm the existence of Sc2Ga.  

For the systems with Mn and Fe, the Sc-rich corner is 
characterized by one ternary compound: orthorhombic 
Sc54{Mn,Fe}9Ga8 (ordered variant of the Hf54Os17-type). 
Both isotypic compounds exhibit a very small 
homogeneity region.  The systems with Co and Ni reveal 
a ternary kappa phase Sc10(TxGa1-x)3 with the hexagonal 
Hf9Mo4B-type. Also these compounds exhibit a very 
small homogeneity region around x=0.32. In addition to 
the kappa phase  a further compound is found in the 
system Sc-Co-Ga: Sc54Co9Ga8 with the orthorhombic 
Hf54Os17-type. The crystal structures of all these ternary 
compounds have been elucidated by direct methods from 
X-ray single crystal intensity counter data.  

The kappa-structure consists of a typical network of 
corner-connected octahedra, which encompass 
icosahedra and trigonal prisms to complete a three-
dimensional framework. The atom centered trigonal 
prisms are interconnected on their triangular faces via 
two smaller face-connected octahedra, the latter being 
empty of any residual electron density (no incorporation 
of interstitials such as  B, C, N, O). 

The compounds with the orthorhombic Hf54Os17-type 
are only stable for the combinations with Mn, Fe and Co 
(not for Ni !), whereby the cubic compound Sc58Fe12 is 
independent and forms a two-phase equilibrium with the 
structurally closely related ternary  phase Sc54Fe9Ga8. 
Cubic Sc58Fe12-type (Pm-3) and orthorhombic Hf54Os17-
type (Immm) are both symmetry subgroups of a parent 
Im-3 group and are both characterized by non-regular 

icosahedra formed by the majority atoms (Sc) and 
centred by the minority atoms (Fe, Mn, Co).  

Mutual solubilities in the binary compounds are 
limited and do not exceed more that 2-3 atom percent. 
The solubility at 850°C of T- and Ga metal in Sc is less 
than 1 at.% T or 2 at.% Ga, respectively. 

Thermodynamic heat of formation data and elastic 
properties are supplied for the ternary compounds by DFT 
calculations. Specific heat and electrical conductivity 
measurements suggest metallic behaviour. Hardness and 
elastic moduli are in the range of typically polar 
intermetallics. 

 
Figure 1. Isothermal corner in Sc-Co-Ga system. 
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For the development of lightweight aluminum 

alloys, accurate thermodynamic descriptions of 
all corresponding systems are required. For this 
purpose, Wang et al. [1] presented a first 
thermodynamic dataset, describing the ternary 
Al-Cr-Fe system. However, there are still some 
undetermined or at least not well described 
parts.  

In this work, the phase modeling in the Al-Fe 
subsystem was improved by considering our 
experimentally determined heat capacities [2] 
and homogeneity ranges of Al-rich phases. The 
model variables were optimized by using 
PARROT-Module of the Thermo-Calc 
Software. 

The Al-Cr-Fe system has been assessed 
emphasizing solidus and liquidus temperatures, 
ternary phases, ternary solubilities, ordering 
transitions as well as isothermal and vertical 
sections. Numerous experimental results are 
available, showing some inconsistencies for the 
heterogeneous equilibria. Key experiments 
were defined based on the joint analysis of 
ternary extrapolations, thermodynamic datasets 
[1], literature assessments of this work and the 
MSIT system report [3]. They comprise 
thermodynamic investigations with respect to 
the A2/B2 transition with chromium as third 
element and solidus/liquidus temperatures in 
Al-poor areas. In addition, samples quenched 
from 1423 K, 1373 K, 1315 K, 1173 K and 973 
K were studied. The phase compositions in 
equilibrium of annealed and subsequently 
quenched alloys were determined utilizing 
electron probe micro analysis (EPMA) 
equipped with wavelength-dispersive X-ray 
spectrometry (WDX).  

The experimentally obtained results for the 
phase compositions in the Al-Cr-Fe system are 
consistent with the available literature data. In 
Fig. 1, the results of the studied order-disorder 
transition temperatures are shown. The 

determined points indicate a decrease of the 
A2/B2 transition temperature by alloying 
chromium to the subsystem Al-Fe. 

Figure 1. Experimental results for the ordering 
transition temperatures with y = 5 and 15 at.-% of Cr, 
respectively, using DSC 404 C and dilatometry (402 ED), 
both from NETZSCH GmbH. Available data points 
from literature are superimposed. 
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Abstract should not contain more than 500 words. It 

should include one figure/graphical abstract. 
Ni-Ti-Hf high temperature shape memory alloys are a 

class of smart materials which are a potential candidate 
for high temperature actuators, variable geometry 
chevrons and other advanced aerospace applications. 
Such excellent characteristics arise as a result of a 
martensitic transformation in which a high temperature 
B2 austenite phase transforms to a low temperature B19’ 
martensite phase. This forward martensitic transformation 
is associated with transformation strains which can be 
utilized under stress or thermal stimulus to obtain high 
work output. NiTiHf is an emerging high temperature 
shape memory alloy for which transformation 
temperatures can range of room temperature to as high as 
600°C [1-2]. Precise control over these transformation 
temperatures can be achieved by varying initial 
composition and secondary heat treatment which aids 
towards formation of H-phase precipitate in the material 
[3]. This H-phase precipitate material not only provides 
excellent control over transformation temperatures but 
also tends to enhance the strength, hardness and thermal 
and dimensional stability of the NiTiHf alloys. Hence 
understanding the phase equilibrium between the H-phase 
precipitate and the transforming matrix phase will aid us 
in exercising a more precise control on transformation 
temperatures and develop predictive precipitation models. 
Liu et al [4] has obtained isothermal ternary phase 
diagrams at 800°C and 900°C, but didn’t find any 
evidence of H-phase at those temperatures. The aim of 
this work is to understand the equilibrium between 
different phases present in Ni-Ti-Hf alloy system and 
especially that between H-phase precipitate and the 
matrix transforming phase. Equilibrium phase diagram 
were studied using diffusion multiple experiments. 
Highly pure titanium and hafnium metal pieces (>99.9% 
pure) were embedded inside a nickel hollow cylinder and 
the assemblies were subjected to Hot Isostatic Pressing at 
200MPa at respective temperatures. Isothermal ternary 
phase diagrams were obtained by heat treating the Ni-Ti-
Hf assemblies at 700°C for 1500 hours and at 800°C and 
900°C for 1000 hours. Electron Probe Micro-Analyzer 
was used to examine the concentration and boundary 
conditions of the various phases present.  
A thermodynamic description of the Ni-Ti-Hf system has 
been developed by combining results of first-principle 
total energy calculations and compositional data obtained 
from EPMA compositional analysis at 700°C, 800°C and 
900°C with the CALPHAD approach. Existing 

descriptions of the Ni-Ti, Ti-Hf and Hf-Ni binary 
systems were extended to describe the ternary system. 
The enthalpy of formation of binary intermediate phases 
are calculated using DFT, which are compared with the 
experimental data. The ternary solubility in the binary 
phases were calculated using cluster expansions and 
were incorporated in the modelling of those phases. Our 
combined CALPHAD and ab initio modeling is the first 
known thermodynamic description of a ternary shape 
memory alloy. 
 

 
 

Fig.1 Ni-Ti-Hf Diffusion Multiple after heat treating at 
800°C for 1000 hours. 
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For designing Nb-Mo based high temperature alloys, 

B2 aluminide coating is one of the solutions for improving 
oxidation resistance. However, it is pointed out that brittle 
Nb(Ni,Al)2 Laves phase (MgZn2, C14) appears in Nb-Ni-
Al ternary phase diagram between bcc-Nb and B2-NiAl, 
which may result in crack propagation between NiAl 
coating layer and Nb-based substrate. Authors have found 
that the size of B2 phase elements is important to control 
the stability of Laves phases [1]. From this point of view, 
Si addition may stabilize the ternary Laves phases 
composed of Nb, Al and transition elements, however, it 
is needed to introduce T2-silicides such as Nb5Si3 for 
improving high temperature strength of alloys.  

A systematic investigation for understanding the Laves 
phase in Nb-Mo-Ni-Al-Si system is performed. 
Nb(Ni,Al)2 Laves phase including the same amount of Ni 
and Al is chosen as the base alloy and the substitution 
behavior of Mo and Si was examined. Several alloys are 
prepared using Ar-arc melting. The microstructure of 
polished alloy ingots is examined using SEM-EPMA and 
the compositions of Laves phase are determined.  

The composition area of Laves phase is shown semi-
schematically in Fig.1.  Vertical axis and horizontal axis 
correspond to Nb-Mo ratio and Al-Si ratio, respectively. 
It was already reported that Mo tends to substitute for Nb 
site in Nb(Ni, Al)2 Laves phase [2], which can be 
expressed as (Nb, Mo)(Ni, Al)2. Si also tends to substitute 
for Al site in Nb(Ni,Al)2, which can be expressed as 
Mo(Ni, Al, Si)2.  The results strongly suggest a wide 
continuous solid solution of Laves phase among 
Nb(Ni,Al)2, Mo(Ni,Si)2 and off-stoichiometric Nb(Ni,Si)2 
(indicated by “Nb(Ni,Si)2”).  

We have also performed ab initio calculations based on 
the density functional theory and obtained formation 
energies for the C14-type structures to examine the above 
experimental results. We have adopted the ultrasoft 
pseudo potential and the PBE-GGA potential for the 
calculations. Atomic positions and shape of unitcell have 
been fully optimized using BFGS minimization method. 
In order to take into account the randomness of atomic 
arrangement, we have calculated energies of nine 
different periodic structures and have taken a weighted 
average of the nine formation energies. The package 
produced by the abinit project [3] was employed for the 
numerical computations. 

The results show that the Nb(Ni,Al)2 and Mo(Ni,Si)2 
Laves phases are stable against the decomposition into 
bcc (Nb or Mo) and B2 phases (NiAl or NiSi), i.e., the 
electronic energies of Nb(Ni,Al)2 (Mo(Ni,Si)2) in the C14 

structure for the most of possible atomic configurations 
are lower than the sums of energies for the bcc-Nb (bcc-
Mo) and B2-NiAl (B2-NiSi). On the other hand, the 
Mo(Ni,Al)2 Laves phase has a higher energy for any 
atomic configurations and turn out to be unstable.  

 This work was supported by the Advanced Low 
Carbon Technology R&D (ALCA) program of the Japan 
Science and Technology Agency (JST). A part of this 
work was conducted at the Laboratory of Nano-Micro 
Materials Analysis, Hokkaido University, supported by 
the “Nanotechnology Platform” Program of MEXT, 
Japan.  

 

 
Figure 1.  Pseudo-quaternary representation of Nb-Mo-Ni-
Al-Si system and a semi-schematic representation of 
composition area of Laves phase (Nb, Mo)(Ni, Al, Si)2. 
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The rare earth-transition alloys have been the 
subject of numerous investigations because of 
its magnetic properties. Ce-based compounds 
CeM2 (M =Fe, Co, Ni), crystallizing into 
MgCu2 type cubic Laves phase structure, have 
been used for various applications starting 
from magnetic refrigerants to high-
temperature superconductors. 
There is limited published information on the 
phase equilibria in the Ce-Ni-Fe system. It 
was reported that, ternary solid solution of Fe 
in CeNi5 extends up to the CeNi4Fe 
composition and an unlimited solid solution 
exists between CeNi2 and CeFe2 [1]. Ce2Ni7 
and CeNi3 intermetallics also extend into the 
Ce-Fe-Ni ternary system and that the 
extension of CeNi5 is more than the CeNi4Fe 
composition that was reported by [2]. A 
partial isothermal section was constructed at 
700°C [3] 
In this work phase equilibria in the Ce-Ni-Fe 
system at solidification have been studied for 
the first time. The liquidus and solidus 
projections over whole concentration region 
and a Scheil diagram have been constructed 
using DTA, SEM, electron probe 
microanalysis and X-ray diffraction data. The 
enthalpy of formation of Fe17Ce2 and Laves 
phase Fe2Ce were measured by solution drop 
calorimeter in an aluminium bath. In the 
present work, #Hf

o value for Fe17Ce2 and 
Fe2Ce were determined by drop solution 
calorimeter as +2.3±0.4 and -8.4±3.1, 
respectively. 

The liquidus surface of the Ce-Ni-Fe system 
is characterized by primary crystallization 
regions of the following phases, (!Ni,Fe), 
($Fe), ($Ce), (!Ce) and binary based phases 
Ce7Ni3, CeNi, (Fe,Ni)2Ce, CeNi3, Ce2Ni5, 
separated by corresponding monovariant 
curves and participating in five four-phase 
invariant equilibria. At solidus temperature, 
six three-phase fields are present which two 
of them formed by eutectic reaction. 
 
 [1] Raghavan V., Antia D. P,“Ternary iron 
alloys for permanent magnetic materials“ 
Journal of phase equilibria, Vol. 15, I. 1, 
(1994): p. 42-50. 
[2] H. Oesterreicher, F.T. Parker, M. Misroch, 
“Giant intrinsic magnetic hardness in 
RFe5%xNix (R = rare earth, x = 4 to 5)” Appl. 
Phys., Vol. 16, (1978): p. 185–189. 
[3] K. Orimoloye, “Experimental 
investigation of the Fe-rich regions in the Ce-
Fe-{Ni,Si,Al}-B quaternary systems: High-
through put screening of magnetic phases”, 
Thesis, (2016). 
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Abstract  

One of the issues arising nowadays are those related to 
climatic changes and the release of gas emissions causing 
greenhouse effects due to increasing consumption of 
energy. In order to reduce environmental damages, 
development of new materials with low density and 
stable mechanical properties at high temperature is 
necessary. A new class of material called HEA 
combining refractory elements and aluminum can be 
good candidates to overcome this challenge.[1,2] 
High entropy alloys in the Al-Zr-Nb-Ti-V system are 
being investigated in our research group. The phase 
diagram data are a necessary tool for the design and 
optimization of the alloys. In this study, the isothermal 
section of Al-V-Zr is experimentally investigated at 
1200°C. 
Several alloys from the Al-V-Zr system were melted in 
an arc furnace using non-consumable tungsten electrode 
in a water cooled copper crucible. The samples were 
treated at 1200 ° C for 10 days using silica tubes sealed 
under primary vacuum in order to achieve the 
thermodynamic equilibrium. Prior to the 
characterizations, the specimens were prepared following 
conventional metallographic methods. The compositions 
and microstructures of the alloys were investigated by 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and electronic 
microanalysis (EDS). The crystallographic structures 
were determined by X-ray diffraction (XRD) on powder 
using Cu-k  radiation. 
In papers published by Raman (1966) [3] and Guzei 
(1993) [4] the existence of two ternary phases with the 
stoichiometry Zr0,9V0,4Al2,7 and Zr13V2Al5 is 
indicated. However in this study only the ternary phase 
Zr0,9V0,4Al2,7 ( ) was observed. In addition, another 
phase with stoichiometry Zr5,5V2,8Al1,7 ( ) and 
prototype structure Ti2Ni was observed. A new 
isothermal section at 1200°C is proposed based on the 
thermodynamic equilibria. The Figure 1 presents a 
proposed isothermal section of the system based on the 
current results. 

 

Figure 1 – Proposed isothermal section of the Al-V-Zr 
system at 1200°C 

 
Source: This study 
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Abstract, 2018 
 
A brief history of calorimetry applied to the thermos-chemistry of metals. 
S.V. Meschel and P. Nash 
Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, Ill, USA 
 A short history of calorimetry has been studied from  the earliest attempts of heat 
measurements to the current techniques. The purpose and importance of calorimetry is 
emphasized through examples. The most significant milestones in the development of the 
equipment will be illustrated. We surveyed the types of calorimetry techniques available for a 
large variety of materials utilized in different countries around the World. A brief comparison of 
experimental results obtained by calorimetry with new theoretical predictions will also be 
illustrated. 
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University of Chicago from  1952 to 2000., J.Alloys Compds., 321(2001)153-163 
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Soc., 97(11)(2014)3349-3359 
3.C.Colinet, J.C. Tedenac, Enthalpies of formation of TM-X compounds (X=Al, Ga, Si, Ge, 
Sn).Comparison of ab initio values and experimental data., Calphad, 54(2016)16-34 
4.R. Ferro, G. Cacciamani, G. Borzone, Remarks about data reliability in experimental and 
computational thermochemistry., Intermetallics, 11(11-12)(2003)1081-1094 
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The Fe-C-Si-Mn System is one of the most important 

systems for nearly all steel grades. In the last decades high 
strength and ductile steels were developed with increasing 
quantities of silicon and manganese. Three of these 
alloying concepts are Dual-Phase (DP), TRansformation 
Induced Plasticity (TRIP) and even TWinning Induced 
Plasticity (TWIP) steels. All these steel grades base on the 
iron-carbon-manganese system with additions of ferrite 
former such as silicon and/or alumina, followed by micro-
alloying elements.  

In the last years many authors [1,4,5,6] published 
improvements of the Fe-C-Si-Mn systems and its 
subsystems (Fe-Si, Si-Mn, Fe-Si-Mn…). In a former 
study Presoly [1] investigated two sections of the Fe-C-
Si-Mn system with 1%Si + 2%Mn and 2%Si + 2%Mn (in 
wt.-%). A special focus of this work was the investigation 
of the region of the peritectic phase transformation 
[LIQUID + BCC ! FCC (+ BCC)] whose knowledge is 
of particular importance for the casting process [2]. Zheng 
[5] used these results for a new thermodynamic 
assessment of the Fe-C-Si-Mn system. Due to this 
extensive work, low and medium alloyed grades can be 
described quite well. 

However, measurements of high alloyed TWIP grades 
showed that especially the initial solidification behavior 
(primary BCC or FCC) cannot be calculated adequately. 
In order to prove this observation, a typical section of a 
silicon alloyed high manganese grade was experimentally 
evaluated. All model alloys (about 450g) were produced 
from high-purity raw-materials in an alumina crucible 
with a high-frequency re-melting and spin-casting 
machine under argon atmosphere. Due to the risk of 
manganese evaporation, DSC measurements could not be 
performed for samples with Mn-contents >3%. Therefore, 
a special DTA setup [3], visualized in Figure 1, was used 
to guarantee secured measurements without Mn-
contamination of the Pt-thermocouples.  

As visualized in Figure 1, the measured phase 
transformations are in clear contrast to the calculated 
phase diagrams. This simple comparison clearly shows 
that the stability of delta-ferrite is significantly 
underestimated in the assessments. A bit higher solidus 
and liquidus temperature is predicted and the delta-to-
gamma phase transformation (BCC!FCC) occurs at 
much higher manganese contents. This trend is already 
shown in the latest thermodynamic optimizations of 
Peak[4] and Zheng[5].  

Based on this experimental results, additional 
measurements up to 6% Si and on the latest assessments 
of the relevant subsystem, especially the Fe-Si system 
from Cui [6], an own thermodynamic assessment of the 
Fe,Mn,Si:Va,C system is under development. Due to 
microsegregation of carbon during solidification, high 
enrichments can occur. Therefore the influence of higher 
carbon concentrations (C >2%) on this important system 
will be investigated in the next step.   
  

 
Figure 1. Investigation of the Fe-3wt.-%Si-high Mn system 
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The work is devoted to the study of high-temperature 

phase equilibria of the quaternary Fe-Ni-Co-Cu  system. 
Earlier, the authors have studied its boundary ternary 
systems and constructed the liquidus and solidus 
projections of these systems [1-2]. A detailed 
experimental study of phase equilibria in the entire area of 
the compositions of the quaternary Fe-Ni-Co-Cu system 
is the the feature of the work. About 100 experimental 
samples were synthesized and examined using a set of 
experimental methods such as differential scanning 
calorimetry, electron probe microanalysis, scanning 
electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction analysis. 
Particular attention was paid to the miscibility gap in the 
solid state which occurs in the presence of copper in the 
system. The obtained results were plotted as a series of the 
liquidus and solidus projections with a constant content of 
one component (in this case Fe content is constant). The 
miscibility gap region including the determination of the 
compositions of the coexisting phase and tie-lines were 
defined. As an example, Figure 1 shows the liquidus 
projection of the section with a constant iron content of 30 
at.%. The experimental results were also compared with 
the calculated diagrams obtained with the help of existing 
thermodynamic databases (operated by  FactSage and 
Thermo-Calc softwares). A good agreement was 
obtained. 

Another interesting point of the work is that the Fe-Ni-
Co-Cu system is the basis for creation of high entropy 
alloys. By addition of Cr and Mn, it is possible to estimate 
the temperatures and compositions of the solid solution 
area of the system. For example, it was shown that Cr has 
a strong negative effect on the solubility of Cu in the 
FeNiCo solid solution. 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 
Figure 1. Experimental liquidus projection of the Fe-Ni-Co-
Cu system at a constant iron content of 30 at.% 
 
 [1] Ilatovskaya M.O., et al. “Liquidus and Solidus 
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B, vol. 46B, 2015, pp. 243-249 
[2] Starykh R.V., Sineva S.I. “Study of the liquidus and 
solidus surfaces of the quaternary Fe-Ni-Cu-S system: V. 
Refinement and addition of the data on the ternary Fe-Ni-
S and Fe-Ni-Cu phase diagrams” // Russian met. 
(Metally), 3, 2012, pp. 189-194. 
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Advanced steel systems for light water reactor (LWR) 

nuclear fuel cladding materials have been a continuing 
interest for more than 60 years. Currently, zirconium-
alloy type cladding is preferred in the nuclear energy 
sector due to its small neutron capture cross-section, 
reasonable corrosion resistance and structural integrity 
under envisioned operating conditions. However, these 
zirconium alloys have limitations for operating 
temperature after a point of which oxidation of alloy and 
combustible hydrogen mixtures form. In order to 
overcome to the temperature limits due to oxidation and 
increase the thermal efficiency, advanced FeCrAl alloys 
have been studied and tested as cladding candidate for 
LWR and as channel box for boiling water reactor 
(BWR)[1].  

At typical accident scenario conditions, FeCrAl steels 
form (Fe,Al,Cr)3-xO4 spinel solid solution in equilibrium. 
Thermal properties of those phases have to be studied in 
order to simulate and predict the outcome of a possible 
nuclear reactor accident. Thermal properties are estimated 
using CALPHAD method. However, there is shortage of 
consistent data in the literature for (Fe,Al,Cr)3-xO4 spinels. 

In order to understand the aforementioned aspects, 
(Fe,Al,Cr)3-xO4 spinels should be investigated using 
thermodynamic tools, since they are the corrosion 
products of the FeCrAl alloys. Solid-liquid phase 
equilibria of the alloys and the spinels were studied 
previously [2]. Ultra-high thermal analysis has been 
possible using SetSys 2400 Evolution thermal analyzer 
going up to 2400°C under Ar flow. Solidus and liquidus 
temperatures along with enthalpy of fusion of the 
endmembers of Fe-Cr-Al-O system can be determined 
using this technique. Fe2+ bearing spinel solid solutions 
are sensitive to air at high temperatures requiring Ar 
sealed atmosphere for the experiments. We finalized a 
solid-state reaction path to stoichiometric mixtures of 
FeO- -Al2O3 for Fe-Al-O system at 1350°C under Ar 
flow and made several solid solutions of Fe3O4-FeAl2O4 
in a matter of two days. These samples are going to be 
used for melting experiments.  

Enthalpy of formation and entropy of mixing data are 
also required for the CALPHAD modeling of the Fe-Cr-
Al-O system. High-temperature drop solution calorimetry 
using Tian-Calvet type microcalorimeters with sodium 
molybdate solvent at 800°C are going to be used for 
determination for these parameters [3]. 

 
Figure 1. High-temperature drop solution calorimetry for 
determination of enthalpy of formation [4] 
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Minor actinides (MAs), i.e. Np, Am and Cm, are 
produced in the nuclear fuel during in-pile operation 
through successive neutron captures from U and Pu 
nuclei and consequent -decays. After plutonium 
extraction from the spent fuel during reprocessing, these 
elements are the main responsible for the long-term 
radiotoxicity of the remaining high level waste [1]. In 
order to achieve a nuclear fuel cycle with low 
environmental impact, it is essential to partition and 
transmute MAs into stable or short-lived nuclei. Among 
the MAs, the priority is given to americium, because of 
its high yield of production in reactor. In this frame, 
(U,Am)O2-x are promising transmutation targets/fuels 
(the correct term depends on the specific transmutation 
strategy) for fast neutron reactors [2]. In order to foresee 
the in-pile behavior of these materials, a complete 
knowledge of their physical/chemical properties is 
needed.  
The initial investigations on the crystallographic 
properties of (U,Am)O2±x oxides, with Am-content up to 
50 mol.%, showed that the UO2 fluorite structure is 
maintained. Nevertheless, a charge distribution 
uncommon to other mixed actinide dioxides was 
observed, with Am fully reduced to the trivalent state and 
U partially oxidized, suggesting a charge compensation 
mechanism [3]. Here we present an extensive X-ray 
Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) study of (U,Am)O2±x 
oxides. Compounds with americium contents up to 70 
mol.% were synthesized and, for each americium 
content, different oxygen/metal (O/M) ratios were 
obtained through thermal treatments in controlled 
atmosphere. We also show how these experimental 
results were valuable for the CALPHAD modeling of the 
(U,Am)O2±x solid solution. For this, a 3-sublattice model 
was used, as previously reported for other actinide 
dioxide solid solutions [4]. However, to correctly 
reproduce the peculiar charge distribution of  
(U,Am)O2±x, the introduction of specific ternary 
interaction parameters was necessary. As shown in Fig. 
1, a good agreement between the XAS experimental data 
and the CALPHAD model was finally obtained.   

 
 

 
Figure 1. Left axis: O/M ratios found by XAS; right axis: 
experimental ( , ) and computed ( , ) average oxidation 
states of U and Am.  
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Generation-IV nuclear reactors are currently being 
developed. Among the various designs, Fast Neutron 
Reactors cooled by Sodium (SFRs) or Lead (LFRs) seem 
promising concepts. (U,Pu)O2-x mixed oxide, called 
MOX, is currently the reference fuel for these reactors. 
Considering the higher temperatures, thermal gradients 
and neutron flux of SFRs and LFRs in comparison to 
currently used light water reactors, the behavior of the fuel 
can be significantly different. The European INSPYRE 
project of the 2016-2017 Euratom H2020 Fission call has 
started in 2017 to investigate the (U,Pu)O2 fuel behavior 
under irradiation to support the licensing of next 
generation SFRs and LFRs  [1]. One of the objectives of 
this project is to model the formation of the layer called 
JOG (Joint Oxide Gaine), that forms between the fuel and 
the cladding as a result of the migration of fission 
products, such as Cs-Mo-Te-I, from the inner pellet 
towards the outer rim and the gap between pellet and 
cladding [2]. Knowing the thermodynamic properties of 
this multi-element system is necessary to predict which 
phases are stable in the various temperature-oxygen 
potential conditions occurring in a reactor. In this context, 
this work aims to obtain reliable experimental data for the 
JOG sub-systems and use them to develop 
thermodynamic CALPHAD models. Here, experimental 
investigations of the Cs-Mo-O and Cs-U-O systems will 
be presented. The first is of fundamental importance 
because Cs2MoO4 is expected to be the main component 
of the JOG. A CALPHAD assessment of the Cs-Mo-O 
system has been performed in the frame of the TAF-ID 
project [3], based on the limited available experimental 
data. Because this system is very complex, and many 
fundamental thermodynamic properties are still missing, 
experimental investigations are currently being 
performed. The Cs2MoO4, Cs2MoO7, Cs2Mo3O10 phases 
were synthesized by solid state routes and characterized 
by X-ray, neutron diffraction and Scanning Electron 
Microscopy (SEM). The enthalpies of formation of these 
ternary Cs molybdates have been determined by solution 
calorimetry. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) is 
used to obtain phase diagram equilibrium data in the 
Cs2MoO4-MoO3 pseudo-binary, which will be compared 
with previous TGA-DTA measurements in the literature 
(Fig. 1). Finally, the Cs2Mo2O7 melting enthalpy will be 

measured. The Cs-U-O system is also key for modelling 
the JOG, as Cs uranates are the main components in the 
pellet-side of the JOG layer. A Cs-U-O CALPHAD model 
has been developed in the TAF-ID on the basis of the 
review of Cordfunke and Konings [4], but discrepancies 
in the literature exist for this system and thermodynamic 
data are missing for some of the main phases, as CsUO3.5. 
In this work, the Cs2UO4, Cs2UO3.5, Cs2U2O7 phases were 
synthesized by solid state route and their structural and 
thermodynamic properties were investigated. 

 
Figure 1. Computed Cs2MoO4-MoO3 pseudobinary. 
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Figure 1. Graphical abstract 

 
We are developing a new thermodynamic database, 

which includes the main components Na, K, Ca // NO3, 
Cl, CO3, for modelling of thermochemical processes, e.g. 
for thermal energy storage. Salt systems are used as 
storage materials for these applications. Therefore, the 
thermodynamic properties of pure compounds, binary, 
ternary, reciprocal, and multicomponent systems should 
be considered for the selection of suitable systems in this 
kind of application. 

Calphad-type modelling and thermochemical analysis 
are used to provide a sufficiently reliable and consistent 
database. The analysis of available literature data for pure 
compounds and binary systems has shown a deficiency of 
reliable experimental data. For example, the 
thermodynamic properties of Ca(NO3)2 are contradictory. 
The phase diagram of the Na2CO3-K2CO3 system has 
been assessed two times [1, 2], but a final solution has not 
been found yet. In the case of the systems K2CO3-CaCO3 
and KNO3-Ca(NO3)2 systems, the available experimental 
data are not sufficient for a Calphad-type assessment. In 
all these cases, there are experimental or computational 
challenges, which need to be solved.  

In this work the above mentioned salt systems were 
experimentally studied using the following 
complementary methods: differential thermal analysis 
coupled with thermogravimetry (DTA/TG), differential 
scanning calorimetry (DSC), high temperature X-ray 
diffraction (HTXRD) and Knudsen effusion mass 
spectrometry (KEMS). The combination of these methods 
with thermochemical modelling allows for solving the 
problems, which have not been considered in previous 

works. For example, the fusion enthalpy of Ca(NO3)2 
(Tm=561 °C) has been measured in a closed container and 
determined to be 33.5 ± 1 kJ/mol. The previous value was 
23.85 kJ/mol [3]. This difference can lead to significant 
errors in the calculation of thermodynamic properties for 
multicomponent systems.  To proof this result, the 
experimentally determined the enthalpy of fusion 
(24.0 ± 1 kJ/mol) of the 55(NaNO3)2-45Ca(NO3)2 mixture 
(Tm=220 °C) has been compared with calculations based 
on the revised data for Ca(NO3)2 (23.0 kJ/mol) using our 
new thermodynamic database. The good agreement 
between these values confirms the new value obtained for 

fusH of pure Ca(NO3)2. Other examples of the studied 
systems will be given in the presentation. 

Acknowledgments: This work was done in the 
framework of the PCM-Screening project, which is 
supported by the Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft und 
Energie, Germany (FKZ 03ET1441D). 
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Bi2Te3 is the one of the most commonly used 

thermoelectric materials [1]. The thermoelectric modules 
are composed of various P-N junctions and are joined 
together to Cu conduction plates. Although barrier layers 
are used and the Cu plates are usually not directly attached 
to the thermoelectric materials, it is still essential to know 
the interfacial reactions between Cu and Bi2Te3 if there 
are no barrier layers. Phase diagrams contain information 
of equilibrium phases and are fundamentally important 
for the understanding of phase formation and 
transformation. This study examines the Cu/Bi2Te3 
interfacial reactions and the Bi-Cu-Te phase diagrams 
which are not available in the literature.  

The Bi2Te3 and Bi-Cu-Te alloys were prepared with 
pure Bi, Cu and Te. Proper amounts of pure elements were 
weighed and encapsulated in a quartz tube in vacuum. The 
sample capsule was placed in a furnace for a 
predetermined length of reaction time so the alloys can 
reach equilibrium. The equilibrated alloys were cut into 
halves. One half was for X-ray diffraction, and the other 
half was mounted and metallographical examined. The 
Bi2Te3 substrate for interfacial reaction was obtained from 
the quenched alloys. The Bi2Te3 substrate was surface-
polished and was then electroplated with Cu. The 
Cu/Bi2Te3 sample was heat-treated at 200oC and 350oC 
and their reaction phases were determined.  

In the binary Bi-Cu system [2], there is no intermetallic 
phase, and the mutual solubilities between Cu and Bi are 
very low. In the binary Bi-Te system [3], besides the 
Bi2Te3 phase, there are numerous phases between Bi and 
Bi2Te3, and they are grouped together as the 
(Bi2)m(Bi2Te3)n phase. In the binary Cu-Te system [4], 
there are complicated phase transformations of both the 
Cu2-xTe and Cu3-xTe2 phases. For simplicity, the 
complicated transformations of these two phases are 
ignored, and the equilibrium solid phases are Cu, Cu2-xTe, 
Cu3-xTe2, CuTe and Te phases. The equilibrium phases at 
350oC (and 200oC) in the Bi-Cu-Te ternary system are L 
(is Bi at 200oC), (Bi2)m(Bi2Te3)n , Bi2Te3, Te, CuTe,  Cu3-

xTe2, Cu2-xTe and Cu phases.   
No ternary phase is found. The proposed isothermal 

section at 350oC is shown in Figure 1(a). The grouped 
phase, (Bi2)m(Bi2Te3)n phase, is in equilibrium with liquid, 
Cu, Cu2-xTe and Bi2Te3  phases. Figure 1(b) shows the 
Cu/Bi2Te3 interfacial reaction at 350oC for 5 min. As 
shown in Figure 1(b), a thick reaction zone of about 600 
µm is observed. The chemical composition of the thickest 
reaction phase is Bi-65.7at.%Cu-34.2at.%Te  and is the 

Cu2-xTe phase. The bright reaction phase close to that of 
the Bi2Te3 substrate is Bi.  The gray layer between Bi and 
Bi2Te3 and the bright phase between Cu2-xTe and Cu need 
further examination. Similar results are found in the 
Cu/Bi2Te3 couple at 200oC 

The experimental results of the Bi-Cu-Te isothermal 
section and those of the reaction couples are then used 
together for the thermodynamic modeling of the Bi-Cu-
Te ternary system using the Calphad type approach.   
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Figure 1 (a):  
Bi-Cu-Te 
isothermal 
section at 
350oC  
 
 
 
Figure (b): 
Cu/Bi2Te3 
reacted at 
350oC for 5 
minutes 
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The development of thermoelectric materials as sources 

for renewable energy production involves both, the 
investigation of their physical and thermoelectric 
properties (ZT - thermoelectric figure of merit for the 
conversion of heat to electricity) and the investigation of 
their thermal stability. The current prospective 
thermoelectric materials contain volatile elements (Sb, Sr, 
Yb, etc.) which can evaporate at operation conditions 
leading to suppression of the thermoelectric properties. 

The vaporization characteristics of the volatile 
components can be studied effectively by means of 
Knudsen effusion mass spectrometry (KEMS). Within the 
calibration of the Netzsch STA 409 CD/3/403/5/G 
apparatus on the heat of sublimation of volatile elements, 
Sb was measured as well [1]. Compared to the other 
elements, the gaseous Sb is composed of mixture of 
oligomers which together with ionization and 
fragmentation of the gaseous species lead to a complex 
thermodynamic problem. To understand more the 
complexity of the Sb vaporization behaviour and to arrive 
to a correct data processing from the vapour pressure 
measurement of Sb in the studied Sb containing 
thermoelectric materials, the data from the study of pure 
Sb were evaluated in more details. The evaluation 
procedures are introduced in the presentation (an example 
is shown in Fig. 1). 

The work has been financially supported by the Czech 
Science Foundation by the project GA 17-12844S and by 
the project CEITEC 2020 (LQ1601) from the Ministry of 
Education, Youth and Sports of the Czech Republic under 
the National Sustainability Programme II. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1. Plot of ln(I T) vs. 1000/T for Sb isotopes (weighted 
values of ion current intensities) 
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Nanoparticles of metals and their alloys have attracted 

appreciable attention for their demanding synthesis, 
challenging theoretical problems, and practical 
applications.  

The Ag-Ni nanoparticles for 5 compositions (18.8-93.9 
mol.% Ag) were synthetized in narrow size distribution 
and sufficiently characterized to determine accurately 
their shape and size (dynamic light scattering DLS, small 
angle X-ray scattering SAXS and transmission electron 
microscopy TEM), because these parameters are very 
important for the verification of calculated melting point 
depression. The nanoparticles were synthetized by 
solvothermal hot injection method [1]. Nanoparticles had 
a core-shell structure that was demonstrated by scanning 
transmission electron microscopy with energy dispersive 
spectroscopy (STEM-EDS). Melting points were 
analyzed by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) up to 
1100 °C and compared with theoretical calculation.  

The well-known feature of melting point depression of 
nanoparticles can be predicted theoretically. The 
influence of the particle size on the melting temperature 
and temperature of phase transformations was modelled 
using the CALPHAD method extended towards the 
application for nanosized systems [2-3] in combination 
with ab initio calculations of the surface stress [4].  

The experimental results demonstrated clear core-shell 
structure with Ag core and more-less continuous Ni shell 
in dependence on the overall composition. The DSC 
studies measured the melting point to be 943-949 °C and 
the depression was found in all three DSC runs for all 
samples. The theoretical modelling for the radius r = 10 
nm gave the melting point depression for pure Ag to be 
944 °C (in comparison with the value 961.8 °C for the 
bulk) and the temperature of the eutectic reaction 
Liq!(Ag)+(Ni) to be 936.4 °C (961.1 °C for the bulk). 

Very close agreement was found between the 
experimentally measured and predicted melting 
temperatures. We suppose that the DSC measurement 
showed the TM of the pure Ag core and the Ni shell 
prevents the coagulation of particles. Therefore the 
melting point depression can be found during all three 
runs of the DSC measurement.  

This work was supported by the Czech Science 
Foundation under the project GA 17-15405S. 

 

 
Figure 1: TEM images with corresponding size 

distribution histograms for sample with 41.07 mol.% Ag, 
nanoparticle size x = 13.9 nm 
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High temperature oxidation is an important phenomenon 
which plays a vital role in degradation of materials used 
in harsh environments and limits their lifetime and 
minimizing it can save a lot of costs. The potential of 
Calphad approach for predicting phase transformations 
and microstructure evolution is a valuable tool for life 
assessment of materials used in such environments.  
A great amount of experimental investigations has been 
done in the High Temperature Corrosion Center (HTC1) 
at Chalmers University of technology to study these 
phenomena. This knowledge can be used as a valuable 
input in developing thermodynamic databases. On the 
other hand, it can be assumed that at high temperature 
processes, equilibrium can be reached. Thus, equilibrium 
calculation results can be a great help for interpreting the 
microstructure of the corrosion products and develop 
corrosion theories. In the present work it is 
experimentally shown that in the alloys rich in alloying 
elements, e.g. Cr, iron can form a protective layer after 
breakdown of the protective Cr rich scale. Effect of 
different elements on the breakdown of primary 
protective scale can be well explained by equilibrium 
calculations.   
When it comes to time-dependent simulations based on 
thermodynamic properties, i.e. Dictra simulations, the 
complicated nature of these phenomena makes modelling 
very difficult. Regarding Dictra simulations, two 
different approaches have succeeded to model oxidation 
of pure elements with a high accuracy. First, the moving 
phase boundary model, which utilizes the local 
equilibrium assumption at the phase interface [1,2]. The 
other approach is called homogenization model [3,4] 
which assumes of local equilibrium being established in 
each finite volume element. The latter approach is 
computationally less efficient than the former but can be 
used for more complicated cases and is also able to 
handle miscibility gaps that may exist in the diffusion 
path. The aim of the Dictra simulations in the present 
work is to use the homogenization model for oxidation 
simulations. 
Although this method is computationally demanding, it 
is possible to achieve accurate results by some 

                                                
 

1 http://www.htc.chalmers.se/ 

simplifications and reasonable assumptions by the help 
of microscopic investigations results. As mentioned 
earlier, the amount and type of alloying elements in the 
alloy can affect the type of oxide formed during 
secondary protection, thus, simplify simulations by 
suspending those phases. Based on these assumptions, 
oxidation simulations for different elements and effect of 
several factors, e.g. grain size, time, etc., on the oxidation 
are calculated and presented in this work. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. schematic of primary and secondary protections.  
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Abstract 
Of high hardness and good toughness, cemented 

carbides are widely used in industry as cutting tools, wear 
parts, etc. A reliable diffusion database is critical to 
simulate microstructure evolution of gradient cemented 
carbides and cellular cemented carbides, which have 
better performance and longer service lifetime than 
traditional cemented carbides. In 2014, we established a 
diffusion database for multicomponent cemented carbides, 
CSUDDCC1, which is the first version [1]. In this work, 
a description for the updated diffusion database 
CSUDDCC2 is presented. The atomic mobility database 
for fcc and liquid in C-W-Co-Fe-Ni-Cr-V-Ti-Ta-Nb-Zr-
Mo-Al-N cemented carbides was established based on our 
new experimental data, literature data, first-principles 
calculation and theoretical assessment via the DICTRA 
(Diffusion Controlled TRAnsformation) software 
package. The atomic mobility parameters in liquid are 

o a  a a     o  S a  
equation, and the atomic mobility parameters in fcc phase 
are optimized by the diffusivities measured in the present 
work and from the literature. The mobility parameters for 
self-diffusion and impurity diffusion in metastable fcc 
structure were determined through a semi-empirical 
method or first-principles calculations. For instance, 
ternary fcc Co-V-W/Ti and Ni-Cr-V alloys, which are 
both significant sub-systems in cemented carbides, have 
been selected in the present work to measure the 
diffusivities and then evaluate the atomic mobilities. 
Comprehensive comparisons between calculated and 
measured diffusivities indicate that most of the 
experimental data can be well reproduced by the currently 
obtained atomic mobilities. Combining the 
thermodynamic database for cemented carbides, the 

diffusion database has been used to simulate the 
microstructure evolution during the sintering process of 
gradient cemented carbides and cellular cemented 
carbides. The simulated microstructure agrees reasonably 
with the experimental results.  

 
Fig. 1. Simulated diffusion paths of fcc Co-V-Ti at 1473 K by 
atomic mobilities evaluated in the present work and 
DICTRA software, compared with experimental ones. 
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The diffusive phase transformation governs much of the 

microstructures and properties of titanium alloys. Due to 
the inherent complexity and the multicomponent nature of 
engineering materials, a thorough study of the alloying 
effects on diffusion, phase transformations and 
mechanical properties in titanium alloys is of demanding. 
While conventional diffusion-couple technique was 
employed to extract inter and impurity diffusion 
coefficients,  strategic kinetic diffusion multiple 
approach, i.e. a diffusion assembly subjected to high-
temperature diffusion annealing followed by low-
temperature aging or thermal processing, was proposed to 
rapidly screen micro-mechanical properties over a wide 
array of alloying compositions at one time. In this work, 
we demonstrated such high throughput diffusion 
researches on the Ti alloys containing Al, Cr, Fe, Mn, Mo, 
Ni, Sn, and V, making them an efficient way to elucidate 
the composition-microstructure-property relationship. 

 

Figure 1. Engineering stress-strain curves of titanium alloys 
corresponding to micropillars mapped from a kinetic 
diffusion multiple.  
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High temperature oxidation is an important phenomenon 
which plays a vital role in degradation of materials used 
in harsh environments and limits their lifetime and 
minimizing it can save a lot of costs. The potential of 
Calphad approach for predicting phase transformations 
and microstructure evolution is a valuable tool for life 
assessment of materials used in such environments.  
A great amount of experimental investigations has been 
done in the High Temperature Corrosion Center (HTC2) 
at Chalmers University of technology to study these 
phenomena. This knowledge can be used as a valuable 
input in developing thermodynamic databases. On the 
other hand, it can be assumed that at high temperature 
processes, equilibrium can be reached. Thus, equilibrium 
calculation results can be a great help for interpreting the 
microstructure of the corrosion products and develop 
corrosion theories. In the present work it is 
experimentally shown that in the alloys rich in alloying 
elements, e.g. Cr, iron can form a protective layer after 
breakdown of the protective Cr rich scale. Effect of 
different elements on the breakdown of primary 
protective scale can be well explained by equilibrium 
calculations.   
When it comes to time-dependent simulations based on 
thermodynamic properties, i.e. Dictra simulations, the 
complicated nature of these phenomena makes modelling 
very difficult. Regarding Dictra simulations, two 
different approaches have succeeded to model oxidation 
of pure elements with a high accuracy. First, the moving 
phase boundary model, which utilizes the local 
equilibrium assumption at the phase interface [1,2]. The 
other approach is called homogenization model [3,4] 
which assumes of local equilibrium being established in 
each finite volume element. The latter approach is 
computationally less efficient than the former but can be 
used for more complicated cases and is also able to 
handle miscibility gaps that may exist in the diffusion 
path. The aim of the Dictra simulations in the present 
work is to use the homogenization model for oxidation 
simulations. 
Although this method is computationally demanding, it 
is possible to achieve accurate results by some 
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simplifications and reasonable assumptions by the help 
of microscopic investigations results. As mentioned 
earlier, the amount and type of alloying elements in the 
alloy can affect the type of oxide formed during 
secondary protection, thus, simplify simulations by 
suspending those phases. Based on these assumptions, 
oxidation simulations for different elements and effect of 
several factors, e.g. grain size, time, etc., on the oxidation 
are calculated and presented in this work. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. schematic of primary and secondary protections.  
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The excellent mechanical strength and good electrical 

conductivity of metastable nanocrystalline thin film alloys 
make them attractive in the development of miniaturized 
components. The synthesis technique of choice has an 
enormous influence on the film microstructure, allowing 
to reach compositions under highly non-equilibrium 
conditions and consequently unique properties. In 
particular, binary Cu-Cr alloys are attractive for 
mechanically stressed electric devices, taking advantage 
of the Cu superior electrical and thermal conductivity, 
while Cr provides corrosion and oxidation resistance 
together with increased strength. However, the small 
mutual solubility of Cu and Cr (much below 1 at.%) and 
the large miscibility gap displayed in the phase diagram 
might lead to phase separation in supersaturated solid 
solution Cu-Cr alloys. 

In this study, insights on the thermal stability, 
decomposition process and related kinetics of metastable 
Cu-Cr thin film alloys are given experimentally by in–situ 
isothermal annealing inside a transmission electron 
microscope and the specific chemical arrangements are 
followed by near-atomic resolution atom probe 
tomography. 

 Cu-Cr thin film alloys were grown with a high degree 
of chemical intermixing using molecular beam epitaxy. 
The kinetically constrained growth conditions allowed to 
produce films of supersaturated solid solutions of Cr in 
single–phase face–centered cubic Cu for films of ~ 4 at.% 
Cr, and Cu in single–phase body–centered cubic Cr films 
for alloys up to ~ 61 at.% Cu. Rising Cr content led to a 
grain size reduction from 100 to 30 nm resulting in a 
massive increase in film hardness from 5.5 GPa (Cu96Cr4) 
to a maximum value of 11.8 GPa (Cu20Cr80). 

Two single–phase thin film alloys (4 at.% and 33 at.% 
Cr) were selected for in–situ isothermal annealing. The 
apparent film stability was maintained for annealing 
temperatures of 300°C in both cases. Temperatures above 
400°C resulted in the formation of a second phase. For the 
Cu96Cr4 alloy film, decomposition proceeded via 
enrichment of Cr at grain boundaries and grain boundary 
diffusion; phase separation of the Cu67Cr33 alloy film 
proceeded predominantly by volume diffusion of Cr. The 
diffusion coefficients for volume and grain boundary 
diffusion along with the associated activation energies 
were determined. Finally, the effects of electron beam 
irradiation on the diffusion kinetics during film 
decomposition of the Cu96Cr4 alloy are also presented. 

 
Figure 1. (a) Film decomposition by nucleation and 

growth showing bcc Cr precipitates at grain boundaries. (b) 
APT reconstruction of the as-grown film; the initial 
microstructure shows <5 nm Cr-rich clusters. (c) Arrhenius 
plots of Cr diffusion coefficients in an fcc Cu matrix [2]. 
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Viscosity of liquid metals and alloys is an important 

thermo-physical property to many metallurgical processes 
including such as smelting, casting, and welding. 
Although viscosity of molten alloys can be 
experimentally measured, there is a lack of experimental 
viscosity for many multi-component alloys. In this talk, 
CALPHAD (CALculation of PHAse Diagram) 
methodology has been used to effectively describe the 
complex phenomenon in multi-component systems. An 
example is given to construct the viscosity database for 
Al-based quinary system (Al-Ni-Zn-Fe-Co), using the 
PARROT module of Thermo-Calc software. Four pure 
metal elements (Ni, Zn, Fe, Co) and ten sub-binary 
systems (Al-Ni, Al-Zn, Al-Fe, Al-Co, Ni-Zn, Ni-Fe, Ni-
Co, Zn-Fe, Zn-Co, Fe-Co) were studied. The viscosities 
of pure elements were described by the Arrhenius law 
based on available experimental data. The viscosity of 
seven sub-binary Al-Ni, Al-Zn, Al-Fe, Al-Co, Fe-Ni, Fe-
Co, Ni-Co systems were assessed based on the available 
experimental viscosity data using a CALHPAD-based 
model, in which excess viscosity was expressed by the 
Redlich-Kister polynomial. The calculated viscosities for 
these seven sub-binary systems had good agreement with 
the available experimental data. The other three sub-
binary Fe-Zn, Ni-Zn, and Co-Zn systems were estimated 
via the Hirai’s equation because of lack of experimental 
data. Isothermal and iso-concentration viscosities of these 
ten sub-binary systems were calculated and shown in this 
study. The calculated results showed that the viscosity of 
liquid Al was affected by addition of various alloying 
elements. The small additions of Ni, Fe, and Co into Al 
could significantly enhance the isothermal viscosity of 
molten Al. However, the addition of Zn into Al liquid did 
not have significant effect on the viscosity of liquid Al. 
This difference could be used for the advanced design of 
Al-based metallic materials, such as Al-based metal 
matrix composites (MMCs).  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 1. The present assessed viscosity superimposed with 
available experimental data: (a) pure Ni liquid; (b) 
isothermal viscosity in Al-Ni liquid; (c) iso-concentration 
viscosity in Al-Ni liquid. 
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Composite materials based on high-alloyed steels 

reinforced by zirconia ceramics are of particular interest 
due to the wide range of their possible technological 
applications especially in automotive production. An 
example of these composite materials is the high-alloyed 
austenitic stainless TRIP-steel (Transformation Induced 
Plasticity) reinforced by MgO-stabilized zirconia (Mg-
PSZ). Development of such composite materials requires 
the knowledge of thermodynamic properties and phase 
relations. The Zr-Fe system is a sub-system describing 
this composite material. Additionally the Zr-Fe system 
presents interest for nuclear materials. 

Therefore, the aims of the present work are the 
experimental and theoretical study of the thermodynamic 
properties of the Zr3Fe and ZrFe2 compounds and 
thermodynamic re-assessment based on current results. 
Obtained thermodynamic description will be used for 
thermodynamic modeling of a multi-component system 
allowing calculation of the interfacial reactions between 
TRIP steel and reinforcing ceramic particles. 

Theoretical calculations of thermodynamic properties 
for the Zr3Fe and ZrFe2 compounds have been performed 
in the frames of density functional theory (DFT) using 
Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package. Effect of finite-
temperatures was taken into account within the frames of 
quasi-harmonic approximation. The thermal expansion 
coefficient, the bulk modulus, as well as enthalpy of 
formation, standard entropy as well as heat capacity at 
constant volume (CV) and at constant pressure (CP) have 
been calculated for both compounds form 0 K up to high 
temperatures (Fig. 1).  

Experimentally, samples of the Zr3Fe and ZrFe2 
compounds have been prepared using Arc-melting 
method in the Ar-atmosphere. Their chemical 
compositions were chosen according to their 
stoichiometric composition. The phases present in the 
samples have been identified using the X-ray powder 
diffraction and scanning electron microscopy combined 
with dispersive X-ray spectrometry. The heat capacities 
of both compounds have been measured using differential 
scanning calorimetry. Heat capacity of the Zr3Fe 
compound was measured for the first time in the 
temperature range between 100 K and 1023 K. 

Experimental data on the heat capacity of the ZrFe2 have 
been obtained in the wide temperature range from 100 K 
to 1473 K and compared with available literature data [1] 
(from 344 to 657 K). Based on the combination of 
theoretical and experimental data, the main 
thermodynamic properties of the Zr3Fe and ZrFe2 
compounds were described from 0 K up to temperatures 
close to the limits of their stability. 

 
Figure 1. Calculated heat capacities of Zr3Fe and ZrFe2 
 
Based on the obtained experimental and DFT data, using 
available phase equilibrium [2] and calorimetric data [1] 
thermodynamic parameters of the Zr–Fe system were re-
assessed. 
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Most elements crystallize in a simple structure 

possessing a single crystallographic site like it is the case 
for the most common fcc, bcc and hcp structures. 
Terminal substitutional solid solutions based on these 
elements should be described thermodynamically using a 
simple substitutional model. 

However, certain elements crystallize in more complex 
crystal structures involving more than one 
crystallographic site. Some correspond to the structure of 
intermetallic compounds (the  phase for -U, the  
phase/A12 for -Mn), some others have typical crystal 
structures (Nd type for many rare earths at low 
temperature, -Mn type/A13 for -Mn) 

In certain systems, these elements may form quite 
extended solid solutions, as this the case for -U for Pu–
U system, -Mn for Mn–Fe and Mn–Re system, -Mn for 
Al–Mn and Mn–Fe systems). In the available 
thermodynamic assessments, they have nonetheless 
always been treated as simple disordered solid solutions 
though the crystal structure would suggest a treatment 
similar to that used for the ordered intermetallic 
compounds i.e. with the use of the Compound Energy 
Formalism. 

This is all the more important since the distribution of 
substitutional atoms may be very different on the different 
sites. In certain systems a strong tendency for ordering 
may be shown. The treatment as a disordered solid 
solution may cause wrong calculation of the 
configurational entropy. 

In this presentation, the ordering tendency will be 
shown both experimentally from Rietveld refinement of 
site occupancies and after DFT calculations for different 
systems such Pu–U, Al–Mn, Fe–Mn, Re–Mn and the 
ternary system Al–Mn–Fe. 

It will be suggested to use systematically the 
Compound Energy Formalism for the modeling of 
terminal solid solutions based on an element having more 
than a single crystallographic site. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1. A12 crystal structure (4 crystal sites) adopted by 
Mn at low temperature 
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The Ti-Al-Fe-Cr system is a potentially useful system 

for low-cost titanium alloy development, however, there 
are few reports about the experimental phase diagrams 
and its thermodynamical assessment for this system. 
Previous investigations of the Ti-Al-Fe-Cr quaternary 
system and its related sub-systems are reviewed and 
summarized, then the thermodynamical database of the 
Ti-Al-Fe-Cr quaternary system is built up by directly 
extrapolating from the four sub-ternary systems using the 
Calphad method. The pseudobinary sections with Cr:Fe = 
5.2:1 and Al = 0.0, 3.0, 4.5 and 6.0 wt% were calculated, 
respectively. The low-cost titanium alloys with different 
microstructures ( ,  + , and  titanium alloy) can be 
designed on the basis of assessment of the Ti-Al-Fe-Cr 
thermodynamic system and the empirical design criterion 
including aluminum and molybdenum equivalent.  

 
 

 
Graphical Abstract 
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The Ag-Se system consists of Gas, liquid with two 
miscibility gaps, two solution phases FCC_A1 (Ag) & 
HEXAGONAL_A8 (Se), and Ag2Se phases. The 
intermetallic Ag2Se phase has a polymorphic 
transformation Ag2Se  Ag2Se at 406 K. The 
crystal structure of high-temperature Ag2Se is cubic and 
the low-temperature Ag2Se is orthorhombic. The 
intermetallic phases are nearly stoichiometric 
compounds with a negligible homogeneity range. There 
is no solubility of Ag and Se in (Se) and (Ag) respectively. 
The description of Ag-Se by calphad approach is 
essential in understanding the thermodynamics of 
smelting of copper anode slimes and thermoelectric 
materials. The smelting of copper anode slimes produces 
silver, and selenium. The Ag2Se phase is 
semiconducting with an excellent thermoelectric 
property. The thermodynamic modelling of Ag-Se by 
calphad approach is absent in the literature and it is 
detailed in this work. 
 
The enthalpy of mixing for liquid phase at 1273 K is 
calculated via AIMDs by VASP. A comprehensive 
discussion about the Ag-Se literature information is also 
performed in addition to AIMDs. The liquid phase of the 
Ag-Se is modelled as solution as well as with Ag2Se 
associates. The Ag-Se phase diagram calculated 
associating AIMDs by calphad approach is shown in the 
Figure. 
 

 

 
Figure 1. Calculated Ag-Se phase diagram 
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The Al–Cu binary system has been investigated intensively 
as a key binary subsystem for Al–based, Cu–based, and dural 
alloys. Our work is focused on questions, which have not been 
satisfactorily resolved yet in the scientific literature and on the 
divergent results from different experimental and theoretical 
publications [1, 2, 3]. Our experimental study of the Al–Cu 
binary system was mainly focused on a description of the 
phases , $, low temperature _AlCu, and high temperature 
_CuZn and their solubility. The theoretical part was focused 

on the CALPHAD reassessment, which includes newly 
described phases and improvement of the sublattice models of 
some phases with respect to their crystal structure and 
solubility.  

Samples were prepared from the pure elements (5N) by arc 
melting under an Ar atmosphere using Zr as a getter material. 
Samples were remelted several times for homogenization. 
Long term annealing was performed in evacuated quartz glass. 
Conventional tube furnace was used for the long-term heat 
treatment. Annealed samples was quenched in water down to 
the room temperature.  

A combination of dynamic and static methods was used for 
the phase diagram investigation. Overall and phase 
composition of metallographically prepared samples were 
analyzed by scanning electron microscopy combined with 
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM-EDX). X-ray 
diffraction (XRD) was applied to the structure determination of 
the intermetallic phases found in studied system. HT-XRD was 
used for the evaluation of the high temperature phases. 
Temperatures of phase transitions were measured on high-
temperature DSC heat flow calorimeter. Measurements were 
performed in alumina DSC crucibles under permanent Ar flow 
with heating and cooling rate 10 K min-1. Heating and cooling 
rate 1 K min-1 was used in special cases. The obtained 
experimental phase diagram is shown in the Fig. 1.  

The binary phase diagram Al-Cu was reassessed by 
CALPHAD-type approach by the ThermoCalc software. The 
assessment was based mainly on published experimental data 
[2] and on our new experimental results. With respect to the 
new experimental results the assessment has slightly changed 
in comparison with recent work published by Liang [3]. The 
liquid phase was remodeled to obtain better agreement with the 
experimental results [2]. The -phase was remodeled as the 
assessment indicates its congruent melting which was 
confirmed by aimed experiments. We used four-sublattice 

models for _AlCu, _CuZn and 1, 2 phases which are based 
on their structure. The phases 1, 2 were implemented into the 
phase diagram with respect to the experimental results [2]. For 
the final reassessment, we used the Parrot module of the 
Thermocalc software.  

 
Figure 1. Al-Cu experimental phase diagram 
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Abstract  
A complete thermodynamic description of the Mg-Ca-

O system and phase diagrams is developed. It is based on 
our extensive thermodynamic analysis of solid CaO and 
MgO data and validation of the low-temperature Mg-Ca-
O phase diagram up to 1050 K [1]. This work presents the 
high-temperature oxygen solubilities and revisions of 
calculated melting points of the oxides. These are 3222 K 
for CaO [2]  and 3250 K for MgO [3], and significantly 
higher than assumed in all previous Calphad assessments. 
An extension of empirical schemes for predicting the 
activity coefficient of oxygen in liquid elements (metals) 
at infinite dilution is developed, combined with the data 
for the key element Ca, developed in this work, and linked 
to the thermodynamic functions for concentrated liquid 
solutions. The oxygen solubility in liquid Mg is proposed 
to be about four orders of magnitude larger compared to 
the only published calculated Mg-O phase diagram [4].  

 

 
Figure 1.  Mg-rich part of the Mg-O phase diagram 

 
The present framework is also crucial to understand 

recently measured significantly different melting points of 
CaO under oxidizing versus reducing conditions. The 
revised description of the MgO-CaO quasibinary oxide 
system considers all experimental data, revealing 
significantly different melting equilibria compared to all 
previous publications. 

 
Figure 2.  Quasibinary MgO-CaO phase diagram 
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High-alloyed austenitic stainless TRIP-steel 

(Transformation Induced Plasticity) reinforced by MgO 
stabilized zirconia (Mg-PSZ) exhibits extraordinary high 
values of specific energy absorption in compression [1] 
and is the base of TRIP-Matrix-Composite material. The 
Mg-PSZ shows a martensitic transformation of tetragonal 
to monoclinic phase during deformation resulting in 
additional strength increase [2]. Minor addition of TiO2 
improves mechanical properties of the composite due to 
increase of bonding between the zirconia particles and the 
TRIP steel [3]. Materials based on the ZrO2–TiO2–MgO 
system are also of interest due to their dielectric properties 
[4]. The aims of this work are experimental study of phase 
relations and thermodynamic database development for 
the ZrO2–TiO2–MgO system.  

Information on phase relations in the ZrO2–TiO2–MgO 
system was scarce [4] and new experimental study was 
necessary. Samples were prepared using the co–
precipitation method by dropping the mixture of aqueous 
solutions of Zr(CH3COO)4, Ti2(SO4)3 and Mg(NO3)2 to 
the aqueous solution of NH4OH followed by evaporation 
and pyrolysis. Phase assemblages stable after long heat 
treatment were identified by X-ray powder diffraction. 
Temperatures of invariant reactions were determined by 
differential thermal analysis. Sample microstructures 
were investigated using scanning electron microscopy 
combined with dispersive X-ray spectrometry. 

Based on the obtained experimental data, isothermal 
sections of the ZrO2–TiO2–MgO system at temperatures 
1550, 1700 and 1900 K were established. Wide extension 
of stability of Zr1-xMgxO2-x phase with fluorite structure 
into ternary system was found. Very limited solubility of 
MgO was found in beta (ZrxTi1-x)2O4 and tetragonal (Zr1-

xTix)O2 phase, while more substantial solubility of ZrO2 
was found in the intermediate compounds of the TiO2-
MgO system (Mg2TiO4, MgTiO3 and MgTi2O5). Low 
temperature ternary compound similar to $-phase 
Y4Zr3O12 was revealed at 1550 K. Differential thermal 
analysis indicated that this phase was stable up to 1631 K. 
Temperatures and compositions of two eutectic reactions 
were determined. Thermodynamic parameters of the 
ZrO2–TiO2–MgO system were optimized using 
CALPHAD approach based on the obtained experimental 
results. 

 

 
Figure 1. Calculated liquidus projection of the 
ZrO2-TiO2-MgO system 
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The MgO-TiO2-Al2O3 system obeys interesting 

properties important for industrial application: MgAl2O4-
based materials have a good combination of physical and 
chemical properties such as high refractoriness, high 
mechanical strength, and high resistance to chemical 
attack, while the Al2TiO5 addition improves the thermal 
shock resistance of alumina-rich magnesium aluminate 
spinel. Therefore, the aim of the work is to derive the 
thermodynamic description of the MgO-TiO2-Al2O3 
system which is also important for steel making 
processing.  

All samples were prepared by a sol-gel method 
followed by annealing experiments. For the MgO-TiO2 
system: structural analysis was done by XRD, which 
confirmed the formation of Mg2TiO4 from MgTiO3 and 
MgO and MgTi2O5 from TiO2 and MgTiO3 at 1150°C and 
~675°C, respectively. Following results were obtained 
using DTA and SEM/EDX: MgTi2O5 melts congruently 
at 1667°C, and peritectic reactions with formation of 
Mg2TiO4 and MgTiO3 occur at 1767°C and 1636°C, 
respectively. Two eutectics were detected at 1631°C and 
1638°C. The heat capacity measurements of the Mg2TiO4, 
MgTiO3 and MgTi2O5 compounds were carried out in the 
temperature range of 200-1100°C using DSC, and then 
obtained values were fitted using Maier-Kelley equations 
(Cp are given in J mol-1 K-1): 
MgTi2O5: Cp = 185.33 + 0.01951 T -3.87845 106 T2, 
Mg2TiO4: Cp = 159.42 + 0.02291 T - 3.4234 106 T2, 
MgTiO3: Cp = 119.62 + 0.00896 T - 3.00974 106 T2. 

A new thermodynamic description of the MgO-TiO2 
system (Fig. 1) was derived based on latest experimental 
data and taking into account the cation disordering of the 
intermediate compounds Mg2TiO4 and MgTi2O5. The 
liquid phase was described by the two-sublattice partially 
ionic model (Mg+2,Ti+2,Ti+3)(O-2,Va,O,TiO2). 

For the MgO-TiO2-Al2O3 system: the isothermal 
sections at 1000, 1100, 1274, and 1464°C were 
constructed based on obtained results which are mainly in 
agreement with literature data [1-3]. However, the solid-
state invariant reaction involving the intermediate phase 
of pseudobrookite solid solution, Al2O3 + TiO2 + Sp s.s. = 
Psbk s.s., was indicated at about 1150°C for the first time. 
On the liquidus surface, the eutectic invariant reaction 
between MgTiO3, Psbk s.s. and Sp. s.s. was detected at 
1602°C. Other invariant reaction was observed at 1733°C 
in the alumina-rich area of the ternary system. This 

reaction was proposed to be of a eutectic type by 
Berezhnoi and Gul’ko [3], while in the present work the 
reaction is a transitional type according to DTA followed 
by SEM/EDX investigations. Obtained experimental data 
as well as previously reported databases of the binary 
MgO-TiO2, Al2O3-TiO2, and Al2O3-MgO systems were 
used to derive the thermodynamic description of the 
MgO-TiO2-Al2O3 system. 

 

 
Figure 1. Calculated MgO-TiO2 phase diagram  
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Borate and borosilicate systems have numerous 
applications. B2O3 is one of the best glass-forming 
oxides. It is also very low-melting. Naturally, borate 
and borosilicate systems are very important for the 
glass industry. Borosilicate glass is also the presently 
accepted storage medium for nuclear waste. B2O3 is 
added sometimes even to the metallurgical slags and 
fluxes to manipulate the liquidus temperature and 
viscosity. 
Thermodynamic modeling of borate and borosilicate 
systems is a very challenging task, so there are very 
few publications on this subject. Borosilicate melts 
have particularly complex structure due to the 
presence of two network formers, B2O3 and SiO2. 
Boron is known to assume both triangular and 
tetrahedral coordination against oxygen, but it is 
believed that mostly triangular coordination is 
present in pure B2O3 melts. As an alkali oxide, Me2O, 
is added to B2O3, more and more tetrahedraly-
coordinated boron appears as a result of the Charge 
Compensation Effect whereby an additional charge 
provided by the fourth oxygen is compensated by an 
alkali cation, which is located in the vicinity of the 
BO4 group.  
Boron atoms in tetrahedral and triangular 
coordination can co-polymerize to form various 
clusters. In particular, clusters at the tetraborate 
composition, Me : B = 1 : 4, and diborate 
composition, Me : B = 1 : 2, have been proposed 
based on studies by Raman and infrared 
spectroscopy, 11B NMR, and X-ray and neutron 
diffraction [1]. It should be noted that MeB4 and 
MeB2 are simply the overall compositions where 
stable clusters seem to form. The average size of 
these clusters is not known. The formation of 
different clusters essentially means that there are 
several compositions of maximum short-range 
ordering (SRO) in the Me2O–B2O3 system. Many 
physical properties show abnormal behaviour at these 
compositions, e.g. the viscosity, density and thermal 
expansion. As can be seen from Fig. 1, the viscosity 
has a maximum at the tetraborate composition and 
there is also a metastable miscibility gap about 200 
degrees below the liquidus close to this composition.  
The peculiarities of thermodynamic modeling of 
borate and borosilicate systems will be discussed. In 
particular, the model for the liquid phase was 

developed within the Modified Quasichemical 
Formalism. The presence of tetrahedrally-coordinated 
boron is explicitly taken into account by introducing 
an additional component, Me+1B, on the cation 
quasilattice. The Me2O–B2O3 binary system becomes 
then a pseudo-ternary, which makes it possible to 
have more than one composition of maximum SRO 
in this system. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1. Phase diagram of the Na2O-B2O3 system 
and the viscosity of the liquid phase showing 
formation of clusters at the tetraborate 
composition. 
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We have developed a quantitative thermodynamic 

description of the H2O – HNO3 and H2O – HCl systems. 
These two systems are of importance for the fertilizer 
industry. Both acids are considered building blocks in the 
fertilizer production process, with a keen interest in nitric 
acid as part of the production of ammonium nitrate, 
among others. The liquid phase was modelled using the 
Modified Quasichemical Model with two sublattices in 
the Pair Approximation [1]. 

To model the self-ionization of water, the notion of free 
proton, with its hydration shell, was introduced in the 
model. Also, neutral H2O, HNO3, and HCl undissociated 
molecules were assumed to distribute on both sublattices 
(such as H2O"+" & H2O"-"). Therefore, the cations and 
anions considered in the liquid model are H(H2O)n

+ (n = 
0, 1, 2), H2O"+", HNO3

"+", HCl"+" and OH-, NO3
-, Cl-, H2O"-

", HNO3
"-", HCl"-" respectively. This distribution of 

molecular and ionic species serves to better represent the 
dissociation behavior of acids, as complete dissociation is 
expected in the dilute range, while little dissociation 
occurs in the pure acid. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Calculated VLE for the H2O – HNO3 system. 
 

The model parameters were obtained by critical 
evaluation and optimization of all available 
thermodynamic and phase equilibrium data for both 
systems. The calculations for the H2O – HNO3 system 
well reproduce the experimental vapor-liquid equilibria 
(VLE) and degree of dissociation data simultaneously 
(see Fig. 1 & 2). Tests were conducted for the H2O – HCl 
system, but inconclusive results were obtained. The 
experimental VLE and degree of dissociation data can be 
reproduced separately, but not simultaneously. While the 

azeotrope in the H2O – HNO3 system occurs at ~38 mol% 
of acid, the azeotrope in the H2O – HCl system is observed 
at about 14 mol% of acid. In order to improve the model, 
higher "n" values were considered in recent tests. 

The developed thermodynamic model serves as the 
basis for the introduction of the notion of acidity in a 
previous work related to aqueous salt systems relevant for 
the production of fertilizers [2]. In the corresponding 
liquid model, the pH was assumed to be neutral and, 
therefore, the self-ionization of water was not taken into 
account. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Calculated degree of dissociation of HNO3 in H2O. 
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“Ionic liquids” are usually composed of a large organic 

cation and a small inorganic anion, and they melt below 
100oC. They are involved in numerous potential 
applications (solvents and catalysts, electrochemistry, 
materials science,…). Although the research on “ionic 
liquids” has focused on the design of single compounds 
with “tailor-made” properties, “ionic liquid” ternary 
mixtures may be considered [1], where the 1st component 
would control and define the chemistry of the system, the 
2nd component would allow fine tuning of the physical 
properties (such as density and viscosity) of the system, 
and the 3rd component would be cheap and inert, thus 
lowering the global cost of the system.  

The thermodynamic properties of the following 
prototype systems were modelled, using all available 
experimental data from the literature along with data 
obtained from DSC : (1) [C2mim]Cl-AlCl3 (phase 
diagram, emf measurements : Fig. 1, partial enthalpies of 
mixing) where C2mim = 1-ethyl-3-methyl-imidazolium; 
(2) the common-cation system [C4mpyrr](Cl, Br, BF4) 
(phase diagram) where C4mpyrr = 1-butyl-1-methyl-
pyrrolidinium; (3) the ternary reciprocal system [C2py], 
[C4py] // Cl, Br (phase diagram) where Cnpy = 1-alkyl-
pyridinium.  

 
Figure 1. Calculated emf at 60oC of the cell Al(s) / 
([C2mim]Cl-AlCl3)(liquid) (ref.) / fritted disk / ([C2mim]Cl-
AlCl3)(liquid) / Al(s) (reference melt : x(AlCl3) = 0.60) 

 

The liquid solution was modelled successfully with the 
Modified Quasichemical Model [2], which does not 
consider yet specific short-range interactions such as 
hydrogen bonding and van der Waals. For system (3), the 

missing thermodynamic properties of the pure 
compounds were assessed using the Volume-based 
Thermodynamics (VBT) from Glasser and Jenkins, 
making it possible to estimate the exchange Gibbs energy 
for the reaction [C2py]Cl(liquid) + [C4py]Br(liquid) =  
[C2py]Br(liquid) + [C4py]Cl(liquid). The experimental 
diagonal sections [C4py]Br-[C2py]Cl (Fig. 2) and 
[C4py]Cl-[C2py]Br were satisfactorily reproduced using 
solely the optimized model parameters for the four 
common-ion subsystems. 

 
Figure 2. Calculated (predicted) [C4py]Br-[C2py]Cl section 
of the [C2py], [C4py] // Cl, Br phase diagram 
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Zn3P2 is a cheap and earth-abundant II-V 

semiconductor material. It has a direct band gap of 1.5 eV 
which makes it suitable for photovoltaic applications and 
solar energy conversion [1]. The growth of Zn3P2 
nanowires has recently attracted research interest. The 
most common method for growing semiconductor 
nanowires is the Vapor-Liquid-Solid (VLS) mechanism 
which we are implementing to grow Au-seeded Zn3P2 
nanowires. Alongside the experimental investigation, we 
are studying the phase equilibria of the Au-P-Zn system 
to model and to better understand the thermodynamics of 
the growth mechanism. 

We use the well-established CALculation of PHAse 
Diagram (CALPHAD) method to perform the assessment 

of the Au-P-Zn ternary system. From the three 
constituting binaries, Au-P [2] has not previously been 
assessed. There are two compounds in this system, AuP 
and Au2P3. AuP is unstable in air and Au2P3 is metastable 
at normal pressures.  

There are two assessments for the Zn-P system [3-4] 
(Figure 1). The system consists of two intermetallic 
compounds, ZnP2 and Zn3P2, the former with two and the 
latter with three polymorphs and both melt congruently. 
In the assessment by Tu et al. [3], there is a non-physical 
converted miscibility gap in the liquid phase, while the 
liquid phase boundary has a better fit to the experimental 
data than that of Liu et al. [4]. In addition to that, we 
believe that the associate model should have been used for 
the liquid phase. Furthermore, the polymorphic transitions 
are not modeled in none of the assessments. Last but not 
least, there are experimental data on the temperature-
dependency of the heat capacity of compounds which are 
not taken into the account in previous descriptions.  

We are currently re-optimizing the Zn-P system. It will 
be followed by performing the assessment of Au-P 
system.  The final description of the Au-P-Zn system will 
be used for modeling the growth of Zn3P2 nanowires 
assisted by Au seeds to address the questions such as the 
stability of the nanowires in presence of the seed particles. 
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Figure 1. (a) The Zn-P phase diagram assessed by Tu et 
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!!!!!In continuation of our study of thermoelectrics, we 
herein determined experimentally the phase equilibria in 
the systems Mn-Nb and Mn-Ta, employing differential 
thermal analysis (DTA) (Fig.1) and electron probe micro 
analysis (EPMA) of Mn2X and MnX (X=Nb,Ta)  alloys 
in as cast and annealed state. 
     Both systems are characterized by the stability of a 
Laves phase. No other phase was detected 
experimentally. Melting and transformation tempe-
ratures of alloys were determined in both systems by 
DTA experiments and supported by phase analysis by 
scanning electron microscope (SEM) with wavelength 
dispersive X-ray (WDX) and energy-dispersive X-ray 
(EDX) analysis. Results of experiments supported by the 
results of ab initio density functional theory (DFT) based 
calculations enable us to calculate the phase diagrams of 
both systems by the CALPHAD method.   
     For the thermodynamic CALPHAD assessment of 
both binary phase diagrams, we relied on our new 
experimental phase equilibrium data and on data 
presented in literature [1]. As thermodynamic data, our 
energy data for Ta and Nb in the alpha-Mn and beta-Mn 
structures calculated by DFT compared with literature [2] 
and experimental and our DFT data for Laves phases 
together with literature data [3,4] were used.  
Thermodynamic calculations were performed with 
PANDAT software and resulted in a reasonably good 
agreement with experiments.  
     This work was financially supported by the Czech 
Science Foundation (Project No. GA 17-12844S), and 
by the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports of the 
Czech Republic (Project CEITEC 2020 (LQ1601), and 
Project No. LO1203, RMSTC- Feasibility Program). 

 
 
 

 
Figure 1. Result of DTA analysis of NbMn2, 15°C/min, 
(20 -1600 oC), Ar(6N), Al2O3 crucible, sample mass  53,70 mg  
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The Ag-Pb-Sn system was studied in the scope of this 

work. The detailed knowledge of this system is important 
in several practical applications. One of them is the 
electronic industry, where the transfer towards the 
materials for lead-free soldering calls for the knowledge 
of this system. The results of this calculations are of 
particular interest where lead-free solders replace, or are 
used to repair, conventional Pb-Sn solders. There is a 
possibility of the newer solders being contaminated by 
relatively significant amount of lead from existing solder 
joints and component terminations. 

The other field of practical applications of this system 
are the thermoelectric materials. E.g. PbTe, SnTe, Ag-Pb-
Te, are all promising thermoelectric alloys. For further 
improvement of their properties and understanding of 
materials microstructural evolution, phase diagrams are 
very important. Therefore this system will be part of 
multicomponent thermodynamic database for the system 
Ag-Pb-Sn-Te.  

In the scope of the experimental program, the phase 
equilibria were studied after long term annealing at the 
temperatures 200-400°C. The annealing times are 
selected to be close enough to the thermodynamic 
equilibrium. The samples were consequently studied by 
DTA measurements (Netzsch 404C) and X-ray 
diffraction. 

The thermodynamic assessment of the system is based 
on the binary systems Ag-Pb [1], Ag-Sn [2,3] and Pb-Sn 
[4] from the database created in the scope of the COST 
MP0602 Action. 

 
Figure 1. The prediction of the liquidus projection of the Ag-Pb-
Sn system 

 
This work is supported by the Czech Science 

Foundation under the project 18-25660J 
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For the past few decades, the phase-field approach has 

played an important part in investigating microstructural 
evolution of materials. Various phase-field models [1-4] 
are proposed to deal with two-phase transformations, e.g. 
nucleation, precipitation, grain growth, deformation, 
elasticity, fracture. However, some problems will appear 
when these models extended to multi-phase 
transformations. Carter’s multiphase-field model [1] 
cannot embody the normalizing condition of phase-field 
variables. Although some recent phase field models [3,4] 
overcome the shortcomings of Carter’s model, the 
evolution equations may discontinuous in space and the 
simulation results sometimes may contradicts with the 
physical facts. (For example, phase  will contribute to 
the evolution of phase  even when they are separated). 

A new multiphase-field model is presented to ensure 
the continuity of phase-field equations in the whole 
region. Also, since the interaction between two phases 
vanishes in the bulk, some non-physical simulation 
results can be eliminated. Relations between the 
phenomenological parameters and physical parameters 
are established to provide estimation for the used 
phenomenological parameters in the new model. The 
developed new model is used to simulate the 
microstructure evolution in two cases: one is grain 
growth with different bulk energy and the other is Mg-
Mg3Gd diffusion reaction by coupling realistic 
thermodynamic parameters.  

 

Acknowledgment: 
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Fig. 1 Simulation comparison of new model and S model 

for a three-phase grain growth  
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CALPHAD 1 is the foundation of the concept of 

Materials Genome 2 and backbone of Materials Genome 
Initiative 3 and materials design 4.  In last decades or so, 
first-principles calculations based on density functional 
theory have provided invaluable thermochemical data to 
improve the robustness of CALPHAD modeling 5.  Today 
with ever increasing computing power and large amount 
of data centers online 6–11, it calls for a new paradigm for 
CALPHAD modeling approach.  In this presentation, the 
author articulates that to create an “ocean of data” 
connecting various data centers requires the establishment 
of pathways from data centers to the “ocean of data”, a 
mechanism for information flow from the “ocean of data” 
back to data centers, and a set of tools for the community 
to utilize and contribute to the “ocean of data”.  The efforts 
from the author’s group in recent years and collaborations 
with the community will be discussed 12–14. 
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Probing the entropy hypothesis in highly 

concentrated alloys.  
High Entropy Alloys (HEAs) designate a class of 

multicomponent metallic alloys in nearly equiatomic 
compositions. According to the constituting postulate, a 
larger number of constituents in a solid solution increases 
its configurational entropy, which has a maximal value 
when constituents exist in equiatomic concentrations and 
this is sufficient to overcome enthalpic contributions 
between the alloy components which would otherwise 
favor compound formation or phase separation. This 
entropy effect would, thus, stabilize disordered, 
crystallographically simple, solid solutions. Since then, 
numerous HEA candidate systems have been 
experimentally studied. It is unclear, however, if, and to 
which extent, the configurational entropy can be accessed 
by the system in the way it is suggested. In a recent work 
[1] the present authors investigated this question using 
theoretical/computational methods. First, a series of 
model Body Centered Cubic (BCC) systems involving 
strong symmetric interactions between unlike atom pairs 
(referred to as ̀ `equinteracting'' systems), containing up to 
five components, was investigated using the Cluster 
Variation Method in the irregular tetrahedron 
approximation. The symmetry of interactions, though 
artificial, allows for the straightforward presentation of 
phase diagram sections even for quaternary and quinary 
systems. Next, a ``real'' HEA candidate system, 
VNbTaMoW, which presents the BCC structure, was 
investigated by ab initio calculations, allowing to extend 
the conclusions to a realistic case with asymmetric 
interactions. The results showed that configurational 
entropy has a small, even marginal, effect on phase 
transitions and the the competition between conflicting 
interactions in the solid solution (i.e. frustration) seemed 
to be the relevant factor behind the observed stabilization 
in the disordered states in HEA systems. 

In order to test this idea, new calculations on equiatomic 
alloys of systems VNbTaWAl, VNbWAl,  V2NbWAl, 
VNbTaMoAl, VNbMoAl and V2NbMoAl are presented. 
The aluminide HEA systems are chosen due to the strong 
transition metal – aluminium ordering interactions they 
usually present, leading to the enhancement of 
configurational frustration. System Ta – Al, as an 
exception, has significantly weaker interactions, Ta has 
also mostly weak interaction with the remaining alloying 

elements. Introduction of Ta in the quaternary alloy could 
thus destabilize the disordered phase. 

The W-containing systems order via a first-order 
reaction to a L21 phase with approximate stoichiometry 
V2NbAl. In these systems it is observed that the critical 
temperature changes between the quaternary and quinary 
systems  are very small, with the Nb-diluted system 
presenting even the smallest critical temperature. The Mo-
containg systems, on the contrary, order via a first-order 
reaction to a quaternary compound with F43m-VMoNbAl 
with very large formation energy (-54 kJ mol-1), in this 
case the changes in critical temperature are large and the 
entropy if the disordered phase is the relevant factor, but 
with very high critical temperatures. The results confirm 
therefore that the complex thermodynamics of these 
highly concentrated systems is the key factor in the 
stabilization of disordered solid solution. 

 
 

Figure 1. Reduced entropy of the three investigated systems 
in the disordered range  
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Re-entrant melting is generally considered an 
uncommon phenomenon that is associated with a 
negative slope of the melting temperature versus 
pressure line, or the melting curve. An ordinary melting 
curve, rising from low temperatures and pressures, may 
eventually invert its trend at some maximum 
temperature, with a change of slope from positive to 
negative values for increasing pressures. The resulting 
topology of the melting curve gives rise to re-entrant 
melting: upon compressing the liquid at temperatures 
lower than the maximum melting temperature, one 
observes a liquid-solid-liquid sequence of phases. In 
other words, the liquid phase, which is stable at low 
pressures, re-enters at higher pressures. This interesting 
phenomenon has so far been observed in only a limited 
number of materials, including alkali metals, barium, 
silicon, et al, but it is absent in most common metals1, 
whose melting curves are considered rising indefinitely 
with pressure. 

In this work, we employ density functional theory to 
calculate melting curves of metals, from which we 
detect and locate re-entrant melting. We discover that 
re-entrant melting occurs far more widely than our 
current understanding. To calculate melting 
temperatures of metals under various pressure 
conditions, we use an efficient extension of the 
coexistence method2 and its implementation in the 
SLUSCHI code3, based on density functional theory 
molecular dynamics. This highly efficient method 
makes it possible to perform dozens of expensive 
melting point calculations on sodium, magnesium and 
aluminum directly from first principles.  

For the first time, we reveal that magnesium, similar 
to sodium, also undergoes re-entrant melting, though at 
a higher pressure of 300GPa. This discovery inspires 

us to study the next period three element, aluminum, 
whose re-entrant melting is again confirmed for the 
first time, at a much higher pressure of 4000GPa.  

Based on this series of metals, we propose a possibly 
universal trend of re-entrant melting. We find that re-
entrant melting is caused by the faster softening of 
interatomic interactions in the liquid as pressure 
increases, which leads to smaller volume of the liquid 
phase. We suggest a quick approach to estimate 
pressure-volume relation and show that faster potential 
softening in liquid phase is widely observed across the 
periodic table. We therefore conclude that the universal 
occurrence of re-entrant melting is highly likely. 
 
[1] Young, D. A., Phase Diagrams of the Elements, 
University of California Press, Berkeley, 1991. 
[2] Hong, Q.-J. and van de Walle, A., "Solid-liquid 
coexistence in small systems: A statistical method to 
calculate melting temperatures", J. Chem. Phys., 
139.9 (2013): 094114. 
[3] Hong, Q.-J. and van de Walle, A., "A user guide 
for SLUSCHI: solid and liquid in ultra small 
coexistence with hovering interfaces", Calphad, 52 
(2016): 88. 
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Figure 1. Melting curves of sodium, magnesium and Alunimum, calculated via density functional theory molecular dynamics. 
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Periodic regularities in BCC-based transition metal 

aluminide compound cohesive properties. 
In a recent ab initio study [1] the present authors 

discussed a strange correlation observed between the total 
magnetic moment and the formation energy of body 
centered cubic (BCC)-based Fe-M compounds (M= Ti, 
Zr, Hf, V, Nb, Ta, Mo, W), in which the compound 
became more stable when the magnetic moment was 
reduced. This was rationalized in terms of the change in 
the magnetic state of iron, which affected the compound 
formation energy through an alteration of the reference 
state, rather then by enhancing dissimilar metal 
interactions. It was observed that the usual “suspects” for 
this kind of correlation: atomic size mismatch and d band 
filling only marginally effected the compounds which 
presented no magnetic moment at all.  

In the case of transition metal aluminides the magnetic 
degree-of-freedom is excluded from analysis (except for 
the few compounds in which the transition metal itself has 
a magnetic ground states). Early indications concentrated 
in the early transition metals indeed suggested that the 
correlations are more regular [2]. The present work 
continues this investigation, by performing ab-initio 
calculations of a set of simple compounds of systems Al 
– M, with M covering the whole range of transition metals 
(groups 3 – 12, and periods 4 to 6 of the periodic table). 

Target compounds are B2 AlM, B32 AlM, D03 Al3M 
and D03 AlM3. These compounds are derived from the 
disordered BCC lattice, by simple ordering relations, 
involving up to two order parameters. In addition these 
compounds present a simple crystal structure, without 
internal coordinates to relax, such that the atoms preserve 
the basic geometry of the BCC lattice, except for a 
possible homogeneous expansion or contraction of the 
lattice parameter. 

Spin polarized calculations used the full-potential-
linear-augmented-plane-wave (FP-LAPW) method as 
embodied in the WIEN2k code [3], in the framework of 
the Kohn-Sham scheme of the density functional theory 
(DFT), using the generalized gradient approximation 
(GGA).  
Results show that, in the case of the Bulk modulus, the 
general trend is simple, and the values increase to a 
maximum located around groups 7 to 9, and then decrease 
again. In the case of the formation energy (Figure 1), a 
trend is still recognizable, but more complex. In general 

the compounds become less stable with the initial band 
filling, but this tendency is reversed  after the elements of 
group 6, reaching maximal stability for the elements of 
group 9. After this the stability decreases again to the 
point that no compound is stable at the end of the 
transition metal series (group 12).  The results are 
discussed in terms of the compound electronic structure. 

 
 

Figure 1. Formation energy for BCC-based transition metal 
aluminide compounds as a function of band filling (group) 
for the transition metals (periods 4, 5 and 6,  indicated by 
increasing sizes of the symbols).  
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The melting temperature and entropy of fusion of 
materials have great scientific and technological 
importance. For CALPHAD, these two quantities have 
been the essential ingredients in determining the lattice 
phase stabilities of unary materials, which provide the 
fundamental basis for all multicomponent phase diagram 
calculations. The phase stabilities of the metastable 
unaries, for which neither the melting temperature nor the 
entropy of fusion are experimentally accessible, were 
derived by an indirect procedure [1]. The melting points 
of the metastable phases were obtained utilizing phase 
boundary extrapolations from binary alloys [2]. Based on 
these estimated melting points the entropies of fusion of 
the metastable phases were obtained from the observed 
relationship between the entropy of fusion and melting 
point of stable phases. Since these developments the 
CALPHAD approach was successfully applied to a huge 
range of multicomponent materials. However, one should 
note that both, the extrapolation to the metastable melting 
points and the correlation between melting points and 
entropy of fusion, introduce uncertainties.  

In this work we propose a new methodology which is 
called TOR-TILD (two-optimized references 
thermodynamic integration using Langevin dynamics) 
[3]. The high computational efficiency of this approach 
enables the accurate determination of melting points and 
entropies of fusion that can serve as a reference database 
for CALPHAD. The method is based on the ab initio free 
energy approach, but it overcomes the two main 
challenges of traditional free energy approach, the high 
computational cost and the reliance on a good reference 
system for calculating the liquid free energies.  As a test 
case, we apply TOR-TILD to fcc Cu computing not only 
the melting point but various other melting properties, 
such as the entropy and enthalpy of fusion, and the 
volume change upon melting. Both the generalized 
gradient approximation (GGA) and the local-density 
approximation (LDA) are used to approximate the DFT 
exchange-correlation potential. Each of these 
approximations gives an appreciable error (about 100 K 
in the melting temperature). However, using both 
functionals gives a reliable ab initio confidence interval 
for the melting point (Figure 1), the enthalpy of fusion, 
and entropy of fusion. Our methodology is not limited to 
calculate the melting properties of unary, stable and 
nonmagnetic phases. With certain extensions, such as by 
taking into account the magnetic excitation or the 
configurational entropy, our approach can be 

straightforwardly applied to magnetic materials, binaries 
or higher order systems. Most importantly, it can be 
applied to metastable and dynamically unstable phases. 

Figure 1. Gibbs free energies of the liquid and the solid phase 
of Cu as a function of temperature. The Gibbs energies have 
been computed employing our ab initio approach (TOR-
TILD). GGA and LDA results give a reliable ab initio 
confidence interval for the experimental melting point of Cu. 
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The two types of solutes, i.e. interstitial solute (i-solute) 
and substitutional solute (s-solute), play an important role 
in the production of the high-strength and the high-
hardness steels. With an improvement of analytical 
techniques in recent years, it becomes possible to directly 
observe the existence of the clusters composed of i-solutes 
and s-solutes (i-s clusters). Since the shape, distribution, 
and density of the i-s clusters remarkably affect the 
material properties, the formation mechanism and process 
of the i-s cluster is now attracting interests. To clarify the 
detail of the formation process of the i-s clusters, it is 
necessary to understand the atomic interaction between 
the solutes in iron. In this study, the multi-body atomic 
interactions were evaluated by using the first principles 
calculations and the cluster expansion method. Then, the 
formation process of i-s clusters based on the evaluated 
atomic interactions were investigated by performing the 
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations.  

The first principles calculations were performed by 
means of the VASP-code. The BCC-type of structure with 
a two-sublattice of (Fe,s)(i,Vac)3 was applied to the 
calculation model, where Vac indicates a vacancy at the 
i-site. In this study, the s-solute atoms of Ti, V, Mn, Cr, 
Co, Ni, Al, Si, P, and i-solute atoms of C and N were 
considered, respectively. About 500 of configurational 
enthalpy values were calculated from the first principles 
calculations for each system. Then, the effective cluster 
interactions were evaluated by the cluster expansion 
method using iCVM code [1]. The MC simulations based 
on the Metropolis algorithm were performed by using 20
�20�20 supercell of the conventional BCC unit-cell.   

The result for the Fe-Ti-N system obtained from the 
MC simulation is shown in left side of Fig. 1. The atomic 
exchange process was repeated under the condition of T = 
500 K. In this figure, major element of Fe is not displayed, 
and Ti and N elements are illustrated by the large and 
small spheres, respectively. The existence of clusters of 
Ti and N atoms in a layered shape could be clearly 
confirmed. All of the clusters are faced parallel to the 
{100} planes. This characteristic shape of cluster is in 
good agreement with the microstructure observed by 
using the high-resolution transmission electron 
microscopy [2]. 

Some representative triangle clusters of TiN2 in the 
microstructure, shown in the right-hand side of Fig. 1, 

were selected and their energies were calculated from the 
effective cluster interactions. Both of the triangle clusters 
have two sets of Ti-N pairs with the same distance, 
however their orientations of the triangle planes are 
different each other. The energies of the clusters parallel 
to the {100} and {111} planes were evaluated -0.18 eV, 
and +0.25 eV, respectively. Thus, the arrangement of 
solutes atoms parallel to the {100} plane is more stable in 
the Fe-Ti-N system. This characteristic feature is closely 
related to the experimentally observed plate-shape 
clusters growing on the {100} plane. 

On the other hand, the formation of i-s clusters was not 
confirmed in the simulation for the Fe-Al-N system at T = 
500 K. Thus, the tendency of cluster formation in these 
two systems should be clearly different. In this 
presentation, the features of interatomic interactions 
involved in the formation of i-s clusters will be discussed 
by a comparison of the results for these two systems.  

 

 
Figure 1. Result of Monte Carlo simulation for Fe-Ti-N 
system at T = 500 K (left). Representative triangle clusters 
of TiN2 and their energies (right). 
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ThMn12-type compounds, such as NdFe12 or SmFe12, 

have gain more attention in the permanent magnets 
research community in recent years due to the theoretical 
prediction that it might exhibit comparable/superior 
magnetization and magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy 
than the current commercially available strongest 
Nd2Fe14B permanent magnet[1]. Several experiment 
have been successful in growth of films of these 
compounds [2, 3], while due to the thermodynamic 
instability of the structure, it is very difficult for the 
experimentalist to synthesize the materials in bulk 
quantity. To stabilize the structure, additional elements 
are often required. Titanium seems to be the best 
substitutional element to stabilize the NdFe12 structure 
but also significantly reduce the magnetization. Many 
theoretical and experimental investigations have been 
carried out to explore the stabilization of the ThMn12-
type compounds with keeping their desired magnetic 
properties. Recently, SmFe12-xCox compounds have been 
synthesized with the magnetic properties superior to the 
current Nd2Fe14B compound [3]. 

In this work, we investigated the effect of 
substitutional/interstitial elements on the 
thermodynamic, electronic and dynamic stabilities of the 
NdFe12/SmFe12-based compounds using the density 
functional theory (DFT) for electronic structure and total 
energy calculations combining with the frozen phonon 
method to calculate phonon vibration spectrum. Vienna 
Ab initio Simulation Pacakge (VASP) with projector 
aucmented-wave method (PAW) and generalized 
gradient approximation (GGA) that describe the 
exchange and correlation energies is used. Phonon 
calculation is performed using supercell method 
implemented in Alloy Theoretic Automated Toolkit 
(ATAT). 

The calculation results show that NdFe12 and SmFe12 
have both thermodynamic and dynamic instabilities. The 
systems become thermodynamically stable with Ti and N 
substitution/interstitial. The dynamic stabilities of both 
compounds are improved when the pressure is introduced 
(volume decreases). Figure 1 shows the present of 
imaginary phonon frequencies of SmFe12 at equilibrium 
volume (a) but completely disappear at about 3% volume 
reduction (b).  

 
Figure 1. Phonon dispersion curve of SmFe12 at equilibrium 
volume (a) and at ~3% volume reduction (b) 
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Abstract  
The design of shape memory alloys (SMA) demands 

detailed knowledge of their thermodynamic properties 
and of the underlying atomic-level mechanisms 
governing their shape-memory behavior. This knowledge 
is traditionally obtained via atomistic simulations, but 
these systems have so far resisted such efforts due to the 
presence of phonon instabilities and associated 
spontaneous symmetry breaking. In this study, we 
investigate the thermodynamics of PtTi, a novel and 
promising SMA for high temperature applications and of 
the widely used NiTi SMA. To overcome the mechanical 
instability challenge in these systems, we used recently 
developed first-principles computational method 
specifically designed to tackle this issue [1]. The method 
efficiently explores the system's potential energy surface 
by discrete sampling of local minima, combined with a 
continuous sampling of the vicinity of these local minima 
via a constrained harmonic lattice dynamic approach. Our 
calculations provide a complete and atomic-level-based 
model for these compounds' free energy and provide 
insight on the structure ambiguity of high temperature 
phase in NiTi. 

 

 
 
 

Figure 1. Illustrative representation of different aspects of 
Piecewise Polynomial Potential Partitioning (P4) method. 
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The present work had the objective of calculating the 
enthalpy of formation of the Cr3Si compound and its 
end-members, following the sublattice model adopted in 
the most recent thermodynamic assessment of the Cr-Si 
system [1]. The calculations were performed using the 
Density Functional Theory (DFT), as implemented in the 
Quantum Espresso (QE) computational code [2]. We 
obtained a value of !33,18 kJ/mol for the Cr3Si 
compound, +6,92 kJ/mol for Cr3Cr, +9,55 kJ/mol for 
Si3Cr, and +57,50 kJ/mol for Si3Si. The value for the 
Cr3Si stoichiometric compound was very close to that 
determined by experimental and other ab-initio 
calculations from the literature, as shown in Figure 1. The 
only results that presented a significant difference were 
the end-members Si3Cr and Si3Si, when compared to the 
values found in the thermodynamic optimization. In 
addition, it was possible to determine the values of the 
bulk modulus for the pure elements and the Cr3Si phase 
at 0 K. Only the Cr-(BCC) phase presented a significant 
difference when compared to the values found in the 
literature [3], while the Si-(diamond) and Cr3Si phases 
presented values close to those determined by other 
methods. We conclude that the values determined in the 
present work would be of great aid to increase the 
precision of future thermodynamic databases that include 
the Cr3Si phase.  
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Figure 1: Comparison between formation energies of the Cr3Si compound with experimental 
and an-initio data from the literature. Continuous vertical lines represent experimental error 
bars. Experimental and ab-initio values, indicated by numbers 1 to 7, were taken from the 
literature. ([*] = this work). 
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Probing the entropy hypothesis in highly 

concentrated alloys.  
High Entropy Alloys (HEAs) designate a class of 

multicomponent metallic alloys in nearly equiatomic 
compositions. According to the constituting postulate, a 
larger number of constituents in a solid solution increases 
its configurational entropy, which has a maximal value 
when constituents exist in equiatomic concentrations and 
this is sufficient to overcome enthalpic contributions 
between the alloy components which would otherwise 
favor compound formation or phase separation. This 
entropy effect would, thus, stabilize disordered, 
crystallographically simple, solid solutions. Since then, 
numerous HEA candidate systems have been 
experimentally studied. It is unclear, however, if, and to 
which extent, the configurational entropy can be accessed 
by the system in the way it is suggested. In a recent work 
[1] the present authors investigated this question using 
theoretical/computational methods. First, a series of 
model Body Centered Cubic (BCC) systems involving 
strong symmetric interactions between unlike atom pairs 
(referred to as ̀ `equinteracting'' systems), containing up to 
five components, was investigated using the Cluster 
Variation Method in the irregular tetrahedron 
approximation. The symmetry of interactions, though 
artificial, allows for the straightforward presentation of 
phase diagram sections even for quaternary and quinary 
systems. Next, a ``real'' HEA candidate system, 
VNbTaMoW, which presents the BCC structure, was 
investigated by ab initio calculations, allowing to extend 
the conclusions to a realistic case with asymmetric 
interactions. The results showed that configurational 
entropy has a small, even marginal, effect on phase 
transitions and the the competition between conflicting 
interactions in the solid solution (i.e. frustration) seemed 
to be the relevant factor behind the observed stabilization 
in the disordered states in HEA systems. 

In order to test this idea, new calculations on equiatomic 
alloys of systems VNbTaWAl, VNbWAl,  V2NbWAl, 
VNbTaMoAl, VNbMoAl and V2NbMoAl are presented. 
The aluminide HEA systems are chosen due to the strong 
transition metal – aluminium ordering interactions they 
usually present, leading to the enhancement of 
configurational frustration. System Ta – Al, as an 
exception, has significantly weaker interactions, Ta has 
also mostly weak interaction with the remaining alloying 

elements. Introduction of Ta in the quaternary alloy could 
thus destabilize the disordered phase. 

The W-containing systems order via a first-order 
reaction to a L21 phase with approximate stoichiometry 
V2NbAl. In these systems it is observed that the critical 
temperature changes between the quaternary and quinary 
systems  are very small, with the Nb-diluted system 
presenting even the smallest critical temperature. The Mo-
containg systems, on the contrary, order via a first-order 
reaction to a quaternary compound with F43m-VMoNbAl 
with very large formation energy (-54 kJ mol-1), in this 
case the changes in critical temperature are large and the 
entropy if the disordered phase is the relevant factor, but 
with very high critical temperatures. The results confirm 
therefore that the complex thermodynamics of these 
highly concentrated systems is the key factor in the 
stabilization of disordered solid solution. 

 
 

Figure 1. Reduced entropy of the three investigated systems 
in the disordered range  
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Group-III nitride such as InN, GaN, AlN and their 

alloys are the backbone of all modern energy efficient 
lighting devices. A severe technological limitation is the 
lack of homogeneous InxGa1-xN alloys with more than 
30% In. This limitation is the origin of the efficiency 
droop in the green part of the optical spectrum, which 
prevents the manufacturing of green laser or light emitting 
diodes in this spectral region. Combining efficient 
thermodynamic sampling strategies with density 
functional theory we revisited the ternary InxGa1-xN phase 
diagram. In contrast to wide-held belief, we find that a 
simple regular solution model with a large miscibility gap 
cannot describe the system. Rather, the alloy shows a rich 
set of hitherto unknown chemically ordered phases at 
various stoichiometries. A detailed analysis shows that the 
origin of these phases are elastic interactions on the 
atomic scale which allow to optimally balance the large 
atomic size mismatch between the large In and the smaller 
Ga atoms.  

Extending this concept from bulk to surface phase 
diagrams we show how and which of these alloys can be 
stabilized by surface growth techniques such as molecular 
beam epitaxy. In a close collaboration with 
experimentalists at the Institute for Crystal Growth in 
Berlin the formation of the predicted phases could be 
indeed confirmed. A detailed analysis of the computed 
surface phase diagrams identified a fundamental 
mechanism that limits the maximum amount of In in 
epitaxial layers to 25%. It will be shown that the newly 
discovered mechanism links so far contradicting 
experimental results, leads to chemical ordering and 
provides a new route to quantitatively predict 
stoichiometric limitations in alloys synthesized with non-
equilibrium growth techniques. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1. Chemical potential µ as a function of 

composition x. Green/blue and red dots correspond to the 
lowest- and higher-energy surface confi uration s for each x, 
respectively. The dashed lines are guidelines for the eye. 
(Inset) Top view of the lowest-energy (2�3  2�3)R30  
In0.25Ga0.75N confi uration  all blac  dots denote the  
adatoms and small/open balls the N atoms. Blues balls 
indicate the In atoms and red and green balls distinguish the 
coordination inequivalent Ga atoms.  
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Electric currents have been known to cause the atomic 
diffusion in materials, namely the electromigration effect.  
Theoretical models including the ballistic model, charge 
polarization model, and pseudopotential-based analytical 
model, have been proposed by Huntington el al. [1], 
Bosvieux et al. [2], and Sorbello [3], respectively, to tack 
on the EM effect microscopically. Those models intend to 
reasonably interpret directional phenomena including the 
voids/hillocks formation, and polarity effect induced by 
EM; However, the models fail to explain the phase 
stability change induced by electric current, which is a 
non-directional phenomenon including the 
supersaturation effect, and non-polarity effect.  In this 
study, in situ electric current synchrotron radiation-based 
X-ray diffraction (SR-based XRD), in situ electric current 
scanning electron microscopic (SEM) equipped with 
electron backscattering diffraction pattern (EBSD) are 
employed with combination of ab initio calculation and 
finite element analysis to fundamentally investigate the 
lattice stability change induced by electric current. The 
SR-based XRD revealed that electron flow will induce an 
intrinsic non-uniform lattice strain, as shown in Figure 1 
[4]. The ab initio calculation predicts that the 
electron/hole injection to the crystal will induce a net 
lattice expansion, which agrees well with the SR-based 
XRD measurement. With increasing the electric current 
density, the lattice strain kept increasing. It is found that 
EM occurs as the stress relaxation of the non-uniform 
lattice strain when it exceeds the critical lattice strain. The 
in situ EBSD results further correlate the electric-current 
induced deformation with the conventional solid 
mechanics’ theories. The Schmid’s Law and 
elastic/slip/twin transition theory are found to be invoked 
to well explain the electric current-induced deformation. 
Noted that in electric current standpoint, slip is found to 
occur as the voids/hillocks formation. It is confirmed that 
the electric current-induced deformation can be discussed 
in the same context with the conventional solid mechanics. 
The Hooke’s Law is further employed to establish a new 
constitutive model to quantitatively predict the EM 
occurrence in face-centered cubic metals. The model 
works well to describe the critical lattice strain for EM 
occurrence. It is remarkable to suggest that not only the 
electrical properties, but the mechanical properties of 
materials govern the EM-resistance. The authors hope that 
the study not only provide a new guideline for high-EM-
resistance materials’ design but the fundamental 

understanding to the lattice stability change induced by 
electric current. 
 
 

 
Figure 1. The non-uniform intrinsic lattice strain induced 

by electric current [4]. 
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It is well known that improved material performance at 

elevated temperatures is pivotal in many industries form 
material producing and processing to transportation and 
power generation. Materials that allow operation at high 
temperature are essential for industrial competitiveness 
because the efficiency of fuel conversion and use is 
related to operating temperature [1]. As one of the most 
studied and most sophisticated high-temperature 
structural materials, Ni-based superalloys have been 
developed and continuously improved to meet the specific 
requirements of aircraft jet engines for ever greater 
efficiency and trust in the past few decades. However, the 
development and improvement of Ni-based superalloys 
tend to be evolutionary rather than revolutionary. Their 
operating temperatures (Tuse) almost approach 80% of the 
melting temperature (Tm), which beyond the general rule 
of high-temperature materials Tuse<0.5Tm and reach their 
application limits. Therefore, it is necessary and urgent to 
develop revolutionary advanced materials for high-
temperature structural applications. 

Nowadays, the concept of high entropy alloy (HEA) or 
multi-principal element alloy (MPEA) [2] has 
revolutionized the format of traditional alloy design by 
using multi-principal components ( 5) with equal or near-
equal atomic ratios. This alloy design concept opens a vast 
unexplored compositional region for the development of 
light-weight and low-cost advanced materials with 
superior properties for high-temperature structural 
applications. The vastness of compositions in HEAs is the 
most compelling reason to study HEAs and the largest 
challenge offered by this field.  

The pace of discovery for promising HEAs could, in 
principle, be accelerated by the development of efficient 
computational screening methods and tools. The 
CALPHAD approach and its application in the field of 
HEAs have been well covered in the literature [3]. And 
various phase-based properties are obtainable using the 
CALPHAD approach (as shown in Figure 1).  

A successful structural material must simultaneously 
satisfy the requirements of over a dozen different 
properties, and it is extremely challenging to discover 
such a material by pure experimental investigations. 
Although CALPHAD modeling tools have been used to 
accelerate the discovery of structural materials with 
balanced properties, most of the traditional CALPHAD 
calculations are limited to zero-, one-, or two- 
dimensional.  Recently, a CALPHAD-based HTC tool is 
developed and implemented in PandatTM [4], which 
enables thousands of calculations in a defined 

compositional space be performed automatically. Alloy 
compositions that satisfy user defined criteria can then be 
identified through mining the thousands of simulated 
results. Our scope of the present work will focus on the 
application of the CALPHAD-based HTCM to discovery 
of light-weight Al-Cr-Fe-Mn-Ti HEAs with desirable 
microstructure (Bcc + L21) for potential high-temperature 
structural applications. Further experimental 
investigations on these identified alloys are then carried 
out to study their microstructure and mechanical 
properties under different status.  

 
Figure 1. Phase-based property data that can be obtained 
using the current CALPHAD method 
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Abstract should not contain more than 500 words. It 

should include one figure/graphical abstract. 
Integrated Computational Materials Engineering 

(ICME) tools are being developed at QuesTek 
Innovations for the design of high-performance alloys for 
turbine blades, specifically (1) a highly castable yet creep-
resistant low-Re Ni-based superalloy and (2) high entropy 
alloys (HEAs) for extreme environments. The integration 
of various CALPHAD calculations such as phase-
equilibria, solidification pathways, diffusion fields, and 
precipitation behavior form an important foundation for 
designing high-performance alloys.  

 
Using internally developed processing-structure-

property models and a parametric design platform 
integrated with both commercial and proprietary 
thermodynamic/mobility databases, QuesTek designed a 
novel low-Re castable SX Ni-based superalloy for blade 
applications. Select design criteria includes nominally 
60% volume fraction of ', slight negative misfit between 
 '-  at 1000-1100°C, minimized propensity for TCP 

formation, and ability to be solution treatable without 
incipient melting, in addition to the processing and 
property objectives previously mentioned. The resulting 
design, termed QTSX, possesses an optimized 
combination of the processing constraints and property 
criteria specific for the blade application.  

 
HEAs, particularly those containing refractory 

elements, have the potential to surpass Ni-based 
superalloy performance in blade applications by enabling 
higher operating temperature. In addition to commercial 
CALPHAD databases, QuesTek is utilizing an internally 
developed database based on experimental data as well as 
exhaustive high-throughput density functional theory 
(DFT) calculations. Novel HEA compositions have been 
identified and experimentally verified by lab-scale alloy 
synthesis and characterization. A processing-structure-
property framework has been created, and ongoing work 
focuses on the design of HEAs for high-temperature 
stability, strength, oxidation resistance, ductility, and 
creep resistance. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1. System design chart for HEA blade alloy. 
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Alloy design using CALPHAD and data-mining: application 
to nickel-based single-crystal superalloys!
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Cleaner transportation regulations impose new 
challenges in material design. In the aeronautics industry, 
the targeted reduction of green-house gases implies an 
increase in efficiency of aircraft engines and thus of 
service temperature, which in turn means new high 
temperature alloys need to be developed. In this context, 
nickel-based superalloys continue to be the go-to 
materials, e.g., for turbine blades, but their development 
is hindered by two main factors which make the 
traditional trial-and-error approach tedious: (i) the space 
of all possible superalloys is huge given the numerous 
potential alloying elements and their content and (ii) the 
characterization of their physicochemical and 
thermomechanical properties is costly and time-
consuming. 
 
Nonetheless, the trial-and-error approach used in the 
previous decades has generated a considerable amount of 
experimental data linking composition, microstructure 
and properties, whose exploitation can help reducing the 
development time by providing quick and reliable 
estimates of an alloy properties directly from its 
composition. For one, the CALPHAD method offers 
thermodynamical insights relevant to alloy design (e.g., 
phase or constituent fractions). Besides, regression 
techniques such as neural networks or Gaussian 
processes allow the estimation of thermomechanical 
properties (e.g., creep life) through statistical analyses of 
composition-properties databases. These tools operate 
relatively fast, meaning the exploration of the gigantic 
search space becomes tractable. 
 
In the present work, nearly three hundred million nickel-
based superalloys are evaluated using the aforementioned 
methods, and screened for optimal predicted high 
temperature stability, creep life, corrosion resistance and 
density. Hundreds of novel and Pareto-optimal 
compositions are found, all of which are superior to 
varying degrees to commercially-available nickel-based 
single-crystal superalloys (Fig. 1). Results show that 
known metallurgical rules linking composition, 
microstructure and properties are found to be respected, 
although significant discrepancies between 
thermodynamic databases are observed (Fig. 2). 

Figure 1. Predicted creep rupture stress for given 
temperature and lifetime of screened alloys as a function of 
their density. Colour depends on the number of alloys in the 
vicinity of each dot. Red dots represent commercially-
available nickel-based single-crystal superalloys. 
 

Figure 2. Deviation between the predicted ’ content of 
screened alloys at 1200 °C using Thermo-Calc with TTNI8 
or TCNI8. The line symbolises perfect agreement. 
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Surface phase diagrams of oxides: Solvation effects and  
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Solid-liquid interfaces are at the heart of many 

problems of practical importance. Understanding the 
processes occurring at such interfaces is crucial, for 
example, for the improvement of   battery materials, 
electro-catalysis or corrosion. Central to such an 
understanding is the knowledge of what surface structures 
form when a solid is immersed in an aqueous electrolyte 
and how their formation and stability is influenced by the 
presence of the electrolyte.  

Utilizing electrochemical surface Pourbaix diagrams, 
which depict the stability of surface phases as a function 
of the relevant environmental conditions of pH and 
electrode potential U, we study the impact an 
electrochemical environment has on the thermodynamic 
stability of polar oxide surfaces. To this end we use 
density functional theory input to construct surface 
Pourbaix diagrams for the ZnO(0001) surface, a 
prototypical example of a polar oxide surface. This 
enables us to identify the high selectivity of solvation 
effects and to explain its origin. We find that solvation has 
little impact on surfaces with metallic character, but that 
it largely stabilizes semiconducting structures, 
particularly those that have a high electrostatic penalty in 
vacuum. We show that this high selectivity has direct 
consequences for the surface phase diagrams, explaining 
why certain structures are only observed in 
electrochemical environment.  

 

 
Figure 1. Surface Pourbaix diagram depicting the stability 
range of various surface reconstructions of the ZnO(0001) 
polar surface as a function of the pH of the solution and the 
applied electrochemical potential U (referenced to the 
standard hydrogen electrode USHE). The left diagram,   
constructed using density functional theory calculations 
without solvent, shows a predominance of adsorbate phases 

on the otherwise smooth ZnO(0001) surface (blue colors; one 
such structure is seen in the inset, with grey spheres 
depicting Zn, red spheres depicting oxygen and blue spheres 
depicting hydrogen). The right diagram, constructed from 
density functional theory calculations including solvent, 
shows a predominance of triangular surface reconstructions 
on the ZnO(0001) surface (red and green colors; one such 
structure is seen in the inset).  
 
References 
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Calphad thermodynamic phase descriptions, coupled 
with diffusion mobilities and nucleation and growth 
kinetics modelling provide a rigid physical base for 
computations of the time-temperature evolution of an 
alloy matrix – precipitation system. The present paper 
reveals limitations of the usability of classical Calphad 
databases for simulative precipitation kinetics, and how 
these can be circumvented in a feasible way, leading to a 
broader technological applicability of concerning 
materials databases.  

The first example treats the significant role of magnetic 
contribution to the Gibbs energy of coherent bcc-
structured Fe-Cu precipitates for proper strengthening 
prediction of precipitation-hardened Cu-alloyed stainless 
steels such as 15-4 PH and 15-5 PH [1]. Also, the 
importance of refined modelling of mutual Cu- and Fe-
solubility in the bcc-alloy phase by critical assessment of 
experimental solubility data and first-principles 
enthalpies of mixing is discussed. The second example 
demonstrates the role of carbon trapping and cluster 
modelling in carbon martensite. The presented 
thermodynamic modelling of metastable early 
precipitation states prior to cementite formation involves 
widely discussed, but up to now poorly understood 
epsilon carbide [2]. The last case study treats 
thermodynamic modelling considerations of AlFeSi 
intermetallics in Al-alloys of the 6xxx series. It is shown 
that parametrisations of entropic and / or heat capacity 
contributions to the Gibbs energies of these precipitates 
govern the thermokinetic predicted, technologically 
important transformation behaviour between the ductile 
cubic alpha-AlFeSi and brittle monoclinic beta-AlFeSi 
particles during homogenisation treatments.  

It is concluded that combining thermodynamic 
modelling and physically-based kinetic models of a 
matrix-precipitation regime in a Calphad-wise 
optimisation procedure, involving experimental off-
equilibrium precipitation data, can deepen our 
understanding and the predictability of the physico-
chemical mechanisms that control the microstructural 
evolution of technological alloys during processing and 
service.  
Financial support by the Austrian Federal Ministry of 
Economy, Family and Youth and the National 
Foundation for Research, Technology and Development 
is gratefully acknowledged. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Simulated time-temperature-precipitation 
behavior of carbon redistributions in carbon martensite   
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Functionally-Graded Materials (FGMs) are materials 

characterized by a property gradient along any spatial 
dimension and are often created by gradually changing 
composition. Recent advances in Additive Manufacturing 
(AM) have led to renewed interest in FGMs as new 
techniques, like directed energy deposition (DED), allow for 
a wide variety of possible gradient paths via the layer-by-
layer selection of composition [1, 2]. 

Despite these advances in manufacturing capability, 
FGMs still face several challenges.  One of these challenges 
is the occurrence of undesirable (ex. brittle) phases during the 
manufacturing process.  These phases are often present along 
the gradient path in the composition space of the alloy system 
and can appear during manufacturing or at any time during 
the cooling process.  To address these concerns, others have 
suggested using CALPHAD software to plan FGM gradient 
paths around these phases, but such works have been limited 
to linear paths and isothermal examinations of ternary 
systems [1, 2].  In this work, an algorithm is presented that 
searches the composition space at a range of temperatures 
and plans a gradient path of a one-dimensional FGM 
(composition change in only one spatial dimension) that 
avoids undesirable phases during both the manufacturing and 
cooling processes.  

The presented algorithm is capable of planning nearly any 
shape of path and could, in principle, be used for an arbitrary 
number of elements. A constraint model, developed by 
Galvan et al. [3], efficiently samples composition-
temperature space for points that contain equilibrium 
concentrations of undesirable phases as predicted by 
CALPHAD software. The constraint model uses a machine 
learning classifier to construct regions from these points that 
represent undesirable ‘obstacles’ for a potential FGM 
gradient path. 

After obstacles have been constructed, a motion planning 
algorithm from the robotics community [4] is used to find a 
gradient path that is predicted to contain no undesirable 
phases and is near optimal with respect to a user-defined cost 
function. This cost function could be path length if the user 
desires the fewest required layers or distance from the 
obstacle if the user desires a safer path. More complicated 
cost functions can be constructed that more accurately 
capture user preferences. For example, the thermodynamic 
driving force of undesirable phases could be minimized to 
create a cost function that reduces the probability of 
encountering undesirable phases in metastable regions. Such 
a cost function could also conceivably provide the path with 
the smallest concentration of undesirable phases if avoiding 
undesirable regions entirely is impossible. 

In summary, an algorithm was developed that can plan the 
gradient path of an FGM that avoids undesirable phases at a 
range of temperatures as predicted by CALPHAD software.   
The results of this algorithm can be directly used by 
designers to manufacture an FGM that is less prone to failure 
and is optimized with respect to some cost function. 

 
Figure 1. An example of a gradient path (blue) planned in 
a 316L SS-Ni-Cr system that avoids the CrNi2 and sigma 
phases (red). The gradient path was formed from a 
random tree (green) and optimized according to a cost 
function that seeks to maximize distance from obstacles.   
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Residual ferrite, a common sub-product of the 

austenization process in martensitic stainless steels 
(MSS), has serious detrimental effects on the mechanical 
properties of these alloys [1]. Due to its technological 
relevance, austenization is one of the most well-known 
phase transformation in material science. For high-Cr 
steels, a transformation in multiple stages is often 
reported. However, the mechanisms dictating the onset of 
the different transformation rates are not entirely clear [2].  

Here, using both experimental and simulation 
techniques, we show that the austenization reaction in 
MSS occurs in three stages: (1) fast growth of austenite 
driven by Cr diffusion in ferrite and partial dissolution of 
M23C6, (2) soft-impingement and reaction stasis, (3) slow 
austenite growth driven by Cr homogenization in 
austenite.  

The moving boundary model in DICTRA is used to 
study the transformation. Based on experimental 
observations, austenite is set to nucleate from ferrite grain 
boundaries and to grow towards the M23C6 particle, which 
is initially embedded in the ferrite matrix.   DICTRA 
calculations are in good agreement with dilatometric 
experimental data, which show the presence of residual 
ferrite even after prolonged holding time in the austenite 
temperature range. An analysis of the Cr profiles in the 
simulation domain shows that the transformation stasis is 
caused by soft-impingement between M23C6 /  and /  
interfaces in the residual ferrite matrix. 

Next, the effect of heating rate and initial M23C6 particle 
size are investigated to optimize the process parameters. 
For heating rates greater than 1°C/s, simulations predict 
ferrite growth, which immediately follow the point of 
maximum austenite volume fraction. Based on 
thermodynamic considerations, this phenomenon is 
qualitatively explained with Thermo-Calc. Moreover, as 
the initial carbide size is reduced, the volume fraction of 
austenite transformed before soft-impingement increased. 
Finally, a set of process parameters are optimized with the 
objective function of minimizing time while maximizing 
the final volume fraction of austenite. 

 
Figure 1. Experimental observations of (a) dilatometry 
samples reveal the presence of 15 to 20 Vol.% of residual 
ferrite, darker phase in (b). This is predicted by DICTRA 
simulations (c-d), which show a three stages transformation 
kinetics. 
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In recent years, the CALPHAD method[1]has been 

extended beyond phase diagram calculation and applied to 
a broader field of materials science and engineering such as 
solidification, coating, joining, and precipitation. 
Precipitation hardening provides one of the most widely 
used mechanism for strengthening many structural 
materials. Extensive amount of research has been devoted to 
simulate the microstructural evolution and the correlated 
hardening responses during the precipitation of different 
types of intermetallic phases. However, precipitation is a 
highly complex process and could involve simultaneous 
occurrence of nucleation, growth and coarsening. Accurate 
modeling of the precipitation process requires a 
synchronous consideration of all these contributions. 
Moreover, the necessary phase equilibrium information and 
mobility data must be constantly updated during the 
simulation. Therefore, such a simulation necessitates a 
smooth integration of thermodynamic calculation, kinetic 
simulation and property modeling of the material. In the 
present study, we introduce a practical and scientifically 
sound modeling approach for precipitation simulation of 
multi-component alloys under the framework of ICME[2]. 

The comprehensive framework proposed in the present 
study for precipitation modeling of multi-component alloys 
covers Calphad modeling of thermodynamic properties and 
mobility data, simulation of microstructural evolution based 
on multi-level kinetic models, and estimation of the 
correlated age hardening behavior. Specifically, 1) the 
Calphad modeling provides mobility data and 
thermodynamic properties, e.g., phase composition, phase 
fraction and chemical driving force; 2) the microstructure 
modeling will utilize this information in its kinetic models 
to simulate the microstructural evolution using the KWN 
model, which is based on the Kampmann and Wagner’s 
work[3].  This model predicts the full evolution of particle 
size distribution (PSD) in addition to the average quantities. 
3) The obtained microstructure information will serve as key 
inputs for estimation of mechanical properties according to 
the proposed precipitation hardening model that, in 
connection with the simulated PSDs, considers a combined 
effect of the shearing (small & weak particles) and by-
passing (big & strong particles) mechanisms for particle 
strengthening. 

In this presentation, we will demonstrate the application 
of this modeling tool to understand the precipitation 
behavior of a number of Ni-based superalloys including: 1) 
the simulation of multimodal size distributions of !’ 
precipitates of an IN100 alloy under a multi-step heat 
treatment and a U720Li alloy during continuous cooling 
process; 2) the simulation of co-precipitation kinetics of 

!’and !’’ phases in Alloy 718 under various heat treatment 
conditions; 3) and the prediction of the yield strength of 
unimodal and multimodal !’ Ni-based superalloys. The 
results presented here provide reasonable confidence for 
using such an approach to complex alloys for technological 
applications and show the promise of using an integrated 
modeling framework to comprehend the relationship 
between the chemistry/processing - structure - properties. 

 
Figure 1. Overall picture of the materials problem to be studied 
and the proposed modeling tool. 
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The thermodynamics of the constructive materials of 

lithium batteries has a major influence on the 
electrochemical performance of the operating systems. 
Knowing the thermodynamic data allows making 
quantitative statements regarding energy density, 
capacity, open circuit voltage as well as thermal behavior 
and safety. Moreover, multi-component phase diagrams 
indicate possible heterogeneous reactions during the 
synthesis of individual battery materials and their 
interactions in electrochemical cell operation. Motivated 
by such coherencies, the thermodynamics of cathode (e.g. 
spinel-type; layered oxides) and anode materials (e.g. Li-
Sn-based) were investigated by combination of 
experimental and theoretical studies. Various types of 
calorimetry (drop solution, differential scanning, 
accelerating rate calorimetry) were used to measure heat 
capacities, enthalpies of formation and enthalpy 
increments. Additionally, heat effects of batteries during 
electrochemical cycling were quantified. Ab initio 
calculations were performed to predict the fundamental 
properties (electronic structure, equilibrium voltage, 
thermal and electrochemical stability). The experimental 
data and ab initio calculations were then used as inputs for 
CALPHAD-type modeling of e.g. oxide systems in 
“sintered state” and “battery state”, respectively. 

Here the Li-Mn-O (LMO) spinel electrode was selected 
as an example. Integrating the key experiments, ab initio 
calculations and CALPHAD approach, a framework was 
developed to describe the infinite composition–structure–
property–performance relationships systematically and 
evaluate the performance of the spinel compounds for 
battery applications. The framework includes a modelling 
combining the composition and site occupation to 
quantitatively map the kinds of properties of the LMO 
spinel solid solution under the “sintered” and “battery” 
states. The cyclability is evaluated to find the compounds 
with higher electrochemical stability and suppression of 
the Jahn-Teller distortion. The safety is evaluated to select 
the compounds with higher thermodynamic stability and 
less oxygen gas release. The energy density is evaluated 
according to the cell voltage and capacity. Based on the 
framework, the whole composition range of LMO spinel 
electrodes was screened to find the overall best 

performance for 4 V cathode materials, as shown in 
Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1. A schematic diagram to visualize the key factors 
(energy density, cyclability and safety) related to the battery 
performance. 
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Proton-exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs), the 

most widely developed type among various fuel cells 
(FCs), are considered to be a promising energy conversion 
technology under clean and sustainable energy systems 
for reducing our dependence on fossil fuels. It has been 
known that durability, performance and cost are the 
primary challenges to fuel cell commercialization in light-
duty vehicle transportation applications.[1] The oxygen 
reduction reaction (ORR) has been considered as a critical 
bottleneck in development of PEMFCs. The reaction has 
a relatively high overpotential and its slow kinetics leads 
to main factor lowering power density. Above all, the 
usage of Pt, as an ORR catalyst, makes system price 
increase significantly and the catalyst degradation in the 
operating condition has been an important issue to solve. 
Therefore it is highly required to develop new ORR 
catalyst which is cheap, highly durable and catalytically 
active for PEMFC commercialization. 

 
Here we presents the computational high-throughput 

screening of L12 alloy catalysts for developing ORR 
catalysts for PEMFC. It covers most of (transition) metals 
in periodic tables by setting the basic criteria such as heat 
of formation, O and OH adsorption energy,[2] and 
adsorption sites. While we choose the ORR catalyst 
candidate, we considered not only catalytic activity but 
also the phase stability and price. 

 
After choosing the catalyst candidate, we studied the 

detailed reaction pathway to check into the validity of 
previous simple descriptor-based screening study. From 
the density functional theory (DFT) calculations, we 
found that the new ORR catalyst has better catalytic 
activity both thermodynamically and kinetically 
compared to Pt. Based on various theory, we also 
considered the effective reversible potential[3] and the cell 
efficiency[4] to verify its catalytic performa!ce. 
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Figure 1. Complete research scheme in this study. From the 
modeling of catalyst surface of L12 alloy to detailed reaction 
pathway. 
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Sigma phase is a non-stoichiometric intermetallic 

compound designated as tetragonal structure (space group 
P42/mnm) with 30 atoms distributed on five inequivalent 
sites (2a, 4f, 8i1, 8i2, 8j) [1] as presented in Fig. 1. It is a 
hard brittle phase mostly formed between transition 
elements and it deteriorates various properties of a lot of 
technologically important materials, such as stainless and 
other high-alloy steels as well as Ni-based superalloys.  

There are numerous investigations [1-4] on the atomic 
order (i.e. atomic constituent distribution or site 
occupancy preference on inequivalent sites of a crystal 
structure) and molar volume of the sigma phase, by using 
XRD (X-ray diffraction), ND (neutron diffraction), 
mathematical or first-principles calculation methods. 
Though, the atomic order and molar volume of the sigma 
phase has been caused a high degree of attention and 
plentiful measurements have been conducted with high 
accuracy, the influence of atomic mixing and atomic order 
on molar volume of the sigma compounds is still not clear. 

The investigation of the influence of atomic mixing and 
atomic order on molar volume of the sigma phase is the 
theoretical foundation for integration of the 
thermodynamic and volume modeling within the 
framework of computational thermodynamics, and thus 
facilitates material design. Besides, the sigma phase can 
serve as a prototype of the topologically close-packed 
(TCP) phase, as the sigma phase bears a broad 
homogeneity range and there are a lot of experimental 
data available for the sigma phase. 

The present work systematically clarifies the influence 
of the atomic mixing and the atomic order on the molar 
volume of the binary sigma phase. We calculated the 
molar volumes of 21 binary sigma compounds with 
different atomic order by using EMTO-CPA (Exact 
Muffin-Tin Orbitals - Coherent Potential Approximation) 
method. The calculation results follow a similar trend as 
the experimental data. It is found out that the influence of 
atomic mixing on molar volume is related to the tendency 
of electron loss or gain of the two constituent elements; 
the influence of atomic order on molar volume is related 
to the size difference and the electron configurations of 
the two constituent elements. Additionally, the long-range 
order parameter (i.e. order degree) is redefined, which can 
describe all the situations of site occupation. The present 
work has predictive value, which can predict the general 
influence of atomic mixing and atomic order on molar 

volume for any binary sigma compounds, even for 
hypothetically unstable sigma compounds. Moreover, the 
present work provides the research ideas for the other non-
stoichiometric intermetallic compounds, like Chi phase 
and Mu phase, etc. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Crystal structure of the sigma phase. Atoms 
occupying on different Wyckoff positions, namely 2a, 4f, 8i1, 
8i2 and 8j, are indicated by different fillings. 
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The modelling of thermal vacancies in phases without 
sublattices and with two is compared. The classical 
regular solution version of the substitutional solution 
model applied to vacancies has two parameters, and 

, but only one piece of information, in principle the 
formation energy of vacancies. Anyhow this model leads 
to unacceptable consequences. A simple modification 
that avoids these consequences is suggested. 
 
In phases with two sublattices the composition may be 
varied by introducing vacancies, so called stoichiometric 
or compositional vacancies. The vacancy content may 
also be changed keeping the composition constant and 
will then depend on temperature, thermal vacancies. The 
total vacancy content then depends on both the 
composition and the temperature. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

It is argued that in all cases the chemical potential of 
vacancies is zero although it may not always have a clear 
definition. Anyhow the fraction of thermal vacancies is 
an internal variable and its value at isobarothermal 
equilibrium is the value that gives a minimum in Gibbs 
energy.  

In order to avoid unacceptable consequences also the 
model for vacancies in the case of two sublattices needs 
to be modified. 
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Temperature dependent solid state phase 

transformations are known to be highly sensitive to the 
alloy concentration. In addition, depending on the heating 
or cooling rate the transformation mechanism may 
change. At slow and moderate rates, solute partitioning 
occurs at the interface, and the transformation rate is 
controlled by long range diffusion in the adjacent phases. 
In some alloy systems, employing higher rates may lead 
to a change of the crystal structure without any 
compositional change. Massive and martensitic phase 
transformation are both concentration invariant.  

In comparison with the high mobility of the interface 
during a martensitic phase transformation that proceeds 
with sonic velocity by a cooperative movement of atoms 
across a glissile interface, the change of the crystal 
structure during massive transformation occurs in the 
presence of solute fluxes inside the interface that may 
cause friction and thus consume a part of the driving force 
[1]. The rejection of misplaced atoms and the adjustment 
of the chemical potentials of atoms inside the interface 
may consume another part the driving force. All inter-
facial processes decelerate the transformation rate. The 
question arises whether and to what extent a concentra-
tion spike in front of the migration interface [2,3] exists.  

Massive transformation occurs in a number of technical 
important alloy systems. In binary Cu-Zn alloys, massive 
transformation is not in competition with martensite 
formation due to the low martensite start temperature. 
Ternary Cu-Zn-X (X=Al, Ga, Ni, Si, Sn) alloys have been 
investigated e.g. for the use as shape memory alloys. 
Massive transformation was not reported in these systems 
until present. Calculated phase diagrams allow the 
identification of a suitable initial concentration range for 
diffusion couples that can be used to generate extended 
concentration gradients. In these gradients, possible 
conditions for a concentration invariant transformation 
can be identified. Depending on the position in the 
concentration gradient and the cooling rate it is possible 
to vary the transformation mechanism along the samples 
between diffusion controlled, massive and martensitic. 
Unambiguous identification of the transformation 
mechanism is possible by evaluating microstructural 
features. Chemical and plasma etching technics and the 
birefringence of the martensitic phase were used in 
combination with light and electron microscopy in order 
to make the microstructures visible. Ion polished samples 
were also analyzed using EBSD. In addition to the 
formation of martensite in the volume, in a certain 
concentration range the formation of surface martensite 
was observed. 

 
Figure 1. Evidence of different transformation mechanisms 
in Cu alloys 
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    Traditionally every CALPHAD assessment starts with 
collection of available experimental data and their critical 
review. Then different weights will be assigned to 
considered data sets for parameters estimation in order to 
achieve the best possible agreement with the experimental 
information. Therefore, weighting of data sets involved in 
calculations becomes one of the critical and most 
important steps during thermodynamic calculation using 
CALPHAD method.  Usually, such assignment of weights 
for experimental / DFT data is done manually based on 
knowledge and experience of researcher performing 
calculations. Therefore, in order to avoid human factors, 
we propose an automated assessment criterion to 
determine the weight of data sets using data mining 
methods. Our strategy for automated weighting of 
experimental data sets is based on the k-fold cross 
validation method [1], modified under the condition that 
each data set contains unequal number of observations, 
which is a typical situation during CALPHAD 
assessment. Application of this approach allows us to 
determine the importance of each data sets involved in 
assessment and show the impact of weighting in statistical 
analysis results of each model. Our goal is to find such 
weights that will increase an accuracy of applied model 
by minimization of the residual standard error (RSE). To 
demonstrate the proposed approach, we applied it for the 
fitting of heat capacity data of pure elements such as Al, 
Cr, Fe, Ni, and Mg using segmented regression [2] and 
Chen-Sundman models [3]. Currently, these models are 
intensively used for the development of the third 
generation CALPHAD databases. Additionally to the 
newly proposed procedure of automated weighting, we 
developed the method for outlier detection, which is based 
on combination of data mining tools and thermo-physical 
properties such as melting point.  
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Figure 1.  Fitted heat capacity of pure Ni using unweighted (red 
dashed line) and weighted (blue line) segmented regression [2] 

in comparison with experimental data (top), and RSE values 
(blue dashed lines) including the number of observations for 
each data set (red text) (bottom). 
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As an important transport coefficient, accurate 

interdiffusion coefficients are the essential input for 
various quantitative theoretical modeling of phase 
transformation processes. The most considerable methods 
in current use for the calculation of the diffusion 
coefficients from composition profiles are the Boltzmann-
Matano method and its variants. However, one of the 
limits for these traditional methods lies in their low 
efficiency and difficulty for applications in 
multicomponent alloys. 

Extensive efforts have been devoted to the development 
of practical methods to deal with multicomponent systems. 
One of the pioneering research interests is to take the 
experimental composition profiles as the result of a 
functional of interdiffusion coefficient matrices, and such 
a functional is inversely determined by minimizing the 
misfit between model-predicted and experimental 
composition profiles. Very recently, the present authors 
proposed that the Fick's second law is more physically 
correct to imitate model-predicted result in the inverse 
process and the interdiffusion coefficient model 
considering the vacancy-wind effect should be adopted as 
the underlying model in the Fick's second law. Such a 
numerical inverse method is being popularized in our 
research group and has been successfully applied in 
different types of commercial alloys ranging from binary, 
ternary to multi-component systems using either semi-
infinite or finite diffusion couples. 

Considering that the computation process is rather 
complicated in the numerical inverse method, i.e., that not 
only the Fick's second law has to be solved, but also the 
misfit between the observations and predictions should be 
minimized by adjusting the model parameters of the 
functional of the interdiffusion coefficient matrices for the 
PDEs (Partial Differential equations), a generic code that 
robotizes the procedures of the numerical inverse method 
is urgently in need for promoting its wide applications, as 
is the major target of the present work. 

Consequently, a free accessible code, High-throughput 
Determination of Interdiffusion Coefficients (HitDIC), 
for effectively determining the interdiffusivities in a 
single solution phase has been developed by the present 
authors and has been released recently.  It has been named 
“HitDIC” in hope of breaking through the long-standing 

challenge in the determination of the interdiffusion 
coefficients for multi-component system. 

We would like to share our latest progresses in 
development and application of HitDIC code as well as 
the numerical inverse method with the community. 
Comments and cooperation are warmly welcome. One 
might visit our website (https://hitdic.com) for the latest 
information on software HitDIC. 

 
     Figure 1. Framewrok of the HitDIC code 
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One core research task towards the 3rd generation 

thermodynamic database is to establish the reliable and 
robust thermodynamic description from 0K up to the 
melting point and far above it. Currently, several 
alternative physics-based models and approximation 
methods have been proposed to replace the standard 
SGTE polynomial description. Many authors contributed 
to this direction since 1995 to develop the 3rd generation 
CALPHAD-type thermodynamic descriptions for some 
pure elements and limited binary systems. One of the 
successful attempts in this direction has been performed 
by Roslyakova et al. [1]. A novel thermodynamic 
modeling strategy of stable, metastable and liquid phases 
is proposed based on automated segmented regression 
(SR) approach and has been applied to 18 pure elements, 
5 compounds and several binary systems.  

A most recent results obtained with SR model is a 
thermodynamic re-assessment of Cr-Nb binary system 
from 0K [2]. The low-temperature heat capacities missing 
in all the previous thermodynamic modeling and the 
newly reported standard enthalpy of formation for Laves 
C15 phase has been taken into account. Here, the 
proposed SR model has been applied to describe the 
Gibbs energy of pure elements and stoichiometric Cr2Nb 
phase from 0K.  The calculated phase equilibria and 
thermodynamic properties according to the presently 
obtained thermodynamic descriptions of binary Cr-Nb 
system agree well with most of the experimental data, and 
show better agreement than the previous assessments (see 
Figure 1). 

Taking into account that each new model as well as new 
experiments or DFT data require a re-assessment of 
relevant systems and its subsystems, it is clear that data 
repositories and effective automation tools together with 
robust mathematical models are essential components to 
improve the efficiency of future CALPHAD modeling. 
Therefore, in addition to the classical application of 
commercial thermodynamic software for the re-
assessment of binary systems, an integration of SR model 
into alternative open-source ESPEI software [4] will be 
presented in this work. EPSEI provides a modern and 

efficient framework for automation of CALPHAD-type 
calculation.  
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Figure 1. Comparison between the calculated phase diagrams 
due to the thermodynamic descriptions from the present work 
and the previous assessment [3] and the experiments.  
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Grain boundaries play the most important role among 

defects in determining the mechanical properties of 
steels. A simple physical grain boundary model shows 
that the grain boundary has a finite thickness, while the 
bulk phase is infinite in size. Under this assumption, the 
common tangent law does not denote the equilibrium 
between the grain boundary and the bulk phase, but the 
grain boundary concentration is defined by the tangent to 
the Gibbs energy of the grain boundary parallel to that for 
the bulk phase at the matrix concentration [1]. Then a 
question arises: how can the free energy of the grain 
boundary phase be expressed when applying a parallel 
tangent scheme? To give one possible answer to this 
problem, we paid attention to the fact that the strong 
segregation elements show the large depression constants 
of the liquidus temperatures. For example, the slope of 
the liquidus temperature in the Fe-B binary system is 
large enough to stabilize the liquid phase in the central 
region of the compositions. Thus, this binary system is 
well known as the typical amorphous forming alloy. On 
the other hand, boron shows a strong grain boundary 
segregation tendency in steels.  

Figure 1 shows the relation between the experimental 
segregation coefficients for several elements in Fe and the 
liquidus slopes in the corresponding binary phase 
diagrams. According to this result, a linear relationship 
holds between the grain boundary segregation coefficients 
and the depression constants of the liquidus temperatures 
in the Fe-based binary systems. In view of this fact, some 
thermodynamic similarity could be expected between a 
segregation tendency and the stabilization of a liquid state. 
To elucidate the origin of this resemblance, an expression 
for the grain boundary solute concentration with the 
regular solution approximation was derived according to 
the equilibrium condition for the parallel tangent scheme. 
The same procedure was applied to obtain the equation for 
the interstitial elements using the compound energy 
formalism. Consequently, these equations have the same 
forms as the McLean segregation isotherm [2]. The 
depression constants of the liquidus temperatures, on the 
other hand, were also derived based on the two-phase 
equilibrium conditions between solid and liquid phases, 
using the same thermodynamic models as in the case of 
segregation. The comparison between the expressions for 
the grain boundary concentration and the depression 
constants of the liquidus temperatures confirmed that 
these two equations are organized from the identical 
thermodynamic factors when the solute concentrations are 
relatively small. This is the reason why the plot of the 

experimental data given in Fig. 1 shows straight line 
relations. From the above discussion, thermodynamic 
properties of grain boundary and the liquid phase were 
shown to have approximately equivalent values at least on 
the thermodynamic basis. It seems unusual to apply the 
Gibbs energy of the liquid state to the grain boundary; 
however, this could be reasonable since a good agreement 
between the calculated and measured grain boundary 
segregation energies were obtained in the present study. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Relation between the experimental segregation 
coefficients and liquidus depression rate for elements in Fe. 
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Abstract  

Diffusion couple technique in combination with the 
Boltzmann-Matano method is the widely used approach 
to evaluate the interdiffusion coefficients in the target 
system. However, the quality of the evaluated 
interdiffusion coefficients due to the Boltzmann-Matano 
method strongly depends on the fitting degree of the 
utilized continuous function to the discrete experimental 
composition profiles. Currently, the commonly used 
fitting functions available in the literature include error 
function, Boltzmann function (logistic function), nested-
exponential function, pseudo-Fermi function and so on. 
Although each fitting function can match a majority of the 
experimental data in different degrees, the calculated 
interdiffusion coefficients due to different fitting 
functions may lead to certain differences.  

In this paper, the application of different types of 
distribution functions is proposed to solve this problem. 
For the simple D-c relations, the normal, pseudo-normal, 
skew normal, pseudo-skew normal distributions can be 
employed, while for the complex D-c relations, the 
superposed distributions should be used. Even for the 
cases with uphill diffusion, the combined superposition of 
distributions can be chosen. Through validation in several 
benchmarks and real alloy systems, accurate diffusion 
coefficients are proved to be successfully obtained by 
using the distribution functions. It is anticipated that the 
Boltzmann-Matano method together with the distribution 
functions may serve as the general solution for 
determining the accurate interdiffusion coefficients in 
different materials.   

Some representative results of the application of 
distribution functions in accurate calculation of 
interdiffusion coefficients are shown in Fig.1 through a 
variety of benchmarks. Solid lines in Fig.1(a) are 6 types 
of presupposed ideal D-c relations. Figure 1(b) shows the 
corresponding c-x profiles. These c-x profiles are 
predicted with a series of cumulative distribution 
functions (cdfs). The calculated D-c relations due to the 
fitted cdfs are also superimposed with the dashed lines in 
Fig. 1(a). It can be clearly seen in Fig. 1(a), the calculated 
D-c relations by applying distribution functions are in 
excellent agreement with the pre-set ones. 

 

 
Figure 1.(a) Solid lines, 6 kinds of ideal D-c relations; dashed 
lines, the calculated D-c relations. (b) c-x profiles of the ideal 
Ds, corresponding to the profiles of the cumulative 
distribution functions. 
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Precipitate microstructure consists of dispersed second 

phase particles embedded in a solution phase matrix and 
is a product of diffusion-controlled solid state phase 
transformation fully governed by system (bulk and 
interface) thermodynamics and kinetics. With the advance 
of CALPHAD and widely available databases, computer 
simulation of the precipitate microstructure in 
multicomponent alloys is readily possible on the basis of 
Langer-Schwartz theory [1] and Kampmann-Wagner 
numerical (KWN) method [2]. In this presentation, we 
report the progress in further developing the Precipitation 
Module (formerly known as TC-PRISMA) [3,4] within 
the Thermo-Calc software package. Especially, we focus 
on the treatment of non-spherical particles by including 
the effect of elastic strain energy. Application examples 
and challenges will also be shown and discussed. 
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Figure 1. Simulated and experimental shape evolution for 
the cuboid Co-Cr precipitates in the Cu-1.63Co-0.41Cr 
(wt%) alloy. 
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The formation of eutectic microstructures, composed of 

two phases or more, is often present during the 
solidification of industrial alloys. Current eutectic growth 
models are based on the Jackson-Hunt (JH) theory [1]. 
This theory analyses microstructures generated in eutectic 
systems in the following frame: 

-!directional growth in a constant temperature gradient 
-!steady growth regime at velocity, V 
-!planar solidification front  
-! regular eutectic with a fixed lamellae spacing, ! 
For a given velocity, the JH theory gives an analytical 

expression of the interfacial average undercooling  
according to the lamellae spacing. Figure 1 shows an 
illustration of this growth law in red. Its evolution is the 
result of the competition between solute diffusion in the 
liquid phase and solid-liquid interfacial curvature effects. 
Assuming that growth proceeds at the lowest 
undercooling then uniquely defines the working eutectic 
spacing, . However, in order to obtain an analytical 
expression of the eutectic growth law, the JH model and 
its extensions for multicomponent alloys assume that 
thermodynamic properties of alloys can be linearized 
close to the eutectic temperature. Therefore, these models 
are limited to the description of growth at small 
undercoolings, and so at low growth rate, which limits 
their use to analyze microstructures generated in industrial 
processes.  

We present a new method to determine eutectic 
microstructures growth laws, in the frame of the JH 
theory, which is relevant at high undercoolings for 
multicomponent alloys. This approach is made possible 
through to use of an innovative numerical coupling 
strategy with a thermodynamic calculation software using 
the CALPHAD approach [2]. The coupling determines 
the thermodynamic state of the eutectic phases during 
growth and the influence of curvature at equilibrium. 
Moreover, this new model takes into account variations of 
densities between phases and their dependency on phases 
concentration and temperature. Data for densities and 
diffusion of species in the liquid are directly extracted 
from CALPHAD databases. 

For binary alloys, the present model finds back the JH 
model for growth at low growth rate and when density 
effects are neglected. When increasing velocity, Figure 1 
compares the prediction of the models for an Al-Cu alloy. 
Undercoolings predicted with the present model are 
higher than the ones obtained with the JH theory. The two 
models diverge for large eutectic spacings. The eutectic 
spacing at minimum undercooling is lower in the present 
model. 

The numerical implementation of the model for 
multicomponent alloys is under development. For ternary 
eutectics, the model retrieves the analytic expressions of 
Choudhury et al. [3] and Senninger and Voorhees [4] at 
low growth rate when cross diffusion and density effects 
are neglected. Application of the model to ternary three-
phase eutectics will be presented along with some 
examples in real systems, yet limited to low growth rate 
as planar front is maintained. The influence of lamellar 
patterns on growth laws will be analyzed.  

 
Figure 1. Interfacial undercooling according to the 
lamellae spacing for the Al-Cu alloy at the eutectic 
composition (33.3 wt% Cu), computed for a specific 
growth velocity of 1 mm.s-1 
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Hydrophobicity of a general solid surface depends on 

its surface chemistry, strain and temperature. In addition, 
NiTi, a well-known shape memory alloy, undergoes phase 
transition in a wide range of strain-temperature 
conditions. Although of the obvious relationship between 
water wetting and NiTi phase transitions, there is limited 
knowledge nor equation on how to calculate the water 
contact angles on NiTi films at specific surface strain and 
temperatures. Here we aim to establish a function of water 
contact angle with NiTi phase transition properties at 
various temperature-strain conditions. Our findings are 
useful for general design research in the field of 
antifouling applications. This study is an extension of our 
previous works; (1) an equation of water contact angle 
calculation from system entropy [1], (2) an equation of 
temperature dependent strain energy from system entropy 
[2], and (3) dopant modulated crystal ductility [3]. We 
first derive a new equation to calculate water contact 
angles based on entropy at different strain and 
temperature conditions. We, then, conduct experiments to 
calibrate the newly established equations. This research 
may provide novel insights on strain effects to crystal 
nucleation and crack propagation.    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. (Top) Close-up view of strained dog-bone 

shaped NiTi sample strained to 2.5% elongation. Red arrows 
pointing to sheared regions. (Bottom left) setup for contact 
angle measurement. (Bottom right) A droplet silhouette to 
illustrate the quality of image taken. 
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Since the CALPHAD method [1] is an essential part of 

computational materials and process development, one 
would assume that all modeling problems have been 
solved.  However, the history of the CALPHAD method 
is also the history of constant model improvement and 
increasing sophistication. 

The strength of the CALPHAD method is that the 
descriptions of binary and ternary systems can be 
combined for the extrapolation of multi-component 
systems giving realistic predictions for these systems.  
This has made it also a method of convenience for the 
development of new materials and processes.  However, 
the semi-empirical nature of the CALPHAD method may 
result in the temptation to fit the Gibbs energies to 
reproduce the phase diagram very well.  Experience has 
shown that descriptions that are ignorant of the 
crystallographic and physical properties perform poorly 
when used for the extrapolation of multi-component 
systems.  This stimulates practitioners of the CALPHAD 
method to constantly explore new models and modeling 
strategies.  At the same time there is also reluctance to 
implement new formalisms because of the “inverse 
pyramid” symptom that beleaguers the CALPHAD 
method. 

One example of advances made to the CALPHAD 
method is the incorporation of DFT results which provide 
the data needed for intricate and accurate modeling of the 
phases, making simplifications less necessary.  Most DFT 
results are obtained for 0 K but the currently used lattice 
stabilities of the pure elements are in most cases only valid 
above 298.15 K [2].  The need to revise the lattice 
stabilities has inspired two workshops and new lattice 
stabilities covering the temperature range from 0 K to 
6000 K are in the process of being developed. 

Although progress has been made there are still many 
questions that have not been fully addressed by the 
CALPHAD community.  With the process of new unary 
descriptions being developed it is also the time to ask 
whether the new formalisms are satisfactorily free of the 
issues that exist with the current SGTE lattice stabilities.  
Other open questions are: how to proceed with the 
modeling of the magnetic contribution to the Gibbs 
energy, particularly when using results from DFT 
calculations; how to model other quantities, such as the 
molar volume, to be consistent with the new descriptions; 
how many sublattices are too many? 

 

It is the goal of this presentation to identify the open 
issues and stimulate their discussion within the 
CALPHAD community. 

 
 
 

Figure 1. Enthalpy of formation of the  phase in the binary 
Co-Cr system with and without considering the contribution 
of the magnetism. 
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Introduction 
The in-situ formation of an oxide layer on carbon-

bonded oxide filter materials in contact with steel melts 
was recently reported [1,2]. Using a thermodynamic 
model approach [1], the formation of this oxide layer was 
explained as follows. Oxides of the filter material, e.g. 
Al2O3, and carbon will be partially dissolved in steel melt 
close to the filter/liquid interface. If such liquid is mixed 
with oxygen-enriched steel melt, it is possible that Al2O3 
precipitates again and thus, forming an layer on the filter 
structure. It is expected that such in-situ formed oxide 
layer can help to decrease the amount of oxide inclusions 
in the steel melt during a filtration process or during 
contact with the steel melt as refractory material. 

Experiments at a temperature of 1650 °C showed that 
also the amount of dissolved oxygen can be reduced with  
carbon-bonded filter materials, which are dipped in the 
steel melt for a certain amount of time. The amount of 
dissolved oxygen in the steel melt (30 kg) can be reduced 
from 50 ppm to 20 ppm within 10 seconds contact time. 
Also in the short-time experiments, the formation of the 
oxide layer was observed. From numerical calculations of 
the flow conditions of the experimental setup [3], it is 
known that the flow rate of the steel melt was only a few 
centimetre per second, which means that the fast chemical 
mixing is driven by diffusion . 

 
Thermodynamic simulations 
A layered model is presented that helps to understand 

the kinetics of the dissolution and precipitation process of 
carbon-bonded oxides in contact with steel melt. 

 Calculations are not based on direct calculation of 
diffusion distances for the single elements in the melt. 
Instead, it is expected here that the diffusion rates of all 
elements are sufficient fast in all calculation steps to 
assume a perfect mixing within each calculated layer. 
 The model algorithm is implemented in Python and 
thermodynamic calculations are done using the TQ 
interface of the Thermo-Calc software. The model can be 
used to study the influence of steel composition, e.g. the 
Al and C content, and the refractory composition on the 
oxide-layer formation, which helps to further improve the 
filtration of steel melts. 
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Phase diagrams serve as the road map for materials 

design and process optimization by manipulating 
temperature, composition, pressure or other state 
variables to obtain desired microstructures including 
phase(s) and phase assembly. The algorithms for 
equilibrium calculation are mostly based on the 
minimization of Gibbs energy[1]. The nonlinear 
equations are obtained and calculated by using the 
iteration method. In view of the well described 
algorithm[2,3,4],  there are linear systems derived from 
combining the Lagrangian multiplier method and Taylor 
expansion in the case of sublattice model. As the number 
of sublattices and constituents increases, the 
computational performance can be impeded significantly 
and the condition numbers of coefficient matrices maybe 
huge generally. Numerical errors arise in initial estimates 
and solving equations, which may result in complex 
number when calculating the natural logarithms of 
constituent fractions in the iteration procedure.  

In this work, we  develop a novel algorithm to solve the 
linear systems from thermodynamic equilibrium 
calculation, instead of inverting the phase matrices 
directly. The condition numbers of the phase matrices are 
analyzed, which can explain the stability during iterations. 
The new method reduces greatly the condition numbers 
and the computational cost of operation, improving the 
computational efficiency. A home-made code is written to 
implement the algorithm. The Cu-Mg and Al-Ta phase 
diagrams are computed by using the code to verify the 
efficiency of this algorithm over the method for direct 
matrix inversion. It is expected that the presently 
developed algorithm can be generalized to calculate 
multi-component phase diagrams highly efficiently. 
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Thermodynamic property models are a critical 

component in important technological applications, 
including the calculation of phase diagrams (CALPHAD) 
and phase field simulations of microstructure evolution 
during material processing. These models must capture 
the material physics from a wide range of experimental 
and simulated datasets, and have good extrapolative 
capabilities. Unfortunately, the development of such 
models is subject to many challenges, including the 
presence of outliers, conflicting datasets, inaccurate error 
bars and thermodynamic inconsistencies. Furthermore, 
databases and journal articles often provide 
thermodynamic property models without parameter 
uncertainties or confidence intervals, precluding the 
assessment of the potential reliability of competing 
models [1]. While researchers have employed a variety of 
statistical techniques in addressing some of these issues, 
no comprehensive framework yet exists. In this work, we 
propose a novel Bayesian framework for calibrating, 
selecting and quantifying the uncertainty of 
thermodynamic property models along with easily 
implemented approaches for addressing the common 
issues previously mentioned. We demonstrate the 
efficiency of the framework by creating a thermodynamic 
property model for Hafnium metal. 

Figure 1 portrays the workflow used in this work that 
includes model calibration, selection and uncertainty 
quantification through Bayesian statistics [2]. Starting at 
the top left of the figure, the base data are obtained and a 
model or set of potential models is proposed. Then the 
expert picks reasonable probability distributions for the 
model parameters (the prior) and for the data given the 
model (the Likelihood), based on physical understanding 
of the phenomena. Given the model, prior and Likelihood 
probability distributions, the distribution of the model 
parameters given the observed data (the posterior) can be 
computed according to Bayes’ Theorem. In this work, the 
posterior distribution is computed using cutting edge 
numerical techniques [3, 4]. At the right of Fig. 1, credible 
intervals are computed for the parameters (which are then 
propagated through to the model prediction) and model 
selection is performed via marginal Likelihood and other 
metrics. This flexible Bayesian framework enables 
elegant solutions to the problems mentioned earlier 
through careful selection of the form of the Likelihood 
function. Additionally, we use a novel approach to 

incorporate diverse measurements of different 
thermodynamic quantities into the same thermodynamic 
property model without incurring errors introduced by 
converting all quantities to the same basis (for example 
differentiating enthalpy measurements to obtain specific 
heat). This work provides guidelines to the CALPHAD 
and greater material science community to enable the 
development of more effective and transparent property 
models.  

 
Figure 1. A schematic illustrating the Bayesian approach to 
model selection, calibration and uncertainty quantification. 
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Nano-Calphad is a complex method to calculate phase 

diagrams for nano-systems [1]. Nano-systems are systems 
containing at least one phase with at least one of its 
dimensions below 100 nm. The equilibrium lines for 
equilibrium of nano-phases depend not only on pressure, 
temperature and composition but also on the number of 
atoms in the nano-phases, as an additional state parameter. 
That is why the phase rule of Gibbs is changed for nano-
Calphad: the maximum number of possible co-existing 
nano-phases equals the number of components + 3 (3 = 
pressure, temperature and number of atoms in nano-
phases). As the phase rule is changed, all rules to construct 
and to read phase diagrams of nano-systems will change. 
This point is usually missing in the majority of published 
nano-phase diagrams.  

When macro-phase diagrams are calculated, the role of 
interfaces is negligible. However, for phase diagrams of 
nano-systems the role of interfaces is significant. The type 
and amount of interfaces in multi-phase nano-systems 
depend on the shape, size and arrangement of nano-
phases. That is why when phase equilibrium is calculated 
for nano-systems, also the equilibrium size, shape and 
arrangement of nano-phases should be calculated. This 
point is usually missing in the majority of published nano-
phase diagrams. 

To calculate solid/liquid equilibrium between solid and 
liquid nano-phases, the concentration and temperature 
dependence of the solid-liquid interfacial energy should 
be taken into account [2] (see Fig.1). This point is usually 
missing in the majority of published nano-phase 
diagrams.  

Systems containing nano-phases are usually unstable 
due to the positive interfacial energy between them. Thus, 
the conditions of negative interfacial energy are crucial 
for stabilization of nano-systems [3].  

For nano-Calphad, the chemical potential of 
components should be known as function of size, shape 
and arrangement of nano-phases. These equations are 
given in [4] proving that the Kelvin paradigm is mistaken, 

i.e. the thermodynamic nano-effect is due not to the 
increased curvature of nano-phases, it is rather due to the 
increased specific surface area of nano-phases (= a new 
paradigm derived after Gibbs).  

This work was financed by the GINOP 2.3.2 – 15 – 2016 
– 00027 project. 

 

 
Fig.1. The equilibrium phase diagram of the Ag-Cu 

system with the T-dependence of the Cu-mole fraction 
at the solid/liquid interfacial region (dotted line, top 

Figure) and the solid/liquid interfacial energy of the Ag-
Cu alloy as function of the liquidus composition (dotted 

line = additive rule in bottom figure) [2]. 
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Thermodynamics is the foundation of the integrated 

computational materials engineering (ICME) approach 
for materials design and has been widely used in 
applications such as diffusion, precipitation, and phase 
field modeling through the calculation of phase diagrams 
(CALPHAD) method. The development of large 
multicomponent CALPHAD databases is limited by the 
time required to evaluate the constituent binary and 
ternary systems which grow with the square and cube of 
the number of elements in the database, respectively. 
Once developed, these databases are challenging to 
maintain because changing the model or parameters of a 
constituent unary of binary system requires updating all 
the higher order systems that depend on it, which limits 
the development and adoption of new models into existing 
thermodynamic descriptions.  

 
Recently, the pycalphad software package [1] has been 

released, enabling the development of new models that 
are represented symbolically. This work presents ESPEI, 
an open-source Python-based software that uses 
pycalphad to rapidly develop and modify databases using 
a combination of first-principles and experimental 
thermochemical and phase equilibria data. Unlike 
traditional database development, ESPEI uses Markov 
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) to optimize and quantify the 
uncertainty for all model parameters simultaneously. This 
presentation will demonstrate the approach for 
dynamically generating parameters from first-principles 
and experimental thermochemical data and optimizing the 
generated parameters using MCMC for several systems, 
including the Cu-Mg system. Finally, a perspective on the 
utility of uncertainty quantification for guiding the design 
of thermodynamic databases will be discussed. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Cu-Mg phase diagram. Parameters are selected 
from single phase thermochemical data and fit to phase 
equilibria data with uncertainty quantification using 
Markov Chain Monte Carlo. Squares are experimental 
phase equilibria. 
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Abstract 

Steel-slag reactions are of paramount importance in 
steelmaking, in special in secondary steelmaking.  
Currently, desulfurization, deoxidation and inclusion 
removal are mostly performed during ladle processing [1].  
The extent to which these reactions proceed is governed 
by the initial state of the material reaching the ladle, the 
additions made to form slag and adjust the chemical 
composition of the steel and by undesired interactions 
such as reoxidation and steel-refractory reactions.  In the 
present work we review the fundamental thermodynamic 
aspects involved in ladle refining of aluminum killed and 
silicon-manganese deoxidized steel and evaluate, using 
computational thermodynamics, the extent to which 
equilibrium is approached for the different refining 
reactions, using two different thermodynamic databases 
[2].  These results are compared to experimental 
measurements performed on industrial ladle furnaces.  
Based on this comparison, observations are made with 
respect of the efficiency of the refining process and 
recommendations for process improvements and further 
testing are made.  It is concluded that the relationship 
between agitation and reoxidation by exposure to air play 
a key role on the ability to reach low and controlled 
oxygen in steel a produce clean steel.  Reoxidation also 
affects the extent of desulfurization, as expected.  It is also 
concluded that only through relatively long treatments 
with controlled agitation can the overall oxide-metal 
equilibria be achieved between steel and slag. 

 

 
Figure 1. The complexity of slag-metal equilibrium in ladle 
steelmaking.  Several oxidation reactions as well as the 
desulfurization reaction move towards equilibria controlled by 
the oxide activities in a single slag (function of slag composition 
and temperature), the solute contents in the steel (many to be 
kept in a specified range) and a single oxygen chemical potential 
(or composition) in steel, that influences all the individual 
equilibria.  
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A key challenge in maturing metal additive 
manufacturing (AM) technology is contending with 
heterogeneity of the thermal profile due to differences in 
part geometry and build orientation. Even if the process 
metallurgy of a given alloy is well-understood, these part-
level differences lead to empirical process optimization 
work being required for every new part, or even between 
revisions of the same design. 

In this work, a part-level FEM model of residual 
stresses is combined with a CALPHAD-based phase 
transformation model to predict part deformation due to 
thermal stresses, as well as cracking due to precipitation 
of brittle intermetallic compounds, during the AM 
building process. In addition to enabling faster 
optimization of process parameters, this work is a step 
toward fully-coupled, part-level thermomechanical 
simulation of the additive manufacturing process, 
including secondary phase precipitation. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Coupled thermomechanical scheme for residual 
stress modeling. 
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Duplex stainless steels are typically based on Fe-Cr-Ni-

Mo-N system with high amounts of N. These steels 
usually present almost equal volumetric fractions of 
austenite ( ) and ferrite ( ) phases. In order to attain these 
amounts of phases a very careful hot processing process 
should be performed due to necessary precipitation of the 
austenite phase during the recrystallization. The correct 
selection of temperatures and times during the solution 
annealing heat treatment is also essential to control the 
balance between austenite and ferrite as well to avoid the 
precipitation of deleterious phases. 

During the welding processes, the high temperatures 
attained by the material changes the balance of the phases 
in the Heat Affected Zone (HAZ), as well allow the 
precipitation of several deleterious phases like sigma 
phase ( ), chromium nitrides (Cr2N and CrN), chromium 
M23C6 carbide and secondary austenite ( 2), during 
cooling or multipass welding. 

Several works present the characterization of the phases 
precipitated on welds of duplex stainless steels and some 
works presents the modelling of the phases using a 
CALPHAD approach. The present work proposes a new 
kind of Welding Phase Diagram (WPD) to predict phases 
in welding processes taking into account the effect of the 
dilution in the welding bead. This diagram was built using 
traditional CALPHAD methodology and was developed 
for the welding of a lean duplex stainless steel, but it can 
be applied for any kind of similar or dissimilar welds. 

The WPD for the welding of UNS S82441 lean duplex 
stainless steel with ER 2209 filler metal was calculated 
using Thermo-Calc® software coupled with TCFE7 
database. Experimental weld beads of UNS S82441 lean 
duplex stainless steel with ER 2209 filler metal were 
obtained using three different heat inputs: 0.85, 1.07 and 
1.34 kJ mm-1. The chemical composition of the HAZ was 
determined experimentally. The HAZ was characterized 
using SEM and X-Ray Diffraction, in order to determine 
which phases are present in the fusion zone. 

The dilution as a function of the welding heat input, for 
the three studied conditions, were: 28.57; 33.81 and 
40.21%, respectively. The results of the characterization 
were confronted with the WPD calculated showing a 
reasonable agreement indicating that this Weldability 
Phase Diagram is a powerful tool to predict the phases of 
similar and dissimilar welds for different dilutions. 

 
Figure 1. Weldability Phase Diagram for welding of UNS 
S82441 with an ER 2209 filler wire calculated by Thermo-
Calc® coupled with TCFE7 database. 
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Additive manufacturing (AM) comes in many different 

varieties for numerous material systems including 
polymeric materials, biological materials, and metallic 
materials [1,2]. However, AM for metallic components 
has risen to be one of the major research thrusts in 
materials science and mechanical engineering over the 
past decade. One of the primary reasons that these 
manufacturing methods have become so popular is 
because of their unique ability to create complex 
components that may otherwise be impossible to 
manufacture. However, due to the complexity of laser 
processing on metal powders, a thorough understanding 
of microstructure evolution and its relations to processing 
and properties are critical for alloy design and quality 
control of laser based AM.  

Due to the unique laser melting process, it is difficult to 
control the in situ processing with super-high heating and 
cooling rate. Therefore, physical models with high 
reliable prediction become important for both materials 
design and processing optimization. Particularly, post-
heat treatment can often adopt the existing CALPHAD-
based ICME tools to optimize alloy microstructure, and 
thus further enhance the materials properties.  

In this work, case studies on process-structure 
simulation will be discussed demonstrating the state-of-
the-art CALPHAD-based microstructure design and 
optimization for AM [3].  

First, the study on rapid solidification process in AM 
shows that the thermal process modeling requires the 
CALPHAD-informed thermodynamic properties as the 
input for reasonable simulation to understand the 
temperature profile, melt pool and geometry. Secondly, 
phase transformation modeling and thermal modeling 
under laser melting can be coupled together to achieve a 
better understanding of in-situ transformation process. A 
mean-field modeling of the microstructure evolution has 
been performed based on the digitalized phase 
transformation diagrams and Scheil-Gulliver models. In 
order to support modeling, processing diagrams of 
Inconel 718 are carefully analyzed for the complex 
thermal cycle processes with mixed supercooling and 
rapid heating. Last but not least, microstructure evolution 
during post-processing shows the design freedom, and 
thus can further apply the CALPHAD modeling for 
process optimization [4]. Oxide formation (see Fig. 1) is 
found to be useful in grain refinement, and can be 
explained using the CLAPHAD model-prediction.  

Future research directions on process-structure-
property modeling based on the CALPHAD method for 
AM will be discussed. 

 
Figure 1. CALPHAD-predicted oxides in metastable and stable 
step diagrams of Stainless Steel 316L made by additive 
manufacturing. 
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The development of Ti(C,N) coatings requires a deep 

understanding of the deposition processes governing the 
compositions, phases and growth rates of the coating 
materials. In this work, the influence of temperature, 
pressure, and gas concentration on the chemical 
compositions, phases and deposition rates of MTCVD 
(Moderate Temperature Chemical Vapor Deposition) 
Ti(C,N) coatings are investigated by the integration of 
thermodynamic calculations and computational fluid 
dynamics (CFD) simulations with key experiments. The 
thermodynamic calculations[1-2] predict that higher 
deposition temperature leads to higher C and N contents 
but lower Ti content under constant gas concentration and 
pressure. CFD simulation indicates that the deposition 
rate decreases from inside to outside on the same graphite 
tray. The deposition rate of the upper trays is higher than 
that of the lower ones at the outside location of trays. 
MTCVD Ti(CN) coatings were deposited at three 
different temperatures to verify the chemical 
compositions and deposition rates predicted by 
thermodynamic calculations and CFD simulations, 
respectively. The experimental investigations are in 
reasonable agreement with both the thermodynamic and 
CFD predictions. The present work provides a novel 
strategy for the rapid development of new type of 
MTCVD Ti(C,N) coatings and other CVD coatings with 
industrial applications. 

 

 
Figure 1. Graphical abstract 
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Abstract 
Full-Heusler compounds are intermetallics with a 

general formula X2YZ and a spacegroup symmetry of Fm-
3m. They are composed of transition metals (X and Y) 
and a main group element (Z).  The Heusler structure can 
be described as an ordered combination of two binary 
structures of the CsCl (B2) prototype1. Given the closely 
related nature of these structures, it was hypothesized that 
the stability of a Heusler structure X2YZ is related to the 
properties of the binary structures XY and XZ. The large 
chemical space for Heusler compounds makes an 
exhaustive experimental search unfeasible. On the other 
hand, there is a wealth of crystallographic and formation 
enthalpy data on experimentally observed binary 
compounds2. Therefore, the process can be proceeded 
with a data-driven approach integrating first-principles 
calculations and machine learning. The AFLOWLIB3, 
and the Materials Project4 repositories together contain 
more than 75,000 compounds with Heusler structures. 
The large number of structures in these repositories 
demonstrates the potential of high-throughput DFT 
calculations and machine learning to identify 
synthesizable compounds.     

 In this work, a series of machine learning 
algorithms were employed to establish the relationship 
between the B2 compounds and Heusler compounds with 
the aim of developing rules that can be used to predict the 
stability of Heusler compounds. The majority of the 
75,000 compounds referenced previously come from the 
AFLOWLIB repository which does not report the 
distance of the formation enthalpy to the convex hull that 
is needed to determine stability. However, the Materials 
Project does report the distance to the convex hull and 
these compounds were used to train the machine learning 
model. Data on 412 binary compounds was collected from 
the Materials Project repository from which 1,990 
combinations were made such that each combination 
corresponded to a Heusler compound from the 
repositories. For example, binary structures XY and XZ 
would be a combination associated with a ternary X2YZ. 
The binary structures from the repositories had calculated 
properties which were used to generate a subset of 10 
features through a methodology of feature selection that 
implemented numerous regression and classification 
algorithms. Then a logistic regression model was trained 
to predict the stability of a Heusler compound X2YZ given 
the properties of two binary compounds XY and XZ.  The 
model was trained and tested on a dataset for which the 

stability of the Heusler compounds were known through 
energy above hull values. Then the model was used to 
predict the probability of stability in a dataset of 3,676 
Heusler compounds from AFLOWLIB that do not have 
reported energies above the convex hull. Figure 1 is a plot 
of the predicted stability probability by enthalpy of 
formation. The structures with probabilities above the red 
line represent promising new compounds for further 
experimental studies. 

Figure 1. Enthalpy of Formation by Probability 
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 Gibbs energy expressions based on CALPHAD models 

are frequently coupled with the phase-field method for 
microstructure evolution simulations to include the 
thermodynamic characteristics of the different phases. In the 
phase-field method, microstructural features are defined by 
continuous phase-field variables, of which the evolution is 
guided by the minimization of the system free energy [1]. 
Between the many coupling schemes present in the literature 
[2], most noticeable is the direct use of the Gibbs energy 
expressions into the phase-field free energy. This approach, 
however, becomes impractical or even impossible if a 
complex sublattice model with no direct relation between the 
molar fraction and the lattices site fractions is applied to one 
or some of the phases. Other coupling schemes make use of 
thermodynamic software to evaluate via a programming 
interface the numerical values of the Gibbs energy and 
related thermodynamic quantities during the simulation. 
However, accessing an external software at each time step on 
each simulation cell is computationally intensive, even when 
interpolation schemes are applied for optimization. 
Thermodynamic software can also be used to pre-calculate 
and save the thermodynamic data in a succession of molar 
fraction steps. This data can be accessed later during a 
simulation or a polynomial can be fitted to it. Unfortunately, 
these coupling approaches tend to suffer practical limitations 
when applied to quaternary or higher order systems: the 
amount of data to be calculated and stored grows 
exponentially with each new component added and it 
becomes extremely complex to obtain an accurate 
polynomial fit for multicomponent systems and still avoid 
that molar fraction variables assume unphysical values 
during the simulation. A novel coupling approach is 
proposed here, where data collected via thermodynamic 
software are saved in a multidimensional array (Fig 1.A) and 
treated as what is known in the field of multilinear algebra as 
an incomplete data tensor [3]. Upon these tensors, a 
factorization or decomposition technique is applied [4], 
which represents the tensor as a sum of R lower order terms 
(Fig 1.B). The advantage is that the data can be represented 
with fewer coefficients and the number of coefficients will 
only grow arithmetically when new components are added. 
This implies that the benefits of the new technique will 
become even more important when more elements are 
considered. Phase-field simulations of spinodal 
decomposition (Fig 1.C) of quaternary systems are used to 
illustrate the new approach, quantify its accuracy and 

computational performance and compare them with those 
obtained using a selection of the existing coupling schemes.    

 
Figure 1. Illustration of an incomplete thermodynamic 
tensor (A) represented as a sum of lower order terms (C) a 
decomposition technique is applied for Spinodal 
decomposition simulations on a quaternary system (C).  
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The development of Ti(C,N) coatings requires a deep 

understanding of the deposition processes governing the 
compositions, phases and growth rates of the coating 
materials. In this work, the influence of temperature, 
pressure, and gas concentration on the chemical 
compositions, phases and deposition rates of MTCVD 
(Moderate Temperature Chemical Vapor Deposition) 
Ti(C,N) coatings are investigated by the integration of 
thermodynamic calculations and computational fluid 
dynamics (CFD) simulations with key experiments. The 
thermodynamic calculations[1-2] predict that higher 
deposition temperature leads to higher C and N contents 
but lower Ti content under constant gas concentration and 
pressure. CFD simulation indicates that the deposition 
rate decreases from inside to outside on the same graphite 
tray. The deposition rate of the upper trays is higher than 
that of the lower ones at the outside location of trays. 
MTCVD Ti(CN) coatings were deposited at three 
different temperatures to verify the chemical 
compositions and deposition rates predicted by 
thermodynamic calculations and CFD simulations, 
respectively. The experimental investigations are in 
reasonable agreement with both the thermodynamic and 
CFD predictions. The present work provides a novel 
strategy for the rapid development of new type of 
MTCVD Ti(C,N) coatings and other CVD coatings with 
industrial applications. 

 

 
Figure 1. Graphical abstract 
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For the past few decades, the phase-field approach has 

played an important part in investigating microstructural 
evolution of materials. Various phase-field models [1-4] 
are proposed to deal with two-phase transformations, e.g. 
nucleation, precipitation, grain growth, deformation, 
elasticity, fracture. However, some problems will appear 
when these models extended to multi-phase 
transformations. Carter’s multiphase-field model [1] 
cannot embody the normalizing condition of phase-field 
variables. Although some recent phase field models [3,4] 
overcome the shortcomings of Carter’s model, the 
evolution equations may discontinuous in space and the 
simulation results sometimes may contradicts with the 
physical facts. (For example, phase  will contribute to 
the evolution of phase  even when they are separated). 

A new multiphase-field model is presented to ensure 
the continuity of phase-field equations in the whole 
region. Also, since the interaction between two phases 
vanishes in the bulk, some non-physical simulation 
results can be eliminated. Relations between the 
phenomenological parameters and physical parameters 
are established to provide estimation for the used 
phenomenological parameters in the new model. The 
developed new model is used to simulate the 
microstructure evolution in two cases: one is grain 
growth with different bulk energy and the other is Mg-
Mg3Gd diffusion reaction by coupling realistic 
thermodynamic parameters.  

 

Acknowledgment: 
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Fig. 1 Simulation comparison of new model and S model 

for a three-phase grain growth  
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The Thermodynamics Consortium brings 

together experimentalists who interact with a wider circle 
of computational and structural scientists to understand 
the fundamental science of complex materials and apply 
this understanding to a rich variety of scientific and 
technological problems. Among our more than 200 
international participants are some of the most 
distinguished names in chemistry, physics, materials 
science, chemical engineering, geology and mineralogy, 
as well as the next generation of young researchers who 
will be shaping science in the future.  

We are building a community of active and 
interactive researchers to advance modern 
thermodynamics. Thermodynamics forms the 
fundamental underpinning of reactivity, transformation, 
and stability. It controls synthesis, corrosion and 
degradation, environmental transport, catalysis, and 
biological reactivity. In the materials field, the wealth of 
new compounds, polymorphs, hybrid organic-inorganic 
hybrid materials and metal organic frameworks, high 
entropy alloys, multiphase and nano materials, attained 
by a variety of nonequilibrium synthesis and processing 
methodologies, has outrun available thermodynamic 
data. In the geological and environmental sciences, 
similar needs for thermodynamic data for complex 
minerals exist.   

Rapid developments in industry have resulted 
in an increasing need for improved and new materials, 
better ways to characterize them and to study their 
properties, in order to explore and explain different 
phenomena and process failure on a large scale. Thus 
fundamental and applied thermodynamics are being 
brought even closer together, making narrowly defined 
“pure science” a thing of the past and interdisciplinary 
studies, novel and hybrid materials, and broad 
collaborations across academia and industrial R&D the 
new future. 

The capabilities and interest for thermodynamic 
measurements have been on the rise again after years of 
decline. The developments in experimental 
thermochemistry are paralleled by rapid progress in 
computational methods. These integrate state-of-the-art 
calculations based on density functional theory (DFT), 
new simulation methods for characterizing energy and 
free energy landscapes. 

Our goals are:  
•! To provide easy access to collaborations. 

•! To exchange best practices and 
scientific discoveries among the 
participants.  

•! To work with database developers and 
users to create an interactive, growing 
and easily updated reference database of 
thermodynamic parameters of complex 
materials 

•! To enhance communications with 
manufacturers of scientific 
measurement equipment and industry in 
general, who will respond to the needs 
of their customers.  

•! To bring together computational 
thermodynamicists, representing both 
first principles molecular level 
calculations (DFT, MD etc.) and phase 
diagram computation (CalPhaD, big 
data, materials genome, etc.) working 
on complex structures  

•! To organize workshops, short courses, 
targeted sessions at technical 
conferences, and topical journal issues  

  
 
 

 
 
 

https://www.thermocon.org/ 
 
Figure 1. Thermocon logo and website 
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The melting temperature and entropy of fusion of 
materials have great scientific and technological 
importance. For CALPHAD, these two quantities have 
been the essential ingredients in determining the lattice 
phase stabilities of unary materials, which provide the 
fundamental basis for all multicomponent phase diagram 
calculations. The phase stabilities of the metastable 
unaries, for which neither the melting temperature nor the 
entropy of fusion are experimentally accessible, were 
derived by an indirect procedure [1]. The melting points 
of the metastable phases were obtained utilizing phase 
boundary extrapolations from binary alloys [2]. Based on 
these estimated melting points the entropies of fusion of 
the metastable phases were obtained from the observed 
relationship between the entropy of fusion and melting 
point of stable phases. Since these developments the 
CALPHAD approach was successfully applied to a huge 
range of multicomponent materials. However, one should 
note that both, the extrapolation to the metastable melting 
points and the correlation between melting points and 
entropy of fusion, introduce uncertainties.  

In this work we propose a new methodology which is 
called TOR-TILD (two-optimized references 
thermodynamic integration using Langevin dynamics) 
[3]. The high computational efficiency of this approach 
enables the accurate determination of melting points and 
entropies of fusion that can serve as a reference database 
for CALPHAD. The method is based on the ab initio free 
energy approach, but it overcomes the two main 
challenges of traditional free energy approach, the high 
computational cost and the reliance on a good reference 
system for calculating the liquid free energies.  As a test 
case, we apply TOR-TILD to fcc Cu computing not only 
the melting point but various other melting properties, 
such as the entropy and enthalpy of fusion, and the 
volume change upon melting. Both the generalized 
gradient approximation (GGA) and the local-density 
approximation (LDA) are used to approximate the DFT 
exchange-correlation potential. Each of these 
approximations gives an appreciable error (about 100 K 
in the melting temperature). However, using both 
functionals gives a reliable ab initio confidence interval 
for the melting point (Figure 1), the enthalpy of fusion, 
and entropy of fusion. Our methodology is not limited to 
calculate the melting properties of unary, stable and 
nonmagnetic phases. With certain extensions, such as by 
taking into account the magnetic excitation or the 
configurational entropy, our approach can be 

straightforwardly applied to magnetic materials, binaries 
or higher order systems. Most importantly, it can be 
applied to metastable and dynamically unstable phases. 

Figure 1. Gibbs free energies of the liquid and the solid phase 
of Cu as a function of temperature. The Gibbs energies have 
been computed employing our ab initio approach (TOR-
TILD). GGA and LDA results give a reliable ab initio 
confidence interval for the experimental melting point of Cu. 
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Steel is widely used in the field of engineering 

application due to high strength, high toughness, good 
plasticity, good weldability, and low price. In recent 
years, the requirements of performance on the steel are 
higher and higher along with social economy 
development and technology progress, especially for 
structural steel. Jiang et al. [1] proposed that next-
generation high-performance structural materials are 
required for lightweight design and advanced energy 
applications. Therefore, the current research focuses on 
improving the strength of steel while increasing 
toughness. The addition of Mo and Nb in steel can 
effectively improve the strength of the material, which is 
due to the effect of solid solution strengthening, fine 
grain strengthening and dispersion strengthening. The 
one important effect of Mo and Nb is refined grain, which 
is an effective method to improve toughness. So far, the 
thermodynamic description and experimental data of the 
Fe–Mo–Nb ternary system was not reported in the 
literature. So the investigation of the Fe–Mo–Nb ternary 
system is very necessary.  

According to the Fe–Mo [2], Fe–Nb [3] and Mo–Nb [4] 
phase diagrams, the experimental scheme was designed 
in the present work. All samples were prepared by arc-
melting on a water-cooler copper crucible under high-
purity Ar atmosphere. Then the samples were 
encapsulated in quartz tubes under vacuum and heat 
treated at 1373 K for 60 days and at 1473 K for 45 days, 
respectively. Finally, the sample capsules were quenched 
in cold water to preserve the high temperature state. 

The isothermal sections of the Fe–Mo–Nb ternary 
system at 1373 K and 1473 K (Figure 1.) have been 
established by using X-ray diffraction (XRD) and 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) coupled with 
energy dispersion spectroscopy (EDS) techniques. The 
experimental results indicated that the isothermal section 
at 1373 K consists of six single-phase regions, nine two-
phase regions and four three-phase regions. Moreover, 
six single-phase regions, eight two-phase regions and 
three three-phase regions were determined in the 
isothermal section at 1473 K. The maximum solubilities 
of Mo in C14 phase and µ-Fe7Nb6 phase, and Nb in µ-
Fe7Mo6 phase were determined to be 26.97 at.%, 7.35 
at.%, 19.54 at.% at 1373 K, respectively. And the 
maximum solubilities of Mo in C14 phase and µ-Fe7Nb6 
phase, and Nb in µ-Fe7Mo6 phase were determined to be 
25.08 at.%, 10.4 at.%, 24.38 at.% at 1473 K, respectively. 

No ternary compounds were observed at 1373 K and 
1473 K. The experimental data of the Fe–Mo–Nb ternary 
system in the present work could provide guidance for 
the future thermodynamic assessments and practical 
applications. 
 

 

 
Figure 1. Isothermal sections of the Fe–Mo–Nb ternary 
system: (a) 1373 K, (b) 1473K 
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Pt-Fe-Au alloys with certain structures and phase compositions have wide applications in the fields of biomedical, 

chemical, energy and disk storage [1,2], but their alloy phase diagram information is still not enough to support the 
alloy development.  

In this work, the Pt-Fe-Au ternary alloy phase diagram in the whole composition range were experimentally 
established. Based on a previous determination work done by Xu et al [3], Six Pt-Fe-Au ternary alloys with 16 at.% Au 
were designed in this work. The alloy samples were prepared by arc melting under an Ar pressure of 0.5 mbar. The 
ingots were annealed at 1050 � for 2 days to promote homogeneity, and then were annealed at 950 � and 650 � for 
14 days and 30 days, respectively. All the annealed samples were quenched in water. The specimens were examined 
by means of X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and differential scanning calorimeter 
(DSC).  

Figure 1 shows the isothermal section of the Pt-Fe-Au system at 950�. Both the ordered L10_FePt and L12_FePt3 
can dissolve a certain amount of Au and can get equilibrium with the disordered fcc phase Au. While both in the Au-
Fe and Au-Pt sides are the phase equilibria between the two disordered fcc phases, Au/!Fe and Au/ Pt, i.e. the 
miscibility gaps within the fcc frame. Also we noticed that the single phase region of Au can stretch only along the 
Au-Fe and Au-Pt sides, which indicates that the thermodynamic stabilities of  the ordered L10_FePt and L12_FePt3 
phases are relatively high. 

 
Fig. 1 The isothermal section of the Pt-Fe-Au ternary system at 950�  
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Duplex stainless steels with Cr content between 20 and 

25 wt%, nickel content below 3 wt % and pitting 
resistance equivalent number (PREN = wt%Cr + 
3.3[wt%Mo] + 16[wt%N]) up to 30, are denoted lean 
duplex stainless steels (LDSS). Even though they did not 
present the same mechanical behavior of standard duplex 
stainless steels, LDSS present better corrosion resistance 
and mechanical strength than austenitic stainless steels, 
cobined to lower cost due to their lower Ni contents [1] 
[2]. There are evidences in literature [3] [4] that Nb can 
promote grain refinement in stainless steels, but there are 
few researches on the influence of Nb in LDSS. The main 
purpose of this work is the design of a lean duplex steel 
alloy with addition of niobium, for the understanding of 
the phase transformations during solidification and 
solution annealing treatment, comparing the results 
obtained with the estimated results by thermodynamic 
simulations using Thermo-Calc® software and TCFE7 
database. Both equilibrium condition and Scheil-Gulliver 
non-equilibrium solidification were simulated. 
Experimental LDSS (Fe-18.7Cr -1.6Ni-0.8Mo-0.26N-
2.9Mb-0.26Si-0.21Nb) were produced and characterized, 
and simulations varying Nb content are also conducted. 

According to the thermodynamic equilibrium 
simulations showed in Figure 1, there was two different 
solution treatment temperatures, the higher one dependent 
on Nb content, and the lower one at approximately 730 
°C. The lower solution temperature can be a solution for 
controlling grain growth. However, solution treatment at 
730 °C did not allow the formation of a strict duplex 
structure, since the formation of Cr2N type nitrides 
(HCP_A3 phase in Figure 1) is predicted. Unlike the 
simulations of phase equilibrium, Scheil simulations 
predicted the formation of NbN type nitrides 
(FCC_A1#2) from the liquid, and even after a long 
solution treatment (24 h at 730 °C) the NbN nitride 
formed during solidification are present in the 
microstructure together to the Cr2N nitrides. 

It can be concluded that the design of LDSS must be 
helped not only by equilibrium calculations, being 
important the study of Scheil-Guliver non-equilibrium 
solidification paths for the prediction of the phases in the 
as-cast and/or solution treated microstructures of LDSS. 
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Figure 1. Scheil-Gulliver and equilibrium results of the 
produced LDSS. 
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Cobalt, nickel and their alloys are used as binders in 

cemented carbides because of their superior wetting and 
adhesion properties. Ti plays an important role in 
manufacturing of graded cemented carbides. Ni is the 
major constituent of nickel-based super alloys which can 
be strengthened by alloying Co, Ti and other elements.  

To facilitate the research and development of relevant 
materials, a knowledge of phase equilibria in the Co-Ni-
Ti system is necessary. In this work, the phase diagram of 
this ternary system was experimentally investigated in full 
composition range and different temperatures. The 
liquidus projection was determined for the first time. Then 
thermodynamic assessment was conducted on the basis of 
current work and reliable data from literatures [1,2]. A set 
of self-consistent parameters were obtained to describe 
the Gibbs energy of both stable and meta-stable phases. 
The calculated phase diagram can reproduce the 
experimental data well and help us understand 
microstructure evolution during solidification.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 1. Calculated liquidus projection of the Co-Ni-Ti 
system 
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Abstract should not contain more than 500 words. It 

should include one figure/graphical abstract. 
Due to its excellent mechanical properties, heat 

resistance and thermo-chemical stability, ZrO2 ceramic is 
a potential candidate material for the solid oxide fuel cells 
(SOFC) [1]. However, the brittle nature of ZrO2 ceramic 
makes it hard to be integrated with stainless steel frames 
or interconnects into large and complex systems for 
SOFC applications [2]. Ag-based brazing materials are 
commonly used to join zirconia to stainless steel [3]. In 
addition, Cr is the main alloying element in the stainless 
steel. In the joint of YSZ and stainless steel connected by 
the Ag-based brazing alloys, the Ag-Zr-Cr system is a 
key subsystem, which influence on the microstructure of 
the interlayer.  

So far, the phase equilibria of the Ag-Cr-Zr system 
is remained unknown. As part of our work to establish a 
thermodynamic database for Ag-based alloys, this work 
aims to reveal the phase equilibria of this system at 1000 
and 750oC. To optimize the interfacial microstructure, 
understanding the thermodynamic properties of the joint 
connection between Ag-based alloys and YSZ and and 
stainless system is  essential. 

The isothermal sections of the Ag Cr Zr ternary 
system at 1000 and 750oC were experimentally 
established. A series of phases as well as their 
compositions and crystal structures were characterized 
on the annealed alloys by means of optical microscopy 
(OM), electron probe microanalysis (EPMA) and X-ray 
diffraction (XRD).  

Our studies have detected four three-phase regions 
at both 1000 and 750oC. (Ag) was observed to exist in 
solid state at 750oC, and in liquid state at 1000oC. No 
ternary compound was found in this system. The 
maximal solubilities of Cr in (Ag), Ag in ZrCr2, and Cr 
in AgZr2 at 1000oC are 4.12, 2.13, 0.91 at.%, 
respectively. At 750oC, the solid solubilities of Cr in 
AgZr and AgZr2 as well as Ag in ZrCr2 are about all 1 
at.%. 
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Fig. 1 Binary phase diagrams of the Ag Cr Zr ternary 
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Experimental data on structure and thermodynamics of 

oxides of rare earths, zirconium, and hafnium above 2000 
°C are scant and needed for Calphad modeling. The 
experimental methods based on Joule heating were 
proved to be very successful for thermochemical 
measurements on metals and alloys but not applicable to 
the oxides. The following techniques are being refined, 
developed, and applied to bridge this gap:  

i) Commercial differential thermal analyzers (DTA) 
operating above 2000 °C are available from several 
manufacturers for more than two decades. However their 
application for the oxides was limited by the absence of 
temperature and enthalpy standards above melting point 
of Al2O3 (Tm 2054 °C). The value for fusion enthalpy of 
Y2O3 (Tm 2439 °C) was recently validated by new 
measurements [1], and DTA calibration can now be 
extended to above 2400 °C. WRe alloy thermocouples, 
sensors and sample crucibles are the only choice for DTA 
above 1800 °C. Thus it is limited to reducing environment 
and by reactivity of oxides with tungsten. 

ii) New experimental technique, Drop-and-Catch 
(DnC) calorimetry, has been developed at UC Davis 
Thermochemistry Laboratory [2]. In this method, laser 
heated sample is dropped from high temperature using 
splittable nozzle aerodynamic levitator and caught into 
calorimeter at room temperature (Figure 1). Sample 
temperature is measured by spectropyrometer. Laser 
heating can provide temperatures limited only by sample 
evaporation. Aerodynamic levitation and radiation 
thermometry allow for operation in variable environment 
(air, Ar, oxygen, water vapor). The method has been 
validated by measurement of Al2O3 fusion enthalpy [2] 
and successfully used to measure fusion enthalpies of 
Y2O3 [1], HfO2, ZrO2, Lu2O3, Yb2O3, and Tm2O3. Due to 
thermal gradients in levitated samples the uncertainties in 
fusion enthalpies from DnC are often as large as 
10 kJ/mol. The method is in active development.  

iii) High temperature X-ray and neutron diffraction 
experiments provide data on thermal expansion, volume 
changes on phase transformation and can be used for in-
situ phase diagram determination. We demonstrated that 
high temperature powder-like diffraction patterns can be 
obtained on solid oxides using aerodynamic levitators 
already available in user programs at Advanced Photon 
Source (APS, beamline 6-ID-D) [3] and at Spallation 
Neutron Source (SNS, NOMAD) [4]. These instruments 
were originally developed to study structure of melts, but 
can be used with amenable to laser heating solid samples 
without any modifications (Figure 1). The method is in 
active use and development by several research groups. 

 
 

Figure 1. Drop-and-Catch calorimetry and high 
temperature synchrotron X-ray diffraction experiments on 
aerodynamically levitated laser heated samples. 
Spectropyrometer (Sp-p) is used for contactless temperature 
measurement on levitated sample. 
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Figure 1. Calculated liquidus projection 
 
Electrolysis of molten fluorides is one of the promising 
methods foreseen for the recovery and recycling of rare 
earth metals from used magnets. In order to optimally 
design such processes, knowledge of phase equilibria and 
thermodynamics of LiF-DyF3-NdF3 system is crucial. 
However, there is a dearth of such information in the 
literature [1]. In the present work we report 
thermodynamic optimization of LiF-DyF3-NdF3 system 
using the CALPHAD approach. Gibbs energy modelling 
for LiF-NdF3 system was carried out using the 
constitutional data from literature [2-4]. Ab initio 
calculations were used to obtain enthalpy of formation of 
LiDyF4, a phase that is found to exist in the LiF-DyF3 
system [5]. Along with the constitutional data available 
in the literature [1-3], thermodynamic modelling was 
carried out for this system. Liquidus and solidus 
temperatures and enthalpy of fusion at various 
compositions were measured using differential thermal 
analysis (DTA) for the NdF3-DyF3 system. Subsequently, 
X-ray powder diffraction was employed to confirm the 
nature of the solid solution. The obtained information 
was used for modelling Gibbs energy functions of 
equilibrium phases in this system. DTA was also used to 
obtain the constitutional data pertaining to different 
compositions in the LiF-NdF3-DyF3 ternary system. The 
Gibbs energy functions for limiting binaries determined 
in this work, along with the experimental data, were used 
to obtain thermodynamic descriptions of  

 
 
all equilibrium phases in the LiF-NdF3-DyF3 system 
shown in figure 1. 
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Cu alloys are used for electrical parts such as electrical 
connectors and lead frames because the electrical 
conductivity of copper base alloys is high. The knowledge 
of diffusivity is indispensable to understand formation 
mechanism, optimize technological parameters and 
design a new type of Cu alloys. In this paper, for the first 
time an atomic mobility for multi-component Cu alloys 
(Ag–Al–As–B–Be–Bi–Ca–Ce–Co–Cu–Cr–Fe–H–In–
Mg–Mn–Nb–Ni–O–P–Pb–S–Se–Si–Sn–Te–Ti–Y–Zn–
Zr) has been established via a hybrid approach of 
experiment, first-principles calculations, semi-empirical 
methods and DICTRA (DIffusion Controlled 
TRAnsformation) software, focusing on the atomic 
mobility parameters in binary systems. The reliability of 
present diffusivity database is validated by numerous 
comparison between the model-predicted diffusion 
properties and the experimentally measured ones. This 
approach is of general validity and applicable to establish 
mobility databases of technically important alloys. 

 

 
Figure 1. Graphical abstract[1-3] 
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Abstract  
In recent years, magnesium alloys have received 

considerable attention for wide and attractive applications 
in the aircraft, automotive, aerospace and communication 
due to their low density, earth abundance, good castability 
and high specific strength as well [1,2]. As one of the most 
typical alloying elements in Mg alloys, Al can strongly 
enhance the strength and ductility through solid solution 
strengthening and precipitation hardening. Thus, there is 
a strong interest to further study the microstructure and 
properties of these alloys [3] that requires reliable kinetic 
information. 

Magnesium has the representative anisotropic hcp 
structure with c/a = 1.6236, and thus it is considered that 
the diffusion of alloying elements in hcp Mg sustains an 
anisotropic behavior depending on crystal orientation.  

Herein, the main purpose of the present study is to 
investigate the anisotropic interdiffusion behaviour in hcp 
Mg-Al alloys via performing the diffusion couple 
experiments in the samples with large grains over 1000 
µm at 673 K. The interdiffusion coefficients were 
extracted from the composition profiles in the diverse 
grains with typical declination angles , defined as the 
angels between the diffusion direction and the c-axis of 
the grain, which was measured by EBSD technique. 
Afterwards, the interdiffusion coefficients, along the basal 
plane and parallel to the c-axis of the grain, were split 
from the comprehensive interdiffusion coefficients. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of anisotropic diffusion 
behaviour. 
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A composition- and temperature-dependent mobility 

database including bulk, grain boundary and dislocation 
diffusion in -Al2O3 was developed. Three sets of 
mobility parameters for aluminum diffusion were 
evaluated. The experimental results including mass gain, 
oxide scale microstructure resulting from aluminum 
exposed at 1350 °C in air for 24 h were presented. Kinetic 
modeling of the oxidation of pure aluminum were 
performed using CALPHAD method. The parameter set 
supporting that aluminum diffusion in -Al2O3 has similar 
order of magnitude with oxygen diffusion can reproduce 
experimental oxide thicknesses with good accuracy. Both 
simulations and experiments indicate the internal and 
external oxidation occur simultaneously.  
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Figure 1. SEM/SE image of cross sections of the sample 
exposed for 24 h in air condition at 1350 °C showing (a) after 
corrosion with HF and (b) original oxide before corrosion ; 
Simulated oxide thicknesses with parameter set 3 compared 
with experimental data (c) at 1350 °C (d) at 1150°C, 1250°C, 
1450°C, 1550°C   
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Nb-Si based alloys are considered as alternative 

materials to Ni-based alloys because of their advantages, 
such as high melting point, low density and relatively high 
strength at elevated temperatures [1]. The optimization of 
Nb-Si based alloys for high-temperature structural 
applications has led to the development of ranges of anti-
oxidation coatings such as silicide coatings and aluminide 
coatings [2]. The silicide coatings modified with other 
elements can greatly increase the oxidation resistance of 
Nb-Si based alloys. However, the coatings deteriorate 
because of interdiffusion between the substrate and the 
coatings and the formation of the oxide scale [3]. 
Therefore, a B-modified silicide coating on Nb-Si based 
alloys has received attentions and the diffusion paths 
during Si and B co-deposition and annealing need to be 
fundamentally understood. 

In this work, a B-modified silicide coating was 
designed and successfully fabricated on an Nb-Si based 
alloy by pack cementation process. The Nb-Si based alloy 
with a nominal composition of Nb-22Ti-16Si-17Cr-2Hf-
2Al (at.%) prepared by arc-melting method was used as 
the substrate. The pack mixture, namely, the composition 
of 8Si-8TiB2-5NaF-79Al2O3 (wt.%) was applied to 
manufacture the B-modified silicide coating. Thereafter, 
the coating was prepared at 1300ºC for 10 h under Ar 
atmosphere. After the preparation, the coated specimen 
was annealed in vacuum at 1250ºC for 50 h. The phases 
and compositions of the coating and substrate were 
characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and scanning 
electron microscope (SEM). Finally, the composition 
profiles resulting from the interdiffusion during the 
preparation of the coating and the annealing, were 
acquired by electron probe micro-analysis (EPMA). 

It is within the interdiffusion area that the distinct 
coating layers were sequentially identified as 
NbSi2+NbTiB4  NbSi2  NbSi2+(Ti,Nb)5Si4  
(Ti,Nb)5Si4+(Nb,Ti)5Si3, whereas the Nb-Si base alloy 
contains three phases, Nb solid solution (Nb,Ti)ss, silicide 
(Nb,Ti)5Si3 and Laves phase NbCr2, respectively. The 
diffusion path during the preparation of the coating was 
therefore elucidated and is shown in Fig.1. The present 
approach can provide an effective way for design, 
development and tuning microstructure of the coatings on 

Nb-Si based alloys. Further investigation on the diffusion 
path of the oxidation for the coated alloy is underway. 

 
Figure 1. Diffusion path of the Nb-Si based alloy coated with 
B-modified silicide coating on isothermal tetrahedron of Nb-
Ti-Si-Cr system [4]. 
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In recent years, the Co–Ni–Ti system has attracted 

increasing attention of different researchers owing to its 
technological importance: superalloys [1], shape memory 
alloys [2], high-entropy alloys [3], permanent magnets 
[4]. Our present work is aimed to establish new-type Co- 
and Ni-based superalloys thermodynamic database, 
which require experimental phase diagram information on 
the Co–Ni–Ti subsystem. For strengthening the 
superalloys, homogenization annealing should be carried 
out around 1373 K and above, so the solidification paths 
of the as-cast alloys and phase equilibria relations at 1373 
K are very meaningful. 

The liquidus surface projection and isothermal section 
at 1373 K of the Co–Ni–Ti system have been established 
by using the methods of scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM) with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), 
powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD), and differential 
thermal analysis (DTA). 9 primary solidification regions 
and 6 ternary invariant reactions were deduced in the 
liquidus surface projection. 7 three-phase regions and 16 
two-phase regions were derived in the isothermal section 
at 1373 K. Besides, the PXRD results indicated that the 
ternary compound  with Co3V-structure existed in both 
liquidus surface projection and isothermal section at 1373 
K. The ternary compound  formed the extended primary 
field in the centre of the liquidus surface projection and its 
homogeneity ranges of Co in the isothermal section was 
measured to be from 34 to 51 at.%. The present 
experimental results could be used as guidance to 
practical applications and input to future thermodynamic 
assessments. 

 
Figure 1. Liquidus surface projection of the Co–Ni–Ti 
system. 

 

 
Figure 2. Isothermal section at 1373 K of the Co–Ni–Ti 
system. 
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Abstract 

With the consideration of the phase equilibrium 
dependency of Mg upon temperature and pressure, the 
phase diagram of Magnesium unary system is 
constructed. The gaseous phase of the Mg system consists 
of the species Mg and Mg2, and the condensed phases are 
liquid, hexagonal close-packed (HCP_A3) and body 
centered cubic (BCC_A2). The real solution model is 
applied to describe the molar Gibbs free energy of gaseous 
species by taking the fugacity coefficient into account to 
make sure that the P-T phase diagram under high 
temperature and high pressure is valid. As for the 
description of the molar Gibbs free energy for condensed 
phases, the temperature and pressure dependent 
Murnaghan equation is employed, which is represented by 
Gpress and is correlated with the molar volume, the 
variations of voluminal thermal expansivity and 
compressibility with temperature, and the variation of 
bulk modulus with pressure. The pressure correction 
factors of condensed phases for Gpress are optimized 
according to available literature data, by use of Pandat 
software package. The calculated melting curve of HCP-
Mg at low pressure matches well with the Clausius-
Clapeyron equation. The calculated results for the 
variations of the molar volume and volume ratio with 
pressure and the molar heat capacity with temperature are 
in good agreement with experimental reports. 
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Figure 1. The optimized phase diagram of Mg system compared with experimental data:  

(a) The lg(P/Pa)-T/K global diagram; (b) The enlarged partial diagram. 
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Au-Pt based alloys are widely used as catalyst materials. The study on the Au-Pt-Ni ternary system can offer an 

idea for the design of noble metal catalysts and is important for understanding the interaction between atoms in noble 
metal systems. 

Au-Pt-Ni ternary phase diagram has been experimentally studied by Carmio and Meijering[1], where a series of 
isothermal sections at 812, 950, 1000, 1150, and 1260 � have been constructed. However, the phase diagram data at 
lower temperatures are scarce and the order-disorder transitions in this system are not clear till now. 

Therefore, in this work, the Au-Pt-Ni ternary phase diagram is calculated by means of the CALPHAD approach. 
The binary thermodynamic assessments done by Xu et al. [2] for the Au-Pt system, done by Wang et al. [3] for the Au-
Ni system and by Lu et al.[4] for the Ni-Pt system were adopted. The ternary liquid and the disordered fcc_A1 solid 
phases were described by a sub-regular solution model. The ordering contributions of L12_Ni3Pt, L10_NiPt and 
L12_NiPt3 were described by a four-sublattice model, as selected in the work of Lu et al.[4].  

The model parameters of the ternary liquid and the fcc_A1 phases at higher temperatures were optimized 
according to the phase diagram data taken from the work of Carmio and Meijering[1]. After that, the order-disorder 
transitions between fcc_A1 and L12_Ni3Pt, L10_NiPt and L12_NiPt3 at lower temperatures were thermodynamically 
calculated. Fig. 1 shows the calculated phase diagrams in the present work. The phase equilibria between the liquid 
and the disordered fcc phases of (Ni,Pt) and (Au), as well as the miscibility gap within the fcc frame between (Au) 
and (Ni,Pt) have been well described, and agreed well with the experimental work of Carmio and Meijering[1], as 
shown in Fig. 1(a). Fig. 1(b) shows the calculated isothermal section at 500 �. The results show that, at lower 
temperatures in this system, there are three ternary ordered-disorder transitions between the disordered fcc type of 
(Au) and the ordered phases of L12_Ni3Pt, L10_NiPt and L12_NiPt3, and two miscibility gaps between the disordered 
fcc type of phases, (Au)/ (Ni) and (Au)/(Pt). 

  
                                                          �a	                                                                              �b	 

Fig. 1 The calculated phase diagrams of the Au-Pt-Ni system in the present work: (a) the calculated isothermal section at 
1150 �, compared with the experimental data of Carmio and Meijering[1]; (b) the calculated isothermal section at 500 �, 
showing the phase equibilria between the disordered fcc type of (Au) and the ordered phases of L12_Ni3Pt, L10_NiPt and 
L12_NiPt3 at lower temperatures� 
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There is a growing concern with the levels of lead in 

materials for diverse applications, such as welding of 
electronic compounds, due to the toxicity of lead which, 
in direct contact or by contamination of natural resources, 
poses severe health issues. For this reason, there is a 
tendency to banish Pb-based alloys, increasing the interest 
in lead-free solders and new materials for these 
applications. Among the possible candidates for 
consumables, the most promising alloys are based on the 
Sn-Ag, Sn-Cu, and Sn-In binary systems [1], as the 
substrate is usually Ag, Au, Cu, and Ni (or alloys of these 
elements). In order to eliminate lead from welding 
applications, the study of all combinations of the elements 
cited above must be investigated, and the Ni-In system is 
one of the key systems for the development of 
multicomponent lead-free solders. 

The main goal of the present reassessment is to update 
the thermodynamic description of the Ni-In  binary phase 
diagram using experimental and ab-initio data from the 
literature [2], following the Compound Energy Formalism 
(CEF) within the scope of the CALPHAD method.  

The thermodynamic assessment was carried out using 
the PARROT module of the Thermo-Calc computational 
package. All pure element data were taken from Dinsdale 
[3]. During the optimization of the model parameters, 
according to the reliability of each experiment, different 
weights were set in order to get a better overall 
description, respecting all the available data in the 
literature. For that reason, since experiments on the liquid 
phase tend to be crucial to a thermodynamic optimization, 
leading to a more reliable description, they were set with 
a higher weight in the present assessment. 

The new assessment fixes problems with the 
description of the liquid phase avoiding the restabilization 
of solid phases at high temperatures, found in the most 
recent assessment available in the literature [4]. As a 
result, we obtained a more suitable thermodynamic 
database containing the description of the Ni-In phase 
diagram. Therefore, we conclude that the present work is 
a step forward to further improve multicomponent 
databases for lead-free solder applications. 

The resulting binary Ni-In phase diagram is shown in 
Figure 1, together with selected experimental information 
from the literature. 

 
 
 
 

 

Figure 1. Calculated Ni-In phase diagram 
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High specific strength, excellent corrosion 
resistance and biocompatibility make titanium 
alloys the backbone materials in airspace, marine 
and biomedical industries[1]. Most titanium alloys 
are multiconponent that are alloyed with the 
elements classified as  and  stabilizers, 
respectively. The most used  stabilizer in Ti alloys 
is Al which can lift the  transus temperature and 
enhance the tensile and creep strength whereas the 

 stabilizers like Nb, V, Mo and Cr can provide 
superb high strength. In particular, high temperature 
performance of Ti alloys in airspace industry is 
greatly improved by alloying with Nb, while in the 
biomedical field, much efforts have been made to 
develop vanadium free -titanium alloys by using 
nontoxic elements such as Nb because of the 
suspicion of toxicity of vanadium to the human 
body [2]. All these properties of such -titanium 
alloys are closely related to the microstructures 
developed by recovery, recrystallization, grain 
growth, transformation and precipitation which are 
controlled by the diffusion phenomena in alloys.   
In this work, diffusion behavior in Ti-Al-Nb ternary 
BCC alloys was investigated at 1473 K by the 
experimental solid-state diffusion couple technique. 
The extraction of inter- and impurity diffusion 
coefficients, by Whittle-Green [3] and generalized 
Hall [4] methods respectively, enables the diffusion 
properties of BCC Ti-Al-Nb alloys to be 
constructed at the Ti-rich corner. The determined 
diffusion data, together with those from the 
literature, have been thoroughly evaluated and then 
assessed to develop the atomic mobility for the bcc 
Ti-Al-Nb ternary system. The validated mobility 
parameters have been applied to predict a full 
diffusion picture of the Ti-Al-Nb BCC alloys and 
interesting interdiffusion behavior of the diffusion 

couple experiments. Figure 1 shows a simulated 
composition profile of Ti/Ti-16.7at.%Nb diffusion 
couple at 1473 K for 12 h compared with the 
experimental measurement.  

 
Figure 1. Simulated composition profile of Ti/Ti-16.7at.%Nb 
diffusion couple at 1473 K for 12 h compared with the 
experimental measurement (symbols). 
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Copper alloys have been widely used in electricity, 

electron communication, electromechanical device etc. 
due to their good combination with high thermal and 
electrical conductivities and high-strength. Knowledge 
of phase diagram and thermodynamics is a prerequisite 
for understanding many scientific and technological 
disciplines of Cu-based alloys. Thus, the thermo-
dynamic database of Cu alloys (AUSTCSUTDCU1) has 
been developed by us. To establish a reliable 
thermodynamic database, an integrated approach of key 
experiments and CALPHAD modeling, supplemented 
with first-principles calculations, are utilized.  

AUSTCSUTDCU1 contains 30 elements, which 
cover the major alloying and adding elements in most 
commercial Cu alloys. 220 binary and 50 ternary systems 
have been assessed over the entire composition range. 
AUSTCSUTDCU1 includes about 300 different solution 
phases and intermetallic compounds, which are the most 
of the important Cu-based alloy phases. In this 
thermodynamic database, the compounds with the same 
crystal structure have been described by the same 
modeling and merged into one phase. The gas phase is 
treated as the ideal gas  in this database. 

A few phase diagrams[1-4] of the binary and ternary 
systems calculated with the current database are 
presented. A wide range of compositions from pure Cu 
to complex commercial copper alloys can be calculated. 
The phase equilibria for multicomponent systems can be 
predicted by extrapolation based on binary, ternary and 
in some cases higher order systems. Some experiments 
available in higher order systems are compared with the 
results of calculations using the current database. 

Case study for the high-strength and high-
conductivity Cu-Cr-Zr based and ultrahigh-strength Cu-
Ni-Sn and Cu-Ni-Si based copper alloys is introduced, 
then the applications of this database is demonstrated. 
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Fig. 1 Calculated the Cu-Be phase diagram[4] 
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The only intermediate phase in the U-Ti binary 

system, i.e. U2Ti, and that in the U-Zr system, i.e. UZr2, 
have the same crystallography. Consequently, the two 
binary phases share the same designation of $ in the 
present work. The two $ phases offer a promising field of 
investigation both as binary alloys and ternary alloy 
combinations. Although a large amount of work has been 
done on the binary alloys, very limited work on the 
ternary system has been reported in the literature. 

Precipitation-strengthened Nb alloys have shown a 
potential as high-temperature structural materials for 
aerospace applications [1]. The achievement of suitable 
properties and superior creep resistance at service 
conditions requires that the second phase particles remain 
in a relatively small amount but being stable and evenly 
dispersed in the matrix. The key to the design of such a 
microstructure lies in the thermodynamic description of 
the precipitate phase. The thermodynamic description of 
C%Zr%Nb ternary system is needed in order to simulate 
the grain growth and the precipitation in conjunction with 
the kinetic databases through the phase-field method. 

 Fig. 1 compares the calculated isothermal section for 
U-Ti-Zr system at 575 °C in the whole composition range 
with the experimental data [2]. Most phase equilibria in 
the U-Ti-Zr system at 575 °C can be well accounted for 
by the present modeling. A large difference for the single 
bcc phase range between calculated Ti%Zr binary system 
and the assessment one causes the discrepancy for the 
homogeneity range of the ternary bcc phase between 
calculation and approximate experimental data. 

In Fig.2, the presently computed volume fraction of 
carbide at various temperatures is plotted against 0.2 and 
fracture toughness. It is possible to control the volume 
fraction of carbide to obtain a balance of strength at high 
temperature and ductility at room temperature. The 
maximum ZrC concentration can be calculated 
thermodynamically for the co-existence of ZrC and (Nb), 
which is expected to have a good ductility according to 
their experiment [3]. 
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Figure 1. Calculated isothermal section of the U-Ti-Zr 

system at 575 °C together with the experimental data [2]. 
 

 
Figure 2. The presently performed Scheil-simulation for the 

alloys with different carbide concentrations according to Tan et 
al. [3] 
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Uranium-based alloys used as nuclear fuel materials 

have gained great technological interests due to their high 
strength, ductility, and good oxidation and radiation 
resistances. Ti, Nb, and Zr have been proved to be 
promising alloying elements in advanced U-based alloy. 
For instance, the addition of Ti is beneficial to increasing 
the strength and toughness of uranium alloys, and Nb is 
characterized by excellent high temperature corrosion 
resistance, and the addition of Zr improves the thermal 
conductivity and the solidus temperature. Besides, the 
stability of the body-centered cubic phase is promoted by 
summating a variety of alloying elements with bcc lattice, 
such as Nb and Ti, which greatly reduces the possibility 
of radiation swelling due to the decomposition of the bcc 
phase in Uranium-based alloys [1]. 

Most solid-state reactions are largely dependent upon 
thermodynamic behavior and complex diffusion 
processes. Practically, a good knowledge of diffusion 
information is needed to establish process flow sheets for 
fabrication and the service life prediction of alloys [2]. 
Therefore, it is of great interest to develop reliable 
thermodynamic and kinetic databases for U-based alloys, 
so as to get an insight into the diffusion-controlled 
transformation and facilitate new alloy design. Although 
the thermodynamic studies for U-based alloys are 
reported in the literature [3], a relatively less attention has 
been paid to the development of the kinetic database.  

This work aims to assess the atomic mobilities for bcc 
phase of U-X (X=Nb, Ti, Zr) binary systems, including: 
1) critically evaluating diffusion data available in the 
literature in the aspects of both experiments and 
calculations; 2) based on the experimental data and the 
update thermodynamic descriptions within the 
CALPHAD framework, the atomic mobilities of U, Nb, 
Ti, and Zr in U-X(X=Nb, Zr, Ti) bcc alloys were assessed 
with the DICTRA software. 

 For each system, comprehensive comparison shows 
that a good agreement between the calculated and 
experimental data was obtained. The developed mobilities 
in conjunction with the thermodynamic parameters were 
also used to describe the marker movement in the U/Zr as 
well as U/Ti diffusion couples, and a satisfactory result 

was obtained. The presently obtained atomic mobilities 
can describe diffusion phenomenon more accurately than 
previously reported atomic mobilities.  

 
 

Figure 1. Calculated interdiffusion coefficients of the bcc U–
Zr alloys as compared to experiments and previous 
calculations. In order to represent all of the experimental 
data in one figure, these experimental data and the predicted 
curves are shifted to the location Log10 DU

ZrZr+ M with M = 
-1 for 1223 K, M = -0.5 for 1123 K, M = 0 for 1073 K, M =+0.5 
for 1023 K 
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Abstract.  
Nitriding is an important low-temperature 

thermochemical surface treatment that is applied to 
improve mechanical properties such as wear and 
corrosion resistance in steel parts and components [1]. 

Although nitriding is a well-established surface 
treatment, its process parameters change from one 
material to another. One of the main concerns is the 
control of formation of nitrides and carbides precipitation 
i.e Fe2-3(C,N) and Fe4N type. [2]  Traditionally, 
optimization of nitriding process is performed mostly 
experimentally, which can be time and cost consuming. 
CALPHAD methodology can combine experimental 
results with theoretical simulations in order to predict 
materials behavior.  Since this process is very sensitive to 
tiny changes in its parameters,  A CALPHAD approach 
that could predict and control the appearance of nitrides 
in the compound and diffusion zone is highly desirable. 

M2 steel is one of the most widespread used materials 
for traditional cutting operations and tools [3]. Due to its 
high demand, the application of surface treatments, such 
as nitriding, has been required to improve its performance. 
Although models and simulations for this process are 
available in open literature, their application in some 
materials, as is the case for M2 steel, has not been 
developed yet. Particularly, simulations must be 
performed to understand the thermodynamic phenomena 
that take place during nitriding processes used for cutting 
tools [4]. 

In this work, we study the phenomena occurred during 
plasma assisted nitriding in M2 tool grade steel using 
DICTRA® and Thermo-Calc® software. We analyze the 
effect of processing time on the precipitation and growth 
of nitrides and carbides (see figure 1) and we compare and 
discuss the theoretical results to the experimental values. 

 

 
Figure 1. Optical micrograph of nitrided AISI M2 steel 
during 3.5h 
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� Thermal vacancies and vacancy complexes in solids 

have not been treated explicitly in the CALPHAD-type 
thermodynamic assessments. Since the properties of the 
thermal vacancies may have an important role in dynamic 
simulations such as precipitations and diffusion 
processes, it is necessary to describe them in a form of the 
Gibbs energy. In the present work, the description of the 
mono vacancy for pure metals was expanded to vacancy 
complexes in solid solutions where the interaction 
energies between solute-solute, vacancy-vacancy and 
vacancy-solute were taken into account the Gibbs energy 
functions.  

For the FCC solid solution in the Al-Cu system, the 
parameters were tentatively given based on number of 
experimental data and listed in Table 1 where wi:j, Ei-

Va_Bind, Tm, and R are pair interaction between mono 
vacancies in a host element i, a binding energy between a 
mono vacancy and a single solute atom, melting 
temperature, and the gas constant, respectively. Some 
parameters were taken from the assessment [1]. This 
results have been partly presented in the paper [2]. The 
details of the parameter assessments and calculated results 
will be given in the presentation.  
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Table 1 Parameter set (J/mol) for the FCC solid solution 
in the Al-Cu binary system, where Va denotes vacancy. 
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As the relationship between thermodynamic properties 

(i.e. enthalpy, entropy, Gibbs energy and heat capacity 
etc.) and thermophysical properties (i.e. volume, thermal 
expansivity, elastic properties etc.) has not been well 
investigated in traditional methods, many properties were 
modeled seperately, thus resulting in abnormal behavior 
such as predicting negative entropy at high pressures etc.. 
The Helmholtz energy approach adopted in the present 
work is based on the Morse function, the free electron 
Fermi gas model, as well as a modified Debye-Grüneisen 
model ensuring intrinsic thermodynamic relationship 
satisfied.  

For a system of fcc Al containing N atoms, the total 
Helmholtz energy ( , )F T V , which is expressed as a 
function of T and V, comprises the total energy at 0K, the 
contribution due to thermal excitations of electrons and 
the free energy of the vibrating lattice, i.e. 

tot el D( , ) ( ) ( , ) ( , )F T V E V F T V F T V= + + . )(tot xE  is 
calculated by a Morse function, while the free electron 
model is adopted for ),(el VTF . As to the free energy of 
vibrating lattice, the quasiharmonic approximation based 
on the Debye-Grüneisen model is introduced to describe 
the phonon density of state (DOS), which is approved to 
be an accurate method for temperatures below ~1500K. 

All the model parameters have been evaluated in the 
assessment module PARROT of Thermo-Calc software 
by using comprehensively collected experimental data on 
heat capacity, bulk modulus, elastic modulus, thermal 
expansivity and molar volume over extensive temperature 
and pressure ranges. Most of the experimental data for 
both thermodynamic and thermophysical properties for 
fcc Al can be reproduced with high accuracy for materials 
engineering applications. For instance, in Fig. 1, our 
calculated bulk modulus of fcc Al agrees well with the 
data from Kamm and Alers, Gerlich and Fisher, Ho and 
Ruoff and the assessment done by Wang and Reeber. 
Meanwhile, the assessed volume compressibility agrees 
with the experimental data even extending to 1000 GPa 
and there exhibits an overall excellent conformance for 
various experimental data of the heat capacity in the 
literature. Since all the properties are constrained by 
intrinsic thermodynamic relationships and each property 
cannot be adjusted freely in the assessment, it is regarded 
as an effective and accurate way to identify inconsistent 
experimental data. 

 
Figure 1. (a) Comparisons between the assessed bulk modulus 
and the experimental data for fcc Al at atmospheric pressure; (b) 
Normalized molar volume with respect to volume for fcc Al at 1 
bar and 300 K: up to 1000 GPa; (c) Calculated heat capacity in 
comparison with the experimental data for fcc Al at atmospheric 
pressure 
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The collection of data calculated with CALPHAD models for 
multicomponent systems in a multiway array forms a 
thermodynamic tensor. The variables used for collection are the 
modes of this tensor and if temperature is constant, the number 
of modes or its order is equal to the number of molar fractions 
of the independent components.  
For a quaternary system a third order thermodynamic tensor can 
be constructed, containing for instance, the values of calculated 
Gibbs free energy. This tensor is necessarily incomplete [1], 
since the sum of all molar fractions must add to one and 
calculations disobeying this constraint are unphysical. This 
results in a tensor with the shape of a pyramid as seen in Fig 
1.(a), where only points inside the space delimited by the 
dashed lines can be calculated. For each additional component 
included in the system, the size of the tensor grows 
exponentially and it rapidly becomes impossible to generate, 
store and used such tensors due to the large number of entries. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1(a). Illustration of a third order incomplete thermodynamic 
tensor  with dimension . (b) A canonical polyadic 
decomposition writes the third order tensor as a sum of  rank-1 
terms, each being represented by three non-zero factor vectors 
representing the three modes of the tensor. (c) The collection of 
factor vectors into factor matrices, indicated by arrows for mode 
two, containing the coefficients modelling the original tensor. The 
collection of all factor matrices for a given rank  is named a 
thermodynamic tensor model (TTM). 

However, by modelling the tensor with a canonical polyadic 
decomposition technique [2], the data can be represented with 
a sum of  rank-1 terms Fig 1(b). With each term being 
composed of three non-zero factor vectors containing the 
coefficients which will model the original tensor. The collection 
of all factor vectors of a given mode into a factor matrix Fig 
1(c) provides a compact representation of the system. The 
major advantage of this approach is that if more components are 
considered, the number of coefficients modelling the tensor 
only grows linearly and thus the exponential dependency is 
broken. 
This technique also offers an efficient way to retrieve any 
required entry of the original tensor without the need of its full 
calculation. Phase-field models [3] can be specially benefited 
from this approach, where simulations coupled with CALPHAD 
data [4] for higher order systems do not suffer the consequences 
caused by the increased dimensionality. 
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The Tungsten-Oxygen (W-O) study involves applications or 
research aimed at topics such as photochromic and 
electrochromic windows, erasable optical storage devices, 
catalysts, gas sensors, humidity, and temperature. Films 
belonging to W-O system compounds have led to research in 
future use for novel devices. Therefore, understanding their 
physical properties represent a great scientific interest. The 
tungsten trioxide WO3 is the most studied compound in the 
system. However, due to theoretical and experimental 
deficiencies in the thermodynamic and physical description, 
this system has not been entirely determined. For this reason, 
a thermodynamic assessment is necessary for the W-O 
system, to propose a new completely phase diagram, and to 
have knowledge in all phases to belong to the system. 
 
To perform the present thermodynamic study, CALPHAD 
methodology was applied through Thermo-Calc® software 
2015. The experimental properties  and thermodynamic data 
available in the literature was considered. Also, the 
information of phase diagram proposed experimentally has 
been deeply examined in the present study. 36 phases were 
taken into account, some of them experimentally supported 
by previous studies and others were tanking base on the Mo-
O system. Due to the similarity between the W and Mo 
elements. 
 
Fundamental calculations were performed by using DFT 
(density functional theory) to determine the W-O ground 
state (Figure 1). According to it, 14 phases are favorable 
energetically and were included in the W-O system model. 
Twelve of them were treated as intermetallic stoichiometry 
phases, which were addressed by a polynomial model 
proposed by Ansara and Sundman [3], while the liquid phase 
teatred as "ionic liquid model" (referencia).The adjustable 
parameters were optimized in PARROT module of 
Thermocalc. Thermodynamic quantities were consistent with 
the experimentally reported. The Phase's Gibbs energies were 
interpolated throughout the entire composition range in order 
to obtain an entirely W-O phase diagram (Figure 2). The 
proposed invariant reactions were calculated, within an error 
near to 10%. In addition, two nonreported reactions have 
been proposed. The ground state performed by DFT was in 
agreement with the experimental data available reported 
phases. 
 

Figure 1. W-O ground state 
Figure 2. W-O Diagram 
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Rare earth (RE) zirconates attract more and more 

attention as TBC materials due to their low thermal 
conductivity. In recent years it was found that even more 
improvement in their performance can be achieved via 
cation substitution. However, available literature on 
phase equilibria consists mostly of binary RE2O3-ZrO2 
systems, with very little thermodynamic data on RE2O3-
RE’2O3-ZrO2 systems. 

The paper provides with thermodynamic database for 
La2O3-Gd2O3-ZrO2 ternary system derived using 
CALPHAD approach. All three binary systems, i.e. 
La2O3-ZrO2, Gd2O3-ZrO2 and La2O3-Gd2O3 were already 
described in literature [1-3] using compound energy 
formalism and extrapolated to ternary system [4]. 
Therefore the complete thermodynamic description is 
already available in literature but it has not been yet 
experimentally verified. Selected compositions were 
synthesized and heat treated at 1673K and 1873K. 
Afterwards they were characterized using X-ray powder 
diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscope 
combined with energy dispersive spectroscope 
(SEM/EDS), differential thermal analysis (DTA) and 
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). 

Stoichiometric Gd2Zr2O7 and La2Zr2O7 exhibited 
unlimited mutual solubility, which is in agreement with 
available literature data. Heat capacity measurements 
revealed consistency with Neuman-Kopp calculations. 
However, homogeneity range of pyrochlore phase both 
in ZrO2-rich and RE-rich directions was found to be 
wider than calculated. Additionally, fluorite phase in 
ternary system also exhibited extended stability towards 
La2O3-ZrO2 line comparing to calculated diagram. 

Major inconsistencies with literature data were 
revealed for RE-rich compositions. Thermodynamic 
description of binary La2O3-Gd2O3 system is valid only 
high temperature (>2200K) where experimental data [5] 
were used. Experimental data obtained in ternary system 
indicated the predicted phase stabilities in La2O3-Gd2O3 
system at 1673K and 1873K were incorrect. Additional 
compositions were selected to re-evaluate this system. 
Two phase area La2O3 (A) + Gd2O3 (B) was found at 
1673K and 62.5% La2O3 being relatively narrow. The 
calculated phase diagram for the Gd2O3-La2O3 system is 
presented in Figure 1. The obtained results were used for 
optimization of ternary system. 

Calculated phase diagram were found to be in good 
agreement with experimental data.  

 
Figure 1. Calculated phase diagram of the Gd2O3-La2O3 system 
along with experimental data 
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Abstract 
Experiments into new materials are often times not cost 

effective and the chances of producing new materials can 
be very minuscule.  Using our research methods, the goal 
of the project will lead to the use of high throughput 
CALPHAD assessments. We are looking to reduce the 
effects of chance by helping model experiments in order 
to help prioritize possible experimental conditions that 
will lead to exciting new materials discoveries.  Our in-
house code which utilizes advanced global optimization 
to facilitate the assessments which will help generate 
accelerated materials design and discovery.   

 
Our research will look to demonstrate the discovery of 

potential new alloys which will be facilitated through the 
deployment of novel algorithms developed by our group.  
We will also use databases of thermodynamic information 
along with phase field methodology to help solve the 
inverse phase stability problem.  The optimal materials 
discovery will be to develop materials that are outside of 
conventional systems as we look to optimize properties of 
the material that are requested by collaborators.  In our 
inverse phase stability problem, we will map phase 
constitutions to a set of corresponding thermodynamic 
conditions in a multidimensional phase constitution 
search space that corresponds to ranges of thermodynamic 
conditions.  The solutions here correspond to all solutions 
that solve a constraint satisfaction problem. We will also 
model the microstructure evolution during reactive phase 
formation of melt infiltrated SiC/SiC composites in which 
this information will also aid in the design and discovery. 
Using our solution of the inverse phase stability problem 
as a constraint satisfaction problem, we will be given an 
area that through experiments can be either verified or 
rejected. We will be exploring binary Si-X systems and 
look forward to developing a system of ternary Si-X-Y 
systems that can identify promising candidates for new 
alloys for use in aerospace using this method. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Si-C Binary Phase Diagram. [5] 
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The Generation IV international forum is a group 

of fourteen member countries fulfilling the research and 
development needs for the new generation of nuclear 
reactors. It has selected six nuclear energy systems, of 
which the molten salt reactor (MSR) is, in terms of safety 
and performance, amongst the most promising nuclear 
reactor types presently being studied. Its central 
characteristic is that the nuclear fuel is made of a molten 
fluoride (or chloride) salt instead of being a solid oxide; 
this liquid serves both as the fuel and as the coolant for the 
reactor. Two experimental MSRs have been built before: 
the Aircraft Reactor Experiment (ARE) in 1954 and the 
Molten Salt Reactor Experiment (MSRE), which operated 
successfully between 1965-1969. Despite the experience 
acquired throughout the duration of those experiments, a 
more precise knowledge of the physico-chemical 
properties of the salt is needed for the safety and design of 
modern reactors, as the irradiated salt constitutes a 
complex and multi-component system.  

7LiF-NaF-KF-AnF4-AnF3 (An=actinide) is a 
system proposed for the fuel of an actinide burner [1], and 
still needs a full thermodynamic characterization. To this 
end, we present a re-evaluation of the KF-ThF4 binary 
system using X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Differential 
Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) data. We conclude from our 
measurements and data reported in the literature that the 
binary has 8 intermediate compounds. A thermodynamic 
assessment with the Gibbs energy of the liquid solution 
described by the quasi-chemical model in the quadruplet 
approximation will be presented, reproducing the 
experimental data, including enthalpies of mixing. The 
ternary system NaF-KF-ThF4 is extrapolated from the 
new KF-ThF4 assessment and those already published for  
NaF-ThF4 [2] and NaF-KF [3]. The only quaternary 
fluoride compound of the system, KNaThF6, was included   
using the thermodynamic properties reported by 
Mukherjee and Dash [4]. The extrapolation is compared 
to experimental measurements, with good agreement.  

EXAFS measurements of molten KF-ThF4 at 
compositions X(ThF4)= 0.167, 0.33  will also be 
presented and interpreted with molecular dynamics 
simulations. These measurements are  a first step towards 
a model which takes into account the distribution of 
different  [ThFx]4-x molecular species in the liquid phase.  

 
 

 

 
 
Figure 1. KF-ThF4 phase diagram as optimized in this work, 
compared with our DSC measurements (in red) and those in 
the literature (black).   
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The OpenCalphad (OC) software is developed by a 
small group of dedicated scientists to become a platform 
for developing new thermodynamic models, better 
algorithms for equilibrium calculations and tools for 
assessment of databases based on experimental and 
theoretical data. OC is a standalone software tool and has 
a software!interface toolkit for coupling with application 
software.  OC can be executed in parallel mode enabling 
fast calculations particularly when coupled with 
application software !!

The assessment of thermodynamic databases depends 
strongly on the thermodynamic models available in the 
software.  One of the goals of OC is to promote the 
development of more advanced models than those 
currently available using commercial software. 

 
Figure 1. The heat capacity for a pure element using the Einstein 
model.  This is implemented in OC due to the interest in 
developing the 3rd generation Calphad databases. 

OC can be used to calculate many different kinds of 
property and phase diagrams, it has a simple command 
line user interface and uses GNUPLOT for graphics.  

 
Figure 2. A Gibbs triangular plot of an isothermal ternary phase 
diagram for the Cr-Fe-Ni system at 1200 K. 

OC is fully multicomponent and is currently used to 
calculate equilibria and simulate processes in systems 
with more than 15 components.  It is important that new 
models are implemented and tested in a multicomponent 
environment with complex alloys.  The availability of a 
free software for such purposes is crucial. 

 
Figure 3. A property diagram for a SAF2507 duplex stainless 
steel showing how the amount of phases varies with T.  

OC cannot read commercial databases because of their 
encryption.  Users can use their own databases or those 
free databases available on the web or provided with the 
software. High quality multicomponent databases, based 
on experimental and theoretical data and useful for the 
development of new alloys and simulate processes, are 
constantly updated and will always be expensive. 

OC is available with a GNU GPL license. 
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Abstract  

 The present work is focused on 
experimental study of phase composition of 
the B-Fe-Mn-V alloys and thermodynamic 
calculations of phase equilibria in the B-Fe-
Mn-V quaternary system.  

 Thermodynamic calculations of the 
quaternary system are based on the ternary 
subsystems (B-Mn-V, B-Fe-V, B-Fe-Mn and 
Fe-Mn-V). The papers [1- 3] were source of 
data for the ternary systems. Boron is 
modelled as an interstitial element in all solid 
solutions of iron, manganese and vanadium. 
All borides are described as stoichiometric 
phases with respect to boron.  

 B-Fe-Mn-V alloys were produced from 
high purity powders in argon arc furnace. 
The alloys were subsequently annealed at 
900 K for 2040 h. Phase equilibria and 
composition of the coexisting phases in the 
alloys after long term annealing were studied 
experimentally by scanning electron 
microscopy, X-ray diffraction and 
differential thermal analysis. Experimentally 
obtained results were compared with results 
of thermodynamic calculations. 

 

 
 

Figure 1 Phase diagram of the B-Fe-Mn-V system for 40 at% B 
and 5 at.% Mn. 

 

Very good agreement between 
experimental results and thermodynamic 
calculations were achieved. The created 
thermodynamic database is suitable for 
thermodynamic calculations of phase 
diagram not only for all ternary subsystems 
but also it can be used for thermodynamic 
calculation of the B-Fe-Mn-V quaternary 
system.  
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Phase diagrams calculated entirely from first 

principles have the potential to reduce both time and 
expense in investigations for materials design by 
providing important thermodynamic information to new 
material systems at the prediction stage. Currently, it is 
difficult to create a thermodynamic description of most 
systems entirely from calculated data. An approach is 
considered by which several theoretical techniques are 
used together to inform a CALPHAD-based 
thermodynamic description derived from first principles 
without optimization.  

In this work, the aluminium-nickel system was chosen 
as a test case as it contains many features commonly 
found in phase diagrams, including ordered and 
disordered phases of various structures including bcc and 
fcc. 

Commonly, thermodynamic descriptions made using 
the CALPHAD approach use the Bragg-Williams 
approximation to describe the configurational entropy of 
a solid, which is a point correlation model ignoring the 
pair and higher order interactions [1]. Other entropy 
contributions are indirectly contained within the fitted 
excess energy terms of optimized descriptions.  

It has been seen in past investigations that the Bragg-
Williams entropy model implemented within the 
Compound Energy Formalism (CEF) does not give a 
description of the fcc (metastable) phase diagram for 
certain systems that is consistent with other first 
principles methods or as derived using the Cluster 
Variation Method (CVM) [2].  

The fcc phase diagram for the aluminium-nickel 
system from ground state first principles calculations 
without optimization using a pure CEF description is 
shown in Figure 1. Key features of these diagrams are the 
single maxima for the order-disorder transition, and 
unreasonably high transition temperatures, while 
experimental, CVM, and Monte Carlo (MC) phase 
diagrams for the same system show separated maxima for 
each ordered phase.  

These incorrect features are attributed to the lack of 
consideration of short range ordering in the CEF model 
without excess terms, and various techniques have been 
implemented to modify the topology of the CEF fcc 
phase diagram, such as by using reciprocal interaction 
parameters [3].  

Using Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations 
of the formation enthalpies and various effective cluster 
interaction energies from the Cluster Expansion Method 

(CEM), compatible CEF and CVM models are created. 
Through comparison of these methods, the interaction 
parameters required to correctly describe the topology of 
the fcc phase diagram using a modified CEF are 
determined. By following this approach, a fcc phase 
diagram with topology as expected can be obtained 
directly without optimization. In doing this, contributions 
to the configurational entropy beyond the point 
contributions (as in the Bragg-Williams approximation) 
are introduced.  

The progress in this work of developing a first 
principles-based fcc phase diagram directly from 
calculation is presented and the shortcomings and 
challenges of the models discussed.  

Figure 1. Metastable fcc Al-Ni phase diagram created 
using the CEF and DFT calculations without optimization. 
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  For NiTi-based alloys, the shape memory effect is 
governed by a transition from a low-temperature 
martensite phase to a high-temperature austenite phase. 
Despite considerable experimental and computational 
work, basic questions regarding the stability of the phases 
and the martensitic phase transition remain unclear even 
for the simple case of binary, equiatomic NiTi. We 
perform ab initio molecular dynamics simulations to 
describe the temperature-dependent behavior of NiTi and 
resolve several of these outstanding issues. Structural 
correlation functions and finite temperature phonon 
spectra are evaluated to determine phase stability. We 
show that finite temperature, entropic effects stabilize the 
experimentally observed martensite (B19’) and austenite 
(B2) phases while destabilizing the theoretically predicted 
(B33) phase. Free energy computations based on ab initio 
thermodynamic integration confirm these results and 
permit estimates of the transition temperature between the 
phases. In addition to the martensitic phase transition, we 
predict a new transition between the B33 and B19’ phases. 
The role of defects in suppressing phase transformation 
temperatures is discussed. 

 

Figure 1. Helmholtz free energy along the monoclinic angle (
���reaction coordinate as a function of temperature. (a) The 
free energy profile along the�reaction coordinate for 0, 50, 
300, and 600 K. (b) Free energy color map as a function of 
temperature and �. Regions of low free energy are given as 
blue, while regions of high free energy are given as red. White 
lines indicate stable phases and display the temperature 
dependence for the B19!"monoclinic angle. 
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Abstract  
 

The crystalline systems presented in this project belong 
to a group known as Heusler alloys. These materials are 
characterized by a strong coupling between their 
structure and magnetic properties. Usually, a change in 
one of them can alter the other, which implies changes in 
other electronic or structural properties, such as, shape 
magnetic memory response, magnetocaloric effects, 
superelasticity, etc. Those properties and its dependence 
with external fields make these materials interesting, both 
from a fundamental point of view, as well as on their 
different possible applications. 
 
The calculations were performed in the cubic or high 
symmetry phase L21 within the parameter-free density 
functional theory with the VASP and SPRKKR codes. 
 
Basically, we can analyze our results from two points of 
view. On one side, structural, electronic and magnetic 
properties at room pressure were obtained, such as, unit 
cell volume, bulk modulus, compressibility factor, 
magnetization, density of electronic states, spin 
polarization, magnetic exchange constants and Curie 
temperature. Our results are compared with available 
experimental or theoretical values reported in the 
literature. On the other hand, the pressure dependence of 
the Curie temperature and spin polarization in these 
particular ferromagnetic systems was studied. We found 
a large dependence of the polarization and the Curie 
temperature with pressure (Fig. 1), indicating that 
pressure can be used in experiments to trigger particular 
magnetic properties of interest. 
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Fig. 1: The Curie temperature for Fe2CoGa, derived by 
Mean Field Theory (MFT) as a function of pressure from 
0 to 20 GPa. 
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Abstract 

Impurity diffusion in Zr is potentially important 
for many applications of Zr alloys, and in 
particularly for their use of nuclear reactor 
cladding. However, significant uncertainty 
presently exists about which elements are 
vacancy vs. interstitial diffusers, which can 
inhibit understanding and prediction of their 
behavior under different temperature, 
irradiation, and alloying conditions. Therefore, 
first-principles calculations based on density 
functional theory (DFT) have been employed to 
predict the temperature-dependent dilute 
impurity diffusion coefficients for 14 
substitutional alloying elements in hexagonal 
closed packed (HCP) Zr. Vacancy-mediated 
diffusion was modeled with the eight-frequency 
model. Interstitial contributions to diffusion are 
estimated from interstitial formation and 
migration energies. Formation energies for 
each impurity in nine high-symmetry interstitial 
sites were determined, including significant 
effects of thermal expansion. The dominant 
diffusion mechanism of each solute in HCP Zr 
was identified in terms of the calculated 
vacancy-mediated activation energy and lower 
and upper bounds of interstitial activation 
energy, suggesting a rough relation with the 
metallic radii of solutes. It is predicted that Cr, 
Cu, V, Zn, Mo, W, Au, Ag, Al, Nb, Ta and Ti 
diffuse predominantly by an interstitial 
mechanism, and Hf, Zr, and Sn are likely to be 
predominantly vacancy-mediated diffusers 
although the prediction is uncertain at higher 
temperatures near 1073 K, where interstitial 
diffusion may play a significant or even 
dominant role. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. The comparison of calculated vacancy-mediated 
and estimated interstitial activation energies with 
experimental results 
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Due to the increasing demand for high-strength and 

lightweight structural materials, the development of Metal 
Matrix Nanocomposites (MMNC) has provided a 
promising avenue for improved structural performance.  
During solidification, the nanoparticles can either be 
pushed or captured by the advancing solidification front. 
In order to obtain improved mechanical properties of 
MMNC, the ceramic nanoparticles need to be captured by 
the solid/liquid front to form a homogenous distribution 
in the primary aluminum grains.  The movement of 
nanoparticles away from the solidification front is 
dependent on the viscosity of the alloy melts. Increasing 
the melt viscosity decreases the critical velocity of the 
nanoparticles and decreases the cooling rates required for 
particle capture. Due to the complexity of multi-
component systems, there are limited experimental and 
modeling viscosity results for matrix alloys.  In this study, 
a CALPAHD (CALculation of PHAse Diagrams) based 
model for viscosity has been coupled with a nanoparticle 
capture model to predict the critical velocity needed for 
particle capture (Figure 1). Directional solidification 
experiments were used to validate the nanoparticle 
capture model with the viscosity and stability information 
determined using CALPHAD modeling. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1. (a) Liquidus projection of the ternary Al-Ni-

Zn system; (b) calculated viscosity of the Al-Ni-Zn 
ternary system at the liquidus temperatures; (c) 

calculated critical velocity of SiCp (r=50nm) ahead of 
the solidification front of the Al-Ni-Zn melt; (d) 

calculated critical velocity of TiB2-p (r=50nm) ahead of 
the solidification front of the Al-Ni-Zn melt. 
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Lightweight steel has attracted considerable interest in 

the automobile applications due to the weight reduction 
without the loss of high strength and excellent plasticity. 
In the austenitic Fe-Mn-Al-C steels, the nano-
precipitation of the -carbide within the austenitic matrix 
significantly contributes to the increase in yield strength. 
However, as prolonged aging, the coarse -carbide forms 
along the grain boundary and both the strength and 
ductility gradually decrease. Therefore, for a specific 
steel, the aging temperature and time are important for the 
precipitation of the -carbide including the volume 
fraction and the particle size, which have a strong 
influence on the precipitation strengthening. From the 
point of view of material design, if the relationships 
between steel composition, heat treatment parameter, 
microstructure and the precipitation strengthening 
contribution are established, the optimal composition and 
heat treatment for a steel can be easily obtained, which 
actually is the ultimate goal of Integrated Computational 
Materials Engineering (ICME). Therefore, the purpose of 
the present work is �) to develop a thermodynamic and 
diffusion mobility database for lightweight steels, �) to 
simulate the precipitation of the -carbide based on the 
thermo-kinetic database and �) to predict the 
precipitation strengthening contribution. 

The thermodynamic modelling of the quaternary Fe-
Mn-Al-C system was firstly performed within the 
framework of the CALPHAD approach supported by ab 
initio calculations. To describe the ordering between 
metallic atoms, the -carbide was modelled as an ordered 
form of the fcc phase using five-sublattice model. Then, 
the diffusion mobility database was refined combining 
with the diffusion-couple technique. The mobility 
parameters for the fcc and bcc phases were optimized. 
Using the TC-PRISMA software, the precipitation of the 

-carbide during aging at 873 K was simulated based on 
the present thermo-kinetic database. The volume fraction 
and mean particle radius were obtained through the 
precipitation simulation and then used for the calculation 
of precipitation strengthening contribution. Since the anti-
phase boundary (APB) energy is relatively high according 
to the results from ab initio calculations [1], the APB 
effect on the strengthening is dominant in comparison 

with the coherency effect due to the low lattice misfit 
between the -carbide and austenite. Accordingly, the 
present work only considered the APB effect, including 
the weak and strong coupling between super-partial 
dislocations. Fig. 1 shows the precipitation strengthening 
contribution with aging time as well as the mean particle 
radius of the -carbide. 

 
Figure 1. Simulated precipitation strengthening and mean 
radius of the -carbide based on the present thermo-kinetic 
database. 
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Ferrite growth in spheroidal graphite (SG) cast irons is 
expected to take place down the lower limit of the three-
phase field (T ), when the difference in carbon 
concentration between ferrite/austenite and 
ferrite/graphite interfaces ( ) turns to positive 
values [1]. Nevertheless, ones the alloy reaches the upper 
limit of the three-phase field (T º) it could grow driven by 
the difference in carbon content between austenite/ferrite 
interface and the corresponding to the carbon content in 
austenite far away from it ( ) [2]. In spite of the 
presence of  at temperatures lower than T º 
(Figure 1), no ferrite growth is evidenced for intermediate 
temperatures between T º and T  under continuous 
cooling conditions [1]. 

Carbon flux driven by  recalls the one that 
rules proeutectoid ferrite in steels. Nevertheless, unlike 
steels, in case of SG cast irons, silicon and alloying 
elements (Mn and Cu are the more common ones) develop 
a segregation profile that is inherited by austenite; later on 
these profiles are acquired by the final microstructure 
since no diffusion of alloying elements is expected to take 
place during solid-state transformations [1]. 

Considering all this, growth in SG cast irons was 
studied at austenite in contact with graphite, as it is 
accepted to start right there [1,2]. To set the composition 
at this point for the different samples, measured 
microsegregation profiles from a previous work [3] were 
employed. On the other hand, Thermo-Calc software (TC) 
was used for calculating carbon at the beginning of the 
solid-state transformation. 

Later, isopleth FeCSi isotherm sections were built using 
TC for determining the transition temperatures from –
slow– partitioning local equilibrium (PLE) to –fast– 
negligible partitioning local equilibrium (NPLE) [4]. 
These constructions were necessary since no data was 
available neither for the temperature range of interest in 
SG cast irons and nor for the high silicon contents 
registered at austenite in contact with graphite.  

In the calculation of these transition temperatures is the 
answer to the absence of ferrite growth during the 
referenced temperature gap for continuous cooling 
conditions. This should be taken into account when 
developing solid-state growth models to get a more 

accurate description of ferrite growth during continuous 
cooling in SG cast irons. In addition, an explanation for 
the pearlite promoting effect of alloying elements is 
proposed.  

 
Figure 1: FeCSi stable isopleth section for 2.5 wt-%Si as 
obtained by means of Thermo-Calc software:  and 

 carbon-driving forces are indicated, as well as 
T º and T  temperatures 
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In recent years work has been done on two separate 

problems in the estimation of advanced high strength steel 
properties. The first was work conducted by Li et al. [1] 
that attempted to determine the phases and phase 
composition of dual phase and TRIP steels. This work 
utilized the ThermoCalc-TQ interface to determine the 
composition of the different phases. The second was work 
done by Galindo et al. [2] that has attempted to use models 
for the development of the martensite structure in 
materials to determine the hardness and yield strength of 
martensitic and dual phase steels.  

The objective of the current work is to combine these 
two methods in order to model the material properties of 
dual phase steels. The first part of the method involves the 
determination of the composition of the phases present in 
the material. This is achieved using the ThermoCalc 
Matlab Toolkit. For a given annealing temperature the 
composition and volume fraction of ferrite, austenite, and 
cementite are determined. The composition of the 
austenite phase at the annealing temperature is used to 
determine the martensite start temperature according to 
the method proposed by Li et al. It is then assumed that 
the material is quenched very rapidly to room temperature 
from the annealing temperature, as a result of this the 
volume fraction of martensite at room temperature is 
determined by . This 
assumption means that it is possible to consider the 
composition of the martensite as the same as the 
composition of the austenite at the annealing temperature. 
This is considered the full equilibrium condition. To 
expand the analysis, a para-equilibrium condition is also 
considered. In the para-equilibrium condition, it is 
assumed that the composition of all elements other than 
carbon are uniform through the material, in other words, 
only carbon diffuses in the material.  

After the composition of the phases have been 
determined, the methods proposed by Galindo-Nava et al. 
are followed with some modification. Since the exact 
composition of the phases are used, the assumptions of 
how carbon is distributed in the phases are removed from 
the code presented by Galindo-Nava et al. and the actual 
composition in either the full- or para-equilibrium 
conditions are used. Since the methods presented by 
Galindo et al. required the input of the prior-austenite 
grain size as measured on micrographs, the material 
properties were calculated for a range of grain sizes. 

The result from the described method are shown in 
Figure 1 for a DP140T steel. The results are compared to 
a measure yield strength that has been found in literature 

[3]. The method used in the current work overestimated 
the measured property of the material quite significantly, 
however, comparing the results to the sparse data that can 
be found in literature is not ideal. More experimental work 
will need to be done to get more complete data to 
benchmark this method against.  

 
Figure 1. Predicted Yield Strength for a Ferrite-Martensite 
dual phase DP140T Steel 
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High-manganese steels (15-30 wt% Mn) have attracted 

considerable interest due to their promising mechanical 
properties i.e. high strength and ductility. In recent years, 
the addition of light elements such as Al into high-
manganese austenitic steels has received a lot of attention 
due to the steels superior ductility and reduced weight 
which is advantageous for manufacturing e.g. auto body 
panels and tanks for liquefied natural gas (LNG) storage 
and transportation [1,2]. Fe-Mn-Al-C alloy system is the 
basis for the present study within the framework of an EU 
RFCS project. The dominating microstructure of such 
steels is austenite stabilized by Mn and C, so they exhibit 
the potentials of different strengthening mechanisms, 
such as twinning induced plasticity (TWIP) and 
transformation induced plasticity (TRIP). Upon rapid 
quenching the material from temperatures above A3 or 
eutectoid A1, austenite transforms into martensite. 
Knowledge of martensite start temperature is of critical 
significance for steel producers to perform alloy design. 
For the project, one challenge is to avoid the formation of 
embrittling phase such as -martensite. Considering the 
complexity of alloying effect on martensite 
transformation, consequently, being capable of predicting 
the martensite start temperature can be an efficient tool to 
guide the steel makes for alloy design and forming the 
processing parameters. As can be seen in Figure 1, Ms 
temperatures of  martensitic transformation of Fe-Mn 
system were predicted, which forms the basis for 
predicting the Ms temperatures of the quaternary system. 
In the meantime, in the Fe-Mn-Al-C lightweight steels, 
the addition of Al reduces the density and leads to the 
precipitation of nano-sized kappa carbides. If properly 
controlled by the suitable tempering conditions, the 
precipitations can effectively strengthen the material. 
Therefore, it is interesting to study the molar volume of 
kappa phase in this quaternary system. 

In the present work, the interaction parameters in Ms 
property model in Thermo-Calc graphical module [3] 
were optimized for the Fe-Mn-Al-C system. The 
predicted Ms temperatures were validated by the available 
experimental data. Additionally, the molar volume of 
kappa phase in Fe-Mn-Al-C system were assessed by 
means of Calphad approach.  By combining with volume 
data from Thermo-Calc software TCFE9 [3] with the 
current assessment work, the calculations of density and 

lattice parameter in the Fe-Mn-Al-C system were 
performed and then compared with the measurements 
within the same EU project. 

 
Figure 1. The predicted Ms temperatures of  martensitic 
transformation of Fe-Mn system compared with the 
literature data 
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The aim of the third generation of CALPHAD 

databases is to develop an accurate physically-based 
description of Gibbs energies of pure elements from 0K 
up to high temperatures that can guarantee a robust 
prediction of thermodynamic properties of binary, ternary 
and high-order systems within an entire temperature 
range. 

Recently, one of the successful attempts in this 
direction has been performed by Roslyakova et al. [1]. A 
novel thermodynamic modeling strategy of stable, 
metastable and liquid phases is proposed based on 
automated segmented regression (SR) approach. The SR 
model [1] contains only 5 parameters to be estimated from 
experimental data, which can be weighted in fully 
automated way based on application of unequal k-fold 
cross-validation method [2]. Moreover, some of the 
unknown models parameters are associated with 
physically-based constants and therefore can be compared 
with available experimental data. 
The segmented regression model has been successfully 
applied for 11 pure elements: Al, Cr, Fe [1], Ge, Ir, Mo, 
Nb, Re, W, Ni, Ta, binary Cr-Nb [2] and ternary Mo-Nb-
Ta systems. In this work the application of automated 
proposed modeling approach has been extended to other 
7 elements, such as Ag, Cu, Mg, Bi, Te, Si, Pb and some 
of their compounds, such as Cr2Nb [3] and Cr2Ta. 
Comparison with available experimental data showed a 
good agreement in low and high temperatures for all 
considered pure elements (see Figure 1).  
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(a)! Experimental and fitted heat capacity of bcc and liquid 

phases for pure Mo using SR model. 
 

 
(b)! Comparison of calculated enthalpies using SR model 

with experimental data. 
 

Figure 1. Results for pure Mo using SR model. 
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!
Most models currently used for complex phases in the 

Calphad method are based on the Compound Energy 
Formalism (CEF). The way this formalism is presently 
used, however, is prone to poor extrapolation behavior in 
higher order systems, especially when treating phases 
with complex crystal structures. In this paper, without 
changing its configurational entropy expression, a 
partition  of the Gibbs energy into effective bond energies 
is proposed which remarkably improves the extrapolation 
behavior. The proposed model allows the use of as many 
sublattices (SL) as there are occupied Wyckoff sites and 
has great potential for reducing the number of necessary 
parameters and thus allowing shorter computational time. 
Examples for the modelling fcc ordering and the  phase 
are given. 
 
Figure 1. Mo-Ni-Re isothermal section at 1500 K using a 5SL 
EBEF for the  phase with only 60 effective bond energies 
fitted to the 93 binary compound energies from DFT  thanks 
to OpenCalphad software [1] 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The section in Figure 1 is obtained using the new 
formalism proposed here with 5SL considering 60 
effective bond energies whose values were obtained from 
only binary DFT results. It is very different from Figure 
2.a using the same binary DFT result in the CEF but very 
close to Figure 2.b using the DFT results for all end-
members ie 3 unary, 90 binary and 150 ternary 
configurations. 

Figure 2. Mo-Ni-Re sections at 1500 K using a 5SL CEF for 
the  phase thanks to Thermo-Calc software [2] 
a) with 93  binary energies of formation from DFT 

 
b) with 243 compound energies of formation from DFT 
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Nano-Calphad provides a method to calculate phase 

diagrams for nano-systems [1]. Nano-systems are systems 
containing at least one phase with at least one of its 
dimensions below 100 nm. For correct nano-Calphad 
calculations correct equations should be used, valid for 
nano-phases. This poster is devoted to the configurational 
entropy of nano-solutions.  

As follows from the comparison of the exact equation 
of Boltzmann and its Stirling approximation (widely used 
for both macroscale and nanoscale solutions today), the 
latter significantly over-estimates the former for nano-
phases and surface regions. On the other hand, the exact 
Boltzmann equation cannot be used for practical 
calculations, as it requires the calculation of the factorial 
of the number of atoms in a phase, and those factorials are 
such large numbers that they cannot be handled by 
commonly used computer codes. Herewith, a correction 
term is introduced in this poster [2] to replace the Stirling 
approximation by the so-called “de Moivre 
approximation”. This new approximation is a continuous 
function of the number of atoms/molecules and the 
composition of the nano-solution. This correction 
becomes negligible for phases larger than 15 nm in 
diameter, however, it should be used for interfacial 
solutions. The correction term does not cause 
mathematical difficulties, even if it is used for macro-
phases.  

Using this correction, future nano-thermodynamic 
calculations will become more precise. Equations are 
worked out for both integral and partial configurational 
entropies of multi-component nano-solutions. The 
equations are correct only for nano-solutions, which 
contain at least a single atom of each component. This will 
limit the mole fraction of any component above 1/N, 
where N is the number of atoms in the solution. [2].  
 
This work was financed by the GINOP 2.3.2 – 15 – 2016 
– 00027 project. 

 
Fig.1. The dependence of the integral molar 

configurational entropy of a binary solution on the 
number of atoms/molecules in it. Horizontal bold line: 
the Stirling approximation, points: exact points due to 
the Boltzmann equation, the curved line mostly across 
the points: the de Movrie approximation suggested in 

[2]. The vertical dotted line corresponds to N = 10. The 
top figure (Figure 4a) corresponds to the equimolar 

solution, while the bottom figure (Figure 4b) 
corresponds to the solution with 0.1 or 0.9 mole 

fractions of the components 
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The need for the new derivation. 
The Butler equation (on the equality of the partial 

surface tensions of the components of a solution) is 
derived in this poster from the general requirement that in 
equilibrium the Gibbs energy of the solution phase (taking 
into account also its surface area) must have a minimum 
value. This new derivation hopefully will increase the 
confidence of the scientific community in applying the 
Butler equation in further calculations of surface tension 
and surface adsorption (and also surface phase transition) 
of liquid solutions and in extending it to other interfaces. 

The Butler-equation in the literature. 
Surface tension and surface adsorption are the basic 

concepts of colloid and surface sciences. The Butler 
equation is routinely used by many researchers to 
calculate surface segregation, surface adsorption and 
surface tension of liquid solutions. The Butler equation 
was extended to calculate surface phase transition at 
liquid surfaces and to calculate interfacial composition 
and interfacial energy of other interfaces, such as 
liquid/liquid, coherent solid/solid, solid/liquid and grain 
boundaries. Although the 628 citations received since 
1932 is a considerable number [www.google.scholar, 
March 2018], the acceptance rate of the Butler equation is 
much below compared to the Gibbs adsorption equation. 
It is partly due to its cumbersome derivation and partly to 
the usage of ill-defined partial surface tensions. Recently, 
the partial surface tensions of the components were 
defined and the Butler equation was re-derived in a 
simplified way. In this poster the Butler equation will be 
derived from the requirement of the minimum total Gibbs 
energy of a solution phase, taking into account its surface 
area. Thus, it will be proven that the Butler equation is in 
full agreement with thermodynamics of Gibbs. 
This work was financed by the GINOP 2.3.2 – 15 – 2016 
– 00027 project. 

 

 
Figure 1. The dependence of the total Gibbs energy of a 
liquid solution phase per its unit surface area (Fig.1a) and 
the dependence of the partial surface tensions of the two 
components (Fig.1b) as function of the mole fraction of 
component B in the surface region at the following fixed 
parameters: T = 300 K, xB = 0.2, A

o = 0.072 J/m2, A = 
60,000 m2/mol, B

o = 0.030 J/m2, B = 100,000 m2/mol,  = 
-10 kJ/mol,  = 0.85. One can see that both the minimum in 
Fig.1a and the cross section in Fig.1b correspond to the same 
equilibrium value of xB,s = 0.294. Moreover, at this point the 
equilibrium partial surface tensions of the two components 
equal each other and the equilibrium surface tension 

= A= B = 0.0612 J/m2, in agreement with the Butler 
equation 
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Nano-Calphad provides a method to calculate phase 

diagrams for nano-systems [1]. Nano-systems are systems 
containing at least one phase with at least one of its 
dimensions below 100 nm. The equilibrium lines for 
nano-phases depend also on the number of atoms in nano-
systems, not only on pressure, temperature and 
composition as is the case for macro-systems. Thus, the 
rule of Gibbs is extended as: the maximum number of 
possible co-existing nano-phases is the number of 
components + three (3 = pressure, temperature and the 
number of atoms in nano-phases). As the phase rule is 
changed, all rules to construct and to read phase diagrams 
of nano-systems will change. This point will be presented 
in this poster on the example of simple one-component 
and two-component phase diagrams.  
     In the four sub-figures of Fig.1 the evolution of the 
one-component phase diagram for thallium is shown at 
four different numbers of atoms in the system. In the first 
two diagrams at large number of atoms normal triple 
points are seen between bcc/hcp/vap, bcc/hcp/liq and 
bcc/liq/vap phases with shrinking stability range of the 
bcc phase with the decreasing number of atoms. At special 
values of pressure – temperature - number of atoms the 
quaternary point bcc/fcc/liq/vap is seen with the bcc phase 
shrunk to a single point. In the final diagram a new triple 
point is seen between hcp/liq/vap phases.  
 
This work was financed by the GINOP 2.3.2 – 15 – 2016 
– 00027 project. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.1. Different phase diagrams for thallium calculated 
at different fixed total numbers of atoms in the system 
[2]. The triple points merge into the quaternary point at 

given number of atoms (1.2*105 in this case) 
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Abstract  
Nowadays, heat-resistant steels suitable for super-

critical conditions (873 K, 25-30 MPa) are used in modern 
thermal power plants. In the field of research and 
development, a great effort is concentrated on the 4th 
generation creep-resistant steels, suitable for ultra-super-
critical conditions (923 K, 30-35 MPa). Within boiler 
constructions, it is important to pay attention especially on 
welds and bends. These areas are critical places in view of 
possible failures during boiler service as a result of 
continuous degradation of the material structure by 
thermal welding cycle and plastic deformation.  

Austenitic steel tubes of 316H grade were joined with 
martensitic steel tubes of T92 grade using two types of Ni-
base weld metals. Two different types of post-weld heat 
treatment were performed, namely the classical tempering 
and the unconventional re-austenitising and tempering 
treatment. Next, long term annealing at 898 K for 11000 
h was done. Phase analyses of flat fracture areas after 
room-temperatures tensile tests were performed by SEM 
with EDX analyzer and XRD. 

Calculations of phase equilibria were done by Thermo-
Calc. The work [2] served as the source of data for the 
binary Nb-B system. The data for binary system were 
appended to commercial database for steels TCFE6.  

The local occurrence of brittle boride niobium layers 
(Fig 1) were identified by combination of SEM, EDX and 
RTG analysis in the fusion zone between steel T92 and 
Ni-base weld metal. It was found that the occurrence of 
borides is independent of heat treatment conditions after 
welding, long term isothermal exposures and conditions 
of mechanical tests. The occurrence is exclusively related 
to the melt mixing processes and the subsequent 
segregation and chemical interaction of the Nb and B 
elements during solidification of fusion zones. On the 
base morphology of the secondary cracks of the boride 
layers observed at the fracture surfaces it was indicated 
that boride layer was formed at the end of the melt 
solidification process of the construction zone. This was 
confirmed by thermodynamic calculations simulating the 
evolution of the phase composition in relation to 
temperature and variation of the chemical composition of 
the fusion zone. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Niobium borides in fusion zone 
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Abstract 

Adding microalloying elements to steel to form 
carbonitrides (Nb,Ti and V) is widely used in alloy design 
for various purposes. A good understanding of the 
conditions at which these carbonitrides precipitate or 
dissolve and the ability to predict their size, volume 
fraction and distribution is of paramount importance for 
the efficient design of these steels. Computational 
thermodynamics is a powerful tool in answering these 
questions, both through direct use of equilibrium 
information and by coupling this information with 
mobilities and other properties that make possible 
modeling the kinetics of the processes involved. In this 
work, we review the information that can be presently 
gained via the CALPHAD approach using equilibrium, 
diffusion and many-particle precipitation modeling. We 
discuss the advantages, limitations and potential of these 
approaches, through comparison with experimental 
results available in the literature. It is concluded that the 
potential of these tools in ICME is immense. Based on the 
modeling exercises we identify the critical information 
needed for modeling in each case and try to indicate the 
areas where development would be most welcome, for 
industrial applications.  

 
Figure 1. Isothermal precipitation kinetics followed by 
matrix composition modeled by PRISMA for a Nb-
microalloyed steel, compared with Le Bon [3] experimental 
data.  
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Abstract  
Classical Gosh-Olson theory for martensite formation 

is reviewed, and the associated Gibbs free energy is 
reformulated to account for two types of defects: 
martensite embryos [1] and twins. Such defects are 
included by expressing the overall transformation strain 
both for martensite in bcc hcp transition in 
titanium , and for twin formation  . The 
transformation strains are in turn expressed in terms of the 
principal strains associated to their corresponding lattice 
distortions. By comparing (1) the contribution of these 
into the thermal activation energy for martensite 
formation, ; its (2) compositional and (3) 
temperature dependence; as well as (4)  and   
relative values with respect to , it is possible 
not only to determine whether martensite will form and 
the Ms temperature value, but also the occurrence of 
twinning and transformation induced plasticity. 

The previous approach is applied to a database of alloys 
reported in the literature; and the prediction of the 
occurrence of dislocation glide, TWIP and TRIP effects is 
attempted. The dependence of the results on 
thermochemical CALPHAD databases is discussed. The 
computational method is embedded in a genetic 
algorithm [2] aimed at optimising compositions to 
maximise plasticity in terms of strength/ductility 
relationships. Our future work on performing multi-
objective optimisation [3] for a full stress-strain alloy-
dependent mechanical response is outlined.  
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Figure 1. Design of strong and ductile titanium alloys by 
controlling twinning and martensite formation with 
CALPHAD-based alloy design and genetic optimisation. 
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Abstract  
 
Due to the unique combination of properties, i.e., low 

melting point, good damping properties, and excellent 
corrosion resistance, zinc and its alloys are usually used 
in the electronic, electrical and construction industries. In 
recent years, the addition of Al in a wide range of 
composition can improve greatly the response mechanical 
of Zn-based alloys cast. Besides, Zn-Al alloys are 
especially suitable for die casting industry due to their low 
melting point and low energy consumption. However, Zn-
Al alloys have the disadvantage of limited ductility 
attributed to its HCP crystal structure. As a result, their 
extensive applications in engineering are severely limited. 

The development of new alloys or modification of 
existing ones to improve the performance of metal parts 
is an arduous task that requires a considerable investment 
of time and money. Nevertheless, it is well known that to 
improve the mechanical properties and corrosion 
resistance of Zn-Al alloys. It is necessary to add small 
amounts of alloying elements. These new elements can 
provide particular features to the Zn-Al alloys with the 
purpose of supporting the conformed at high 
temperatures. The use of alloying elements in suitable 
proportions can influence on the alloy microstructure and 
in the kinetics of intermetallic compounds formation. 
Previously studies on strontium additions show an effect 
on transforming the coarse -Zn dendrites to very fine 
grains, leading to a substantial improvement in 
mechanical properties. Also, was found that tensile 
strength, elongation, impact toughness and HB hardness 
of a Zn-4%Al hypoeutectic alloy increased with 
increasing Sr content. Unfortunately, little research has 
been carried out on the Sr effect in Zn-Al alloys.  

Thermodynamic assessment in Zn-Al, Zn-Sr and Al-Sr 
systems can contribute to a better understanding of the 
physical metallurgy of commercial alloys and the 
development of new heat-treatable alloys. 

In this regard, the main goal of this research was to 
study the effect of various Sr content on the final 
microstructure of the Zn-Al casting alloys and to correlate 
them with the theoretical results obtained by Thermo-Calc 
software. An excellent correlation between the final 
composition obtained from calculates phase fraction vs. 
temperature graphs and the final microstructure of the 

experimental alloy was found, see figure 1 (a and b). It 
was concluded that the final microstructure of Zn-Al 
casting alloys, and therefore, the mechanical and 
microstructural properties could be predicted. 

  
 

Figure 1. BSEM images of a) Phase fraction vs. 
Temperature (°C), and b) BSEM imagines of Zn-9Al-1Sr 
alloy. 
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The both models (Ca+2)P(O-2,SiO4

-4,SiO3
-2,SiO2)Q and 

(Al+3)P(O-2,SiO4
-4,SiO2)Q of the constituents of the 

silicate compositions was constructed by Mats Hillert 
and Bo Sundman with help of tetrahedral units. In the 
ionic liquid (Al+3,Ca+2,Mg+2,Si+4)P(O-2,SiO-4,Va-Q, 
AlO1.5,SiO2)Q, the octahedral finite elements were 
included by Bengt Hallstedt [1] for thermodynamic 
description of the Al–O system. The conceptual methodic 
of the article [2] established the conditions for the oxy-
ionic components in acid and basic slags. The character 
of Al2O3 was completely recognized as amphoteric.  
The binary alumina differs in the arrangement of the 
oxide sub-lattices. In the -phase, these constituents 
occupy octahedral sites. The -modification develops a 
structure of MgAl2O4 defect spinel, based with both 
octahedral and tetrahedral ones. Figures of lager 
symmetry as dodecahedron are implemented for the case 
of definition of metal-oxygen clusters of pentagonal 
orientation. In such constructions, metallic elements do 
not change their valency and save this property of stable 
substance, but increase the order of oxidation of ionic 
units.  

We regard the system Al2O3–Fe2O3–Cr2O3 with aim of 
investigation of solubility of its components. The 
thermochemical functions from the article [3] are 
compiled in the calculations of the simultaneous 
equilibria. The figure 1 presents the diagram of 
continuous body of rombohedral LRO. The solutions are 
indefinite and limited. The mixtures of Al2O3–Fe2O3 [4] 
are featured with the field of two isomorphic phases.  

The model of oxide melts is the liquid of oxygen-
containing elements. They are oxy-cations and oxy-
anions in correspondence with the affinity to attract O-
atoms. In the closed thermodynamic ensemble, where is 
no external source of O2, the reduction of Metal–O 
constituents is the consequence of bonding of excess 
values of oxygen with help of chemical potentials of more 
stable units. The areas of positive and negative members 
crystallize in sub-lattices, which are simulated with the 
dipole of discharge. This duality of annihilation is 
characterized with the energy of formation and a 
transition of oxygen participants is succeeded after a 
conjunction of the doubled constituent. The rhombohedral 
cell represents the idea of trinity for one oxy-anion and 
three opposite charges. This triple connection is created 
with the electro-chemical interactions, which cause is 
situated in the central place of octahedral unit. The trial 
ordered substance builds the closed packed symmetry of 
the structure of stable oxide. Thus, we reach a unity of four 

finite elements. There is the tetrahedral construction of 
silicate melts. An oxide existence of fifth valency is 
simulated with the dodecahedral figure. 

 
Figure 1. Continuous solid solution of rhombohedral 
constituents 
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Abstract 

The phase equilibria of the Nb-V binary system in the 
low temperature range below 850 ºC have been 
investigated in order to determine the miscibility gap of 
its solid solution. By means of the approaches of heat 
treatment, diffusion couple and differential thermal 
analysis, it has been proved that there is an immiscible 
region at low temperature, and that the solid solution β 
separated into two phases with the same crystal structure 
but the different compositions, the Nb-rich βNb and the V-
rich βV phases. The microstructures formed after both the 
spinodal decomposition and the nucleation decomposition 
have been observed by transmission electron microscopy. 
The equilibrium compositions of the miscibility gap of the 
Nb-V solid solution are determined and presented. 

 

 

Figure 1. The results of isothermal treatment: 
(a) Nb60V40 alloy at 600°C for 70 days; 

(b) Nb-V diffusion couple. 
 

 
Figure 2. Phase equilibria of the Nb-V solid solutions 
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The diffusion of oxygen in ceramics is very important 

because it has extensive effects on materials properties such as 
phase stability, mechanical property, heat resistance and so on, 
which are usually critical to their applications in industry. 
Zirconia is an important industrial materials with three phases. 
With decreasing of the temperature, the structure of zirconia 
transforms from cubic to tetragonal (2650 K) and then to 
monoclinic (1478 K). The cubic phase (c-ZrO2) is dynamically 
unstable. The tetragonal phase (t-ZrO2) is metastable, while the 
monoclinic one (m-ZrO2) is stable. Since the diffusion is more 
prominent at high temperature, studying the oxygen diffusion 
of the high temperature phases in ZrO2 is evitable. 

According to the atomistic theory of diffusion, the diffusion 
coefficient can be calculated from the integration of the kinetic 
property (atom jump frequency *), the structural property 
(correlation factor f and atomic distance D in crystal) and the 
thermodynamic property (vacancies concentration Cv). 

The present work attempted a full first-principles calculation 
of the self-diffusion coefficient for t-ZrO2 combining the 
electronic structures, phonon vibration spectrum and transition 
state theory (TST)[1]. In order to tackle the difficulty of the 
phonon imaginary frequency resulted from the dynamically 
instability due to vacancy in t-ZrO2, an extended local harmonic 
approximation (LHA) that captures the most important 
vibrations adjacent to the migration atom is proposed in this 
work based on the LHA[2], then the atom jump frequencies 
along a-axis and c-axis directions for the tetragonal lattice have 
been obtained respectively. The vacancy concentration can be 
estimated from the formation energy and vibration entropy 
difference for single oxygen vacancy, which incorporated the 
influence of the oxygen partial pressure [3]. For the anisotropic 
tetragonal lattice, the absolute values of correlation factors 
along a-axis and c-axis directions, respectively, as the function 
of temperature and frequencies have been obtained using J. G. 
Mullen’s method [4]. 

The main results are summarized as following. (1) The 
effective atom jump frequencies in a-axis and c-axis of t-ZrO2 

are obtained as 13.2THz and 12.1THz respectively, which is 
consistent to the common knowledge of 1013Hz. Fig.1 shows 
corresponding atomic jump frequencies in temperature range of 
1000-3000K. (2) Fig.2 is the oxygen vacancy concentration 
under various oxygen partial pressures. It can been seen a linear 
dependence of logCv to temperature, and an increase of Cv with 
a decrease of oxygen partial pressures. (3) Fig.3.gives the exact 
values of correlation factors in the tetragonal lattice of t-ZrO2 
as the function of temperature along a-axis and c-axis. (4) 
Summarize up all above results, the self-diffusion coefficients 
for t-ZrO2 along a-axis and c-axis can be derived under various 
oxygen partial pressures. Further considering the equilibrium 
state between ZrO2 and metallic Zr, the specific values of the 
oxygen partial pressures at given temperatures could be 
decided, so that the oxygen self-diffusion coefficient can be 

obtained finally, as shown in Fig.4. Our results are compared to 
former calculation in [5] and the experimental results [6], the 
calculated oxygen self-diffusion coefficients with a partial 
oxygen pressure of 10-15 atm shows an agreement with the 
experimental measurements in vacuum circumstances for t-
ZrO2. Furthermore, the thermal expansion of the atomic jump 
distance and its effect on the diffusion coefficient have been 
also estimated. 
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Fig.1 Atomic jump 
frequencies in in a-axis 
and c-axis directions. 

Fig.2 Oxygen vacancy 
concentration under various 
oxygen partial pressures. 

Fig.3 Correlation factors 
in the tetragonal lattice 
of t-ZrO2  
 

Fig.4 Calculated oxygen self- 
diffusion coefficient along a-
axis in t-ZrO2. 
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